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SPECIAL NOTICES.

ATLANTIC HOUSE,
Nrnrboro*

Opened

lot to

suit)

lie

iiiKUio

$1.00

Ladles’ Warranted Gossamers,
“

<•

“

“

“

*•

Children’s

“

“

“

“

We sIitiII not sell
July I5ili.

$1.50 & 1.62
small sizes, .75
.76
all sizes, $1.25

mHI* well established and beautifully situated
1
house is now open for the season. This house
contains spacious and well furnished rooms which
will be let with boa d at reasonable rates We
shall also be prepared to furnish refreshments,
chowders, etc., at short notice.

('APT. .1. C. ADAMS, Propri tor.
dlw»

after

low

so

hom;

LONG ISLAND.
week.

ibis

& WINE.
.As a Nutritive to^ic, it would be
indicated in the treatment or im-

dlt

A

paired nutrition,

T

Carpet FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
FOSTER'S
AND

Booms.

Beating
Beating Carpet
18 Preble

Street,

OPP. PREBLE llOl’NE.

'CARPETS

BEATEN

kinds of weaker and at all
of the yeai. Soiled and
Greasy Woolen Carpets cleansed

in all

to look like
KT!

rucking

iu

new.

tty Free.

a

See what $1.00 will do. For $1.00 you can
have your Watch Cleaned, Oiled, Regulated and
warranted for

one

I ha\ e secured the servic

year

of MR. WEHRLE, Practical German Watch
for many years with Palmer & Batehelder,
Boston. Remember the place, established in 1866.
496 Congress Street, Portland. Sign of the Three
Gold Balls. S. SCHRYYER, Prop’r. je20t jy20sneo

es

maker,

Cure Your Corns
BT CSIXG

SCHLOTTERBEOK’S

Coro, Wart & Honion Solvent.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
ICURE

IS

A delicious Stimnlant
ic, capable of destroying

Price 45 cents.

bottle.

GUARANTEED^3
by all Draggists.

'■ry it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
VAili for Uchlotterbeck’ft Cora aid VTart
Solveat and take no other.
nov23
sadtt

RARE OLD

ENGLISH BOOKS.

Middle
newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and standard SecondSTORE
hand Books. Libraries and
li8

Street

Collections of old books

purchased.

—

MANUFACTURES

ice

SQ.,

Tablets,

AND

—

A

C. H. GUPPY & CO.

Drops

—

Great Vnriety o£ Otber First*
cla». Confectionery.

REKIEMBER^THE

GIVE HIM A CALL?
my30

dtf

CLARK’S

I

I

PLACE.

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
has the endorsement of Jus. G
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny
< ol. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
IV. .Smith, (ail of Augusta
We sell more

ADAM SON’S
BOTANIO COUCH
BALSAM than of ail other

Tlie largest and best in the city.
New Hooks received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a da:
a
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy toods constantly on hand.

tough Itemed

.

United.

e

o."h.

eodtf

REV. HENRY WARD BELCHER

Alden.

mar31

eorttf

FOR

HAY FEVER, ASTH*A AND SATABBH.
Brooklyn-, K.

►

cases

in

a

am
me a secona

sea/soft

Pamphets with
her

testimonials

fully

Outrages by Strkern in Staffordshire
London, July 5.—Ten thousand iron work
ers in Staffordshire who are on a strike,
today
with banners inarched to Dudley, Port Tipton
and Moxley and entered the iron works of
hose places and quenched the fires In the
A force of p«furnaces, thus stooping work.
lioemm on hand was powerless to prevent, the

well as ibe last year.”
Mr. Beeher’s full letters and
furnished on application.
as

Prepared only 7>y

fll.51
WO*F'f>
FroNtbii g Tld
Price 50 cents and $1.50 per bottle.
For sale by JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., 9* Commercial St., Portland, Mo., and by tbe drug trade
ju20eod till aug!8
generally.
T

HR.

action of the strikers.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Two vessels Irom Vera Cruz in which had
been several deaths Irom yellow fever, arrived
at Pensacola yesterday.
They are

Account Books

rigidly

quarantined.
On.

Crook

arrived

in

night.

Washington

last

A general strike in the coal mines of Illinois

All kinds in stock
made to order by

LORING. SHORI &

is impending.
The corporators under the charter for a ship
canal across Cape Cod organized yesterday.
Prof. Thomas A. Huxley has been elected
president of the Royal Society
Rev. I,ewis Burdick, a Methodis clergyman
of New York, Is accused of seducing Josephine Harrington, 16 years, and his hail is fixed

or

at

1®»Z3

$2500.

B

dim

NtW GOFHNJREROOli
JEFFORDS & NAGLL
^

228 Federal Street.
rooms and rcanectfully solicit
Their stock is new and large, cons Btu.askets in black ana white ehrouds
o ( oUilb nud
A.i't ad other undertaker's goods. C offin* «iel*v
• ied at all Honrs of Uuy or Night.

undertaking

p tronage.

Cricks llic L.«\T«tt in (lie

Je25

the explosion -.3

Hnntsville, Texas,

race, Whitehall boat race and canoe race and
tire eugiua tournament iu which the following
companies bore away prizes: Androseoggiu of
Topshara, 199 feet 3 inches; Masaasoit of Dam-

Fooling with

a

steamer

Long

Pistol.

Lewiston, July 3.—Last night a follow was
handling a pistol when it was discharged, the
ball lodging in the temple of a French girl
named Bnurgette.
The would is probably not
not

fatal.

RAIN AND LIGHTNING.
Bertwus Damage at the Cocheco Worlte
in Dover.
Dover, N. H., July 5.—Last night’s storm
did great damage at the Cocheco Print Works.
One of the storehouses tided with prints
ready for shipment this forenoon, w as found
Hooded aud 140 cases, containing 2250 yards
each, valued at S30,000, were submerged iu
water and badly damaged. A large stock of
gum and colors was destroyed. Loss several
thousand dollars. The tiood was caused by the
collapse of the street sewer. The lightuitig
struck uo less than seven houses iu this vicinity, causing a large amount of damage.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
•

Land Slides on the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad.
Pbofile House, July 0.—Daring a heavy
shower this morning two heavy laud slides occurred on the Portland &Ogdeusburg Railroad
near the
Crawford House, one covering the
rails so that all trains were delayed an hour
and a half. The other did not reach the track.

THE CHOLERA.
Alexandria, July A.—The uumber of deaths

from cholera at Damietta lor the past six
hours ending 8 o'clock thia morniug is 111.
There were 43 deaths at Mansurah, four at
Shirlin and four at Samauond duriug the
same time from cholera.
Later reports from Bamanoud says there
were 16 deaths in that place
from cholera during the 24 hoars ending at 8 o’clock this morucases
of
the
disea>es occurred
iug. Two
among the soldiers forming a cordon around
the place.
During the 24 hours ending 8 o'clock Thursday morning there were 116 deaths at Damisita, 47 at Mansooiab, six at Shubin and 10 at
Bamanoud
London, July 5.—A despatch to the Telegraph from Berlin reports that workmen have
hied there who were suspected to be suffering
from cholera.

Cairo, July 5.—A refugee arrested in the
here has died in the hospital.
It is suspected bis death was caused by cholera.

street

The government is preparing the Ras el Tin
It will be ichospital lor the use of 200 beds.
strved for Europeans.

The Anti-Monopoly Convention"
Chicago, July 5.—Little progress was made
this morning at the national conference of the
The proceedings were
Anti-Monopolists.
marked by good order.
Speeches were made
ou the advisability of organizing a new party

and the stand it should take on the tariff.
Letters oi encouragement from anti-monopoly bodies ware read. Mr. Brand, delegate
from Nebraska, and Samuel 1. Crocker of
Iowa made speeches. Rev. R. Ueber Newtou,
and A. H. Daganuo of New York were admitted as delegates, after which the convection adjourned till afternoon.
At the aUernoou session Mr. Streeter of Illinois suhm tted a platform prepared by the
committee.
It advocates a postal teiegraph
system; the abolishment of the national banking system ana the establishment of a postal
savings bank. It denounces gambling in the
necessaries of life, and
favors coutiniug he
taxation power of Congress to us-essing taxes
for Deccssary expenses of the government

only.

Discussion followed upon various ptovisious
ot tlio platform.
The following officers were elected:
President— John F. Henry, New York.
Becretary— Jobu F. Bliver, Indiana.
Assittaot Becretary—N. B. Killmer, New
York.
Treasurer—Edwin Lee Brown, New York.
A Vice President from each State.

Adjourned.

Washington, July .6.—Postmaster General
Gresham, to-day, began the hearing of arguments on the reiation,of the lottery business as

carried on in New Orleans and Louisville to
the postal service.
Col. C. W. Moulton of
Cincinnati, and Gen. W. W. Belknap were
tho
Louisanta
present as counsel for
Co,
Messrs. D. W. Sanders of Louisville .and Robert N. Watte of Now York represent the Louisville Distribution Co., and Col. West Sleeves
was present as representative
of ex-Congressuiuu Roberisou et al of New Orleans.
Judge
Freeman, assisted by the Attorney Geueral, reresented the department of justice. Col. Moulton spoke nearly thiee hours.
He affirmed tho
legality of the Louisiana Lottery Co., as beiug
a Mate
corporation
Judge Gresham said he
dounted the propriety of allowing one lottery
company the use of the mails aud denying it to
another. The hearing was unfinished.
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Judgment Against

the

Montreal, Portland

and Boston Railroad.

.Montreal, July 5.—Judgment
today
given J. K. Jlerosier /or SG840, uud Bauquu de
iiocbelage lor #1‘J70 agmnr.1 the Montreal,
Portland and Boston Railroad Company lot
bonds issued by the company iu 1874.
was

Destructive Tornado,
JlKA’iTLEBotto, Vt., July fi.—This placo was
visited yesterday ulternoon with u loruadoul
wind, ralu auil hail accompanied by thunder
and lightning. The storm was the most deknown here.
structiv
ever
Huge limbs <>l
trees were broken ell' as well as numerous telephono and telegraph wires, and immense
damage done to crops uud highways. The oldest
inhabitants Dover saw its equal. .Similar
reports are being received from the surrounding towns. Loss will be very great.
Stowe, Vt., July K.—Toe severest wind aud
rain storm known for thirty years visited this
placo this afternoon carrying away bridges and
doing thousands of dollars damage to roadBaud
crops.
Manchester, N. H., July 5 —The heaviest
tnunder storm for years visited Manchester
this afternoou, accompanied by high winds.
Upward of an inch of rain foil in lorty minutes. dovcral buildings wore struok by lightning with trifling damage. Outside the city
trees were blown down and a quantity of fruit
destroyed by hailstones.

yesterday, four
killed and four o: hers seriously injured.
was
no
There
charge of any consequence in
the ballot in the New Hampshire Legislature
for Senator yesterday.
Seven candidates were examined by the
Civil Srrvioe Coinmbgioii at Burlington, Vt.,
yesterday, three for clerkships at Washington
One of the '•ABBlatecl'* Emigrants.
and four for local appointment.
The State of Iowa is out of debt.
Chicago, July 6.---Mary Smith, an “assist
ed” Irisn emigrant, appeared lu the county
mill at Ameshnry, Mass., was
Blikr &
She is violently insane and incourt to-day.
stru'-a b
I'gl'riiiig yesterday and burned
cohirent. Enough was learned about her, howLoss 8100,000.
she lias been in this city
that
to
show
ever,
An old woolen mill of the llurlhut Paper
ro ly since Sunday, that she is without money,
in
Souu
was
Lee,
burned
Mass.,
Cmipany
friends or acquaintances in America, and that
Loss $25,000; covered by insurance.
yei erday.
| If recently reached this country from Ularu
Tiie Duke of ;>! rlborough it, dead at the age
Motris, County Mayo. She is 70 years old.
of 03 j ears
I lines >1 ultieiiu’a house in Joliet, 111., was
Base Bull.
bu ,ui on the Fourth and two children pet
At New York1*ovidenee 18, New Yorks ij
iaaed iu the flames.
were

—HAVE OPENED AT—

Gardiner, July 5.—The Fourth wus oele
bruted by a civic aud trades -procession over a
mile In length, a rowing regatta, log race, tub

hun-

Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct., 37, 1882.
happy to say that your remedy has served

‘‘I

o

LABOR TROUBLES.

V., Sept. 25,1881

ninety

Maine.

The Post Office and Lotteries,

DK. TOWftftfiftO’S ItEIULDY

in

Fourth of July Celebrations.
Freedom, July 3.—The celebraiiou for
Waldo couaty was held here yesterday. A
large crowd was in attendance. The exercises
t onsjMCd of fantastios, various races, etc.
All
oral ion was delivered by 11. C. Torsey of Wlutbron. Grand Worthy Chief Templar of

The line of niaroh was up Exchange and
atreeta to the Eastern Promenade.
At the head of Exchange street tho Templars

Congress
were

has been the oustom of the ancient aud honorable fraternity of Free aud Accepted Masons
to lay wheu requested so to do, with their ancient forms the corner mono ot buildings erected for the worship of God, for charitable objects, for the purposea of the administration
of justice aud free government or of monuments, to commemorate some historical event,
aud ot no other etructures.
This stone therefore, because It commemorates tho founder and
the drst settlement of this fair city, wo feel
that we may place, in accordance with our
law, and gladly do so, testifying thereby our
obedience to the law and onr desire to show
publicly our respect for the government under
wfttch we live The first duty of the Masons !u
auy undertaking is to invoke the blessing of
the Great Architect upon Dieir work.
Prayer—By the Graud Chaplain.
Response—So mote It bo.
Graud Master—The Graud Treasurer will
now deposit under the stone the memorials
prepared for that purpose, a list of which be
will first read
The following list was read:
Copy of deed from Sir Fernando Gorges to
Gesrgo CToevcs and Kit-bard Ticker, Jan. ‘it to. ».)
1810.

Irograiume at hall.
Ihotograpbs or Payson

of elation.
•unmans checks 1030.
Debt statement of cities and towns,
ally Graphic, June gil—Portland number with
pictures of Portland buildings.
Constitution Maiao Char.table Association,
fortl&nd Tranact lpt, July 4.
t'uknown pat-kago to be oiwned by the New
Zotlauder who some thousands of years bonce may
dteover till* monument while digging clams,
fames of all school children,
lusiuess cards and cards of city officials.

Visiting cards.
frees aud

Jd.

A box had previously been depoaited by the
city.government containing the following arti-

cles.
li4t of city council and city officials, programme
day aud statement of donor of munument, all
.archmeut.

of Itie
on

Cbpy of municipal register.
tuples of cnrrent Press. Argus, Express,
tise- uu<l Transcript.
Advertising souvenir.

The shaft having been |boisted by a derrick
suficiently, the sealed box was deposited by
the Grand Treasurer pro tern, W. O. Fox, the
baid playing '‘America.” The cap was next
raked and pieced on the summit, the band
playing the Memorial Hymn. The ceremony

proceeded:

UNIVER8ITY.

Dinner—Necrology.

Wednesday was commencement day at Colby
University. The following Is the programme
of the exercises of the graduating class:
Rases of Ethics.WG Chapman

The Drama
CD Edmunds
The Constitution...OH Hanson
The Scholar In Politics.GW Hanson
Socialism
..G W H Libby
Monopolles.
A ,J Noble
Pessimism.O \V Smiib
..

..

Environment...H Trowbridge
The names of the graduates are as follows:
tH H Baker,
*D W Knowltsn,
♦ H C Bart n.
*Q W H Libbv,
tA A Cambridge,
}H IJ Mansur',
B E Cates,
tP I|MerrUl,
tH G Cates,
*A 1 Noble,
tC S Richardson,

Robinson,

tS II Shepard,

*G W Smith,
tC E Tilton,
*H Troe bridge,
tE G Verrill,
tW H Whittle,
tF K Woodcock,
IB F Wright-

•English Oration.
tOration.
(Dissertation.
II Essay.

The senior prize was awarded to Asher Hinds
of Benton; the junior first prize to Edwin C.
BorW, aDd second to Walter E. Emersou of
Oakland.
At a meeting of the trustees, Rev. C. V.
Hanson of Damariscotta, aud Hon. E. F.
Webb of Waterville were elected trustees to
fill vacanies.
The honorary degree of D.D.
conferred on Rev. G. H. Matthews of
Thomaston, Rev. G. G. Fairbanks of Middleboro, Mass., and Rev. R. B. Tolies of Boston,
Mass.; aud B. A. out of course, on Seth SweetBar, of Fairfield.
Tlie trustees voted to enlarge Gobnrn Hall
Natural History rooms, aud Abner Coburu,
Hon. J. Warren Merrill, aud Robert O. Fuller
of Cambridge, Mass., were made a committee
for that purpose. Prof. Lyfvrd was requested
was

to continue in liia.preseut position until a rui'able successor could be obtained.
The procession formed agaiu after the conclusion of the exercises at th* church and

Memorial

Hall, where thecott-

served.
When the
time for speeches came, Dr. Pepper first called
upon Rev. G. D. Boardmau of Philadelphia,
who made feeling and eloquent remarks. EiGuv. Long followed, and the characteristic
quality of his words won Irequent and hearty
was

applause.
the regular speech-making was then interrupted by a matter of business. Dr Ricker of
Angnsta recitid the efforts that bad been made
to secure a subscription sufficient to gain the
promised 850.CD0 of ex-Gov. Oobnrn for the
academy endowment fuud, stating that something more than 85,000 was necessary {to complete the required snm, aud also referred to
the promise of the Barne liberal giver to bestow
815,000 more fur the same end. He stated that
in the opinion of the committee the present
was the time and place to raise the
remaining
85.000, aud left the work to the alumni present
Uoii. .1. Warren Merrill arose aud pledged the
last thousand dollars If the remainder should
be raised. Mr. Kingsley pledged the sum of
8500 to each of the fitting schools. Pledges of
8100 sums were made by Rev. Mr. Spear of
Watervillo, RobertO. Fuller, Dr. Stearos, and
Dr. Rosworth of Massachusetts, • President

Pepper of Ooiby, and Dr. Doardman of Philadelphia, while ex-Gov, Long, after making a

touching

allusion to Hebron

Academy and his

school-boy days, pledged u similar snm. J. F.
Baldwin, Esq., of Cincinnati, responded for
the class of ’53, aud plodged for that class a
like amount.
Tho work begun so well went
on, and the conclusion of the attempt will
probably result in securing endowments of

4^p,000

■

Grand Master—Brother Deputy Grand Muster what is the jewel of your office7
Deputy Grand Master—The square.
Grand Master—What does it teach'.’
Deputy Grand Master—To square our actions by the square of virtue, and by it we
prove our work.
Grand Master—Apply your jewel to this
stoie and make report.
Deputy Grand Master- The atone is square;
thecraftsmen have done their duty.
Grand Master—brother Senior Grand Warden- What is the jewel of your office?
Senior Grand Warden—The level
Grand Master -What does it teach?
Senior Grand Warden—The equality of ell
men, and by it we prove our work.
Grand Maxtor—Apply yonr jewel to this
stems' and make report.
Hen lor Grand Wardeu—The stone is level;
the craftsmen have done their duty.
Grand Master—Brother Junior Grand Warden. what is the jewel of your office?
Junior Grand Warden—The plumb.
Graid Master—What does It teach?
Junior Grand Wardeu—To walk uprightly
before God and man, and by it we prove our
work.
Grand Master—Apply your jewel to this
stone and make report
Junior Grand Warden—The stone is plumb;
thecraftsmen have done their duty.
The Grand Master struck three blows with
his mallet, and said:—"I, William 15. G. Estes,
Grand Master of Masons of the State of Maine,
declare this stone to be plumb, level and
square, to be well formed, true aud trusty aud
duly laid.”
Grand Master-Let the elements of consecration he presented to the proper officers.
Deputy Grand Master scatters the corn, saying, "May the blessiug of the Great Architect
of the universe rest upon the people of this
Hute, and the corn of nourishment abound in
our land.”
Senior Grand Warden pours the wine,
of
“May the Great Architect
saying,
the universe ,watch over and preserve this
munument, bless our land with tho heavenly
wine of refreshment aud peace.”
Junior Grand Warden (tours the oil, saying
“May tho Great Architect of tho universe
bte.-s our land with nniou. harmony aud love,
the oil which maketh men to hoof a joyful
countenance.”
uraim Master—May toe all countooni author of nature, the supreme and over living
God, bless the inhabitants of this place with
all the necessaries, comforts and conveniences
of life; abundantly reward those whose bounty has furnished this memorial; protect this
stone against any accident, aud long preserve
it from decay, so that it tuay stand as a memento our children aud oar children's children, o(
th» great reverence we have for those hardy
adventurers who first settled these shores, aud
as a
memorial ot their indomitable conrage
amidst difficulties sufficient to appal the stoutest hearts.
And may He graut to ns all, and
lothuse who coiae after us, a needful supply
of the corn ot nourishment, the wine of refreshment and Hie oil ot joy.
Response—So mote it be.
Grand Marshal proclaims—In the name of
the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Free
and accepted Masons of the State of Maine, I
proclaim toat this luonainent has this day been
found square, level aud plumb, true and trusty
and laid accordtng to the old customs,
by the
Grand Master of Masous.
This ended the ceremonies, and the Masonic
procession reformed and marched to the house
of Ccnnciltiren D, B. Ricker, on the Essteru
PromeDudo, where Mrs. Robin, Mrs. Deering
and the ladies of the Governor’s stall were en
tertained by Mrs. Ricker during the procord
fugs on His Promenade. Here a hall was made
•ml the Grand officers invited in. presented
to Mrs. Roble aud Mrs. Deering, and partook
o. refreshments.
Tho commanderies, in the

meantime, were entertained at the house of
Sir Knight John F. Randall.' On the return
march throngh Munjoy street, the procession
was again halted
at the house of Sir Kuigh1
George M. Stanwood, where the Masons found
bountiful oollation awaiting them
Durl-ig the ceremony of laying tho cornerstone the military halted and massed in column
on the grassy slope to the uorth of tliu monua

ment, the historical tableaux on the easterly
side, aud tho second and third divislous on the
southerly side, and on Fore Btreet,
THK DALL

C1AMK.

The levers of the national gamo turned out
In Inrgo numbers Wednesday afternoon to witness the long looked for hall game that has
caused bo mnch feeling aud comment between
the friends of each club, and were entertained
for about four hours in a manner that ploascd
and displeased all. For those that were not ac-

quainted with the game it must have been very
tiresome, and we are sate it waa for tho play,
ers, especially for the Atlantic*, aud they dis-

850.000, **35,000 and
to Coburn Institute, Ho lion Ac. demy and Hebron Academy,
respectively.
Following is the rft|iort of the necrologist:
1825—H. A. Smith, died July 20, 1882, aged

played their feelings by getting angry with
each other instead of playing hall. In fact, we
think If tho ones that do the talking on tlie
AtlantiCB against the ouos that play the game,
would do little more ball playing themselves,

1835—William Ramson, died Nov, 29, 1882,
aged 70.
1839— Stephen Coborn, died July 4, 1882,
aged 04; J. R. Thompson, died Nov. 1, 1881,

their

711

aged 00.
1840— William Tilley, died Oct. 2,1882, aged
74.
1841— Calvin Bickford, died March (i, 1883,
aged 70; Alonzo Coburn, died Nov. 19, 1882,
aged 70.
1858—G* G. Perclval, died Aug. 3,1882, aged
44
1802— Isaiah Record, died March 14, 1883,
aged 42.
1803— H. N. Nusng, diel Nov. 30,1882,
aged 44; Geo. S. Soamman, died Maroh 22,
1883, aged 38.
1878—Chas. A. SalMnan, died Feb. 7. 1882,
agf'il 36.
1881—George F. Youugman, died Jan. 12,
1882, aged 27; Charles M. Coburn, dlod July 4,
1882, aged 22.

President Pepper’s levee last evening

thronged.

was

games

might turn to victory instead of

defeat.
man

They ninst bear in mind also (lint one
(the pitcher) cannot plav the whole game

with the eight othor men making errors. The
hoys must not take this as any 111 feoliug towards them but as advico.
The Dirlgo Club played a strong steady gamo
and worked hard and together for the prize
they won.
They look advantage of every
chance that was given them, and played toin
a
manner
that ehowed that nothing
gether
nut good feeling existed among them.
There
were a number of brilliant plays oil both sides
during the game, which were loudly applauded. The Dirigtis excelled in the iield while
the Atlautics nuthatied them a trifle.
Mr.
Vose officiated as umpire and performed this

difficult duty in a manner that showed ho was
well qualiliod for tiie position.
Owing to the
shower the gamo had to be called on the last
half of Hie ninth inning, slid therefore nothing
waa credit ad to either side in that inning. Below is tho score for tho eight innings played;

It.

Barnet*, 3b

Cocoran,

15.H.

TB.

PO.

4
rf.4

H. Soule, cf.4

12

29

14

9

K

A.

1
0
0
4
3
1
4
0
3
2
1
2
1118
2
2
0
2
1
1
1
7
J
2
2
2
O
O
1
1
1
0
0
1

Jim Corritlau, 2U...6
&
B. Boule. If

MoGlincby, p.......5
J bnOoriidan,lb..4
Bradley, »» .4
Dugin,, c... 4

1
O
2
0
1
2
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
O
3
O
0
1

8

6

24

Kobie, J. S.jR|cker and Albion Little. The
present cashier has served since the organizaThe Present
tion of the state hank in 1859.
officers and clerks are:
President—H J Libby.
Cashier— Wm E Gould.
Paying Teller—Howard Gould.
Kecelring Teller—Gh»s Davis, Jr.
Note Teller-Jus E Weugren.

ATLANTIC'S.
AH.

1
2
0
O
O
2
O
0
1

B.B. T B. PO. A.
£
2
2
0
3
0
2
8
9
0
1
3
1
2
1
3
4
1
2
2
2
O
1
O
O
3
11110
O
O
O
O
O
O
0
0
1
0
4
2
3
10
2

ti

It)

It.

Riley, p.4
Doherty, W lb....4
Morwjiy, as.4

Doherty, 2 b.4
Taylor, 3b. ..4
VVlnaUlp, If.4
Kuunp, cl .4

Williams, rf...4
Gulliver, c.4

Total.38

10

BARK.

some

and spirited.
copious showers of the morning, being estimated by good judges as fully ten seconds slow.

The three-minote race was contested by five
as will bo seen by the summary.
It

horses,

well

was

fonght for, and ended In
the owners

a

com-

the three leading
horses preferring to divide the money rather
than to fight It out In the mod and water left
by the shower. The first two beat, were won
by Spurwink Boy; the festive At. Q. then
skipped in with a heat, and the fourth was
handsomely won by Lady Allen, and that ended the race us above mentioned.
Iu the 2 50 olass hnt three horses responded
to the bell. It was won in three straight beats
by Barney Tauzle. Humming Bird and Bine
.lay were fast enough to make it interesting,
hut tho bold Barney carried too much sail for
them. The best time given out was 2.50, bat
they trotted some seconds faster.
In the free for all the veteran, Tom Keeler,
who has been on the art so many years that
he mast be regarded as almost cotemporaneoua
with George Washington’s nurse, won the race
iu thrse straight heats. The old horse must
have been fed upon the magic oats of eternal
youth, for he put in a beat in the mad in 2.41.
The third heat was awarded to Ned Otis ou
account of "queer” steering by the driver of
Keeler, but as it was getticg late Ned’s owner
declined to take it.
of

was written by bis sod,
whose grandfather was

1883. Three
c las-—Purse $150, divided.
3 2
T Maxwell ns cb g 41 Q
H Lennon ns b g Apprentice Boy.5 5
A Clark ns b m Little Kate.4 4
S Gordon ns br g Spur wink Boy .1 1
P Fox us b m Ladv Allen
.2 3
Time—3.01, 3.02%, 3.00, 3.00.

E
P
F
.1
F

very

$160, DIVIDED.
Humming Bird.3

agreeably.
BAND COXCUTS.

i> ltamsdell

ns b m
ns b * Blue
ns b g

the crowds of people, and rockets, roman candles and bombs added brilliancy to the scene.

W L Kumery
J P Woodbury
Time
FREE

2
3

FIRST NATIONAL DANK.

The lateness of the hoar at which the exercises in City Hall were concluded, made it
necessary to postpone the laying the corner
stone of the new First National Bank until
5 p. m.
The military were drawn up in line on
Middle street, reaching from the Falmouth
Hotel to Pearl street.
The stockholders, depositors and friends of the bank occupied the

platform.
Gov. Robie, accompanied by Adjt. Gen.
Beal and Inspector Gen. Mattocks, stepped
forward and laid the corner-stone. His remarks will be found in the supplement.
The articles deposited in the box were as
follows:
brief history of the bank
Sample of all blank* used at the bank
Various statements of con lition of the bank
Copy of Portland dailies, July 3d

A

Christian Mirror of June 30
Portland Transcript of June
City documents of 1882, and

augural

Mayor Libby’s

In-

city officers, 1883
Mayor Decriug's iuaugoral and additional figures
t ) March 31, 1883
LiSv merchant vessels In United States, 1882
Inaugural of Governor Robie. with steel portrait
List of all the State officers; Senate and House,

1883-4
Time tables of various railroads and steamboats
Papers of interest relating to Maine Savings Bank
and Portland Saviugs Bank
Last statement ot Union Mutual Life Insurance

Company

Organization and constitution of Portland Society

Proceedings ot meetings held at Plymouth church
Portland, Feb 18, 1882, to discuss the evils of

Polygamy
Blanks used

by

of stamps,

dard, postmaster

Portland post-office, with specietc, furnished by Hon 0 W God-

Ooi ies of forms used at Custom House, with other
interest ng matter, furnished by Col Fred N Dow,

collector

wooaent

I
While the base ball contest was going on the
were sitting gave
fence on which m*3y peo(
named John
way, and a young man ag
broken in
Donovan of Lewiston, had
.e
two places by tbe fall.
Shepley Camp, S. of V., entertained Daniel
Cbaplin Camp of Bangor, at the Sr.'Julian.
■■

|

Twenty-three

arrests

were

made for drunk-

enness.

The Brown artillery fired salntss at snnrise
and sunset.
A little son of S. C. Andrews had hia eyes
filled with powder from explosion of craokers.
A serious aeoident occurred in Congress
Square in tbe evening. It seems that the stand
from which the sky rockets were fired was a
frail affair, and after one had been lighted the
stand was knocked over and the rocket, Instead
of going into the air, took the direction down
the sidewalk on the npper side of High streelWhen opposite W. H. Andrews’house it struck
Mr. Johnson, of Auburn, in the left side and

completely through his body. As quick
possible tbe stick, which was burning and
Bending forth sparks In a furious manner, was
pulled out and Mr. Johnson taken to Dr.
Adams' house opposite, where bis wounds were
as

attended to. He was taken to the Maine General Hospital and Dr. Adams thinks he may
recover.

Emma Jordan,

girl belonging at Lewiston, was seriously Injured by the explosion of
a

snowing J^xruange

street

alter tbe

tire

4, I860, with the site of new buildings
Presented by Stephen Berry
of
Masonic Token, giving list of officers in
Copy
State
List of Kales ami membership Citizens’ Mutual
Relief Society.
Report of Portland Board of Trade, 1873

of July
marked

little

fire craoker, and it is feared that her eyesight will be totally destroyed.
One of the Atlantic Base Ball Club had a
horse kick him in tbe arm.
The invitations to witness the laying of the
stone of the First National Bank were
engraved by W. 8. Lowell.
Tbe police had a fine Fourth of July dinner
prepared by George H. McKenney & Co.
corner

School

Committee.

An adjourned meeting ot the school com,
mittee was held last evening.
List of officers Board oi Trade, 1883
Oat of sixteen candidates examined, Dr
Last publication “Maine Genealogist,” 1878, far- j
Files, from the committee on examination ef
u>ehed by M 5 Rich
Old times magazine, history of North Yarmouth
teachers, reported the following entitled to cer.
and adjoining towns
Illustrated guide beok, Portland, furnished by
Loring, short «t Harmon
Samples of blauks used by Western Union and
Mutual Union telegraph companies.
List of subscribers to Portland Telephone Exchange, a< d a copy of Electrical World, showing
interior of Portland office
Business cards of large number of Portland citizens and merchants.
Samples of iuiernal revenue stamps
Copy <>f revised version of New Testament
Copy of original “Maine Law,” enacted 1851
Address before Portland Benevolent Society.1878
Holes of membership of four Lodges Knights of

Pythias

Matters of interest to Independent Order of Odd
Follows
Confederate ffur per cent bond
Copy of Portland Price Current, July 28, 1877
Obituary notices of St John Smith, John B Brown
and Charles Holden.
Samples of State bank notes
Steel plate of president of the bank
ruder of exercises Bowdoin College, 1883
Speech of Gov Kobio at laying ef the corner
stone
Last report of Maine Central railroad
Raw s Ik and manufactured articles from Haskell
siik Cornuauy. Saeoarappa
of bankers’ convention, August,1882
Valuable collection of coins, confederate and continental money; medal of Commodore Preble, presented by Hon. Ferguson Haines, B hide lord
Oration of W W Thomas, Jr., delivered July 4,
1883
Carbon photograph of Payton Tucker, contribute
edby-«l H Lamson
Section of new Revise l Statutes of Maine, from
lion Charles W Goddard
of Jtate notes, etc., of Manufacturers
ami Traders’ Bank of Portland, with a sketch of
that bank and its successor tho Nations' Traders’
liauk
I’oem aud personal sketches, contributed by Pr
Edward Mason
Seml-centei.aial of High street church, from

Proceedings

Specimens

Brown Thurston. Esq
Ginghams made by Westbrook Manufacturing
Company
The Find National Bank of Portland is a reorganization of the International Bank of
Port laud, which was a State bank, chartered
March 22d, 1859. The original corporators of
the State Bank, were St. John Smith, Jos.
Walker, Jr., Nathaniel .T. Miller, John B.
Brown, Ezra Carter, Jr., Eben Steele, Jos. C.
Noyes, Pbiuohas Rumen, and the bank was organized Sept. 10, 1859, with tho following directors: 8t. John 8mih, Ezra Carter, Jr., P.
Barnes, Harrison J. Libby, Charles H« ldenwith fit. John Smith, president, aud Wm. K,
Gould, cashier. Tbe capital stock was $250,000, of which #125,000 was paid in. Match 2d,
1800, it was voted to increase the capital $250,.
000, and lti February 5th, 1881 to increase the
Of these amounts,
capital $250,000 more.
Oil August 3d,
#043,009 have been paid in.
the
State
charter
was
1804,
surrendered and
the bank waft changed into a national bank
nnier act of Congress with a capital of $800,-

000.

In 1859 the bank occupied an office iu the
passage way to tbe Canal Bank of this city between iMum aud Exchange Bis., ou (he south
side of Middle St. After a brief time rooms
were leased on the north corner of Market
(then Lime) street aud Middle street, which
previously had been used by the Atlantic Bauk
In December, 1859, the bauk
thert closed.
purchased the lot and building on the south
corner of Middle and Plum streets, which
building was destroyed by tire July 4th, 1800.
A good building was at once erected ou the
same lot and is occupied
at the time of the
purchase of the lot npon which this corner
stone

widow.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Wholesale Market.
Post lakh, Jul y 8.
Business In all departments is generally quiet gal
we do not look for much Improvement this week.
There continues to be a dull tone In the Floor
Portland

market, bnt prices arc without quotable ehenge.
In Provisions, Pork end lard are unsettled and
lower. In Raisins, Ondora Val. are selling et
®
11c. New potatoes 2 C0@2 50 P bbl.
of
are
The following
to-day's quotation*
Hour,
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
fir ala.
Plsar.
H.M.Corn, ear I0U... M
287
low grades. .3 5(/fc*4 60 I Mix Corn.ear lots
X Spring and
{Com, bay lots..
XX Spring 5 60@6 60 oats, ear lots. 48
Oats, bay lots.66
Patent Spring
44
Wheals ....7 6O<§8 60 Meal
*.70
Cottonseed.ear lot* 38 00
Michigan Winter straightsr> 5026 00 Cottonseed,bag lot.30 00
00 SaekedBran ear lot,
l>o roller....6
IS 00*18 B0
St. Iionis Windo bag loti....
33 BO
ter straight. 6 00®6 50
Do roller. ..6 60®7 00 Middling., ear loti. 34 00
do bag lot*
...26 60
Winter Wheat
atents.7 00^7 50 iKye.1
Prsdscf.
Prerl.lea.
PorkCranberries, B bbl—
Maine ...12 00213 00 i Back.
.20 6
Cape Cod.16 00217 00 Clear-20 (
2 6622 75
Me*.18 (
3®diums....2 5022 C6 Me*. Beef.. 13 (
German med2 2622 30
Ex Mm.. .13 (
90
Yellow Eyes3
Plate.15 (
Ex Plate.16 B<>«15 76
Onions f>bbl.
Bermuda-1 7621 60 Ham.. 13%®14«
Potatoes
2
tO
Now
0O®2
Hams, cowed 14%*10e
Eggs & doz.18^190 Lard—
00c
*10%
'Turkeys, |Mb.
j Tab, plb .10
TferoM.. .to
Chickens.
*10%

eats.

At this date, July 4th, 1883, tho capital of
tbe bank, is $800,000; an increase of $200,000
is being paid in. The latt published statement
The last
Is enclosed with their document.
sale of stock was $105 a share
The following gentlemen have been direcSt. John Smith, Phinebtw Barnes.
tors:

titles tea:
First Class—Mr. Oscar E. Young, Misses
Annie A. Clark, Myra M. Eastman.sjosie EFoster, Ella F. Knowles, Mary P. Robinson,
Clara L. Sawyer.
Second Class—Mr.
Charles F. Howland,
Misses Annie F.

Hawley,

nie C.

Clapp,
Eva

M.

Alice M. Deehan, AnMorse and Mary E.

Wescott.
Certificates of these grades were granted
them.
It was voted that the next school year open
Monday, September 10.
The committee elected a part of the teachers
for the next year and will complete the list a*
a meeting to be called at an early day.
A letter was received from Dr. Hill request,
ing permission to try an experiment in arithernetic

the class

on

entering the Butler

now

Grammar School. He will furnish the hooks
at his owtMcpeuse, his motive being to learn
by actual experiment whether the book is
adapted to grammar schools.
Greenwood

Garden-

to Peak’s Island yesterday if
ternoon and evening. The Portland IT. S. Ca"
dets gave fancy drills, there was mnsic by
Chandler's band, and an eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. A hill of earth and stones 25 feet in
height bad been erected which made a very
pretty miniature'volcano. Just below the hill
was a miniature
village of wooden houses
which canght fire and made a Sue sight as they
The shooting match, first
were destroyed.

Crowds

went

won by Quartermaster Iliggius,
second by
private Orville Riggs
Corporal E. Carney won the 100 yard racewheelbarrow race and Individual drill; Higgins was second in the individual drill, and

prize,

was

aud the

Jost
Evans second in the wheelbarrow race.
and Goss won the boat race, and Musans the
The crowds In attendance during
tub race.
the day were very large.
Hall Storm.
of yesterday afternoqn was
The shower
quite violent at Cape Elizabeth in tho vicinity
Rain mixed with hail
of tho Oceau House.
fell in torrents for abont ten minutes and the
wind was very high. Some of the hailstones
For half an
inch lu diameter.
hour previous to the show the thunder, though
distant, was almost eentiuuous. Further to the
westward the shower innst have been exceed'
were

half

an

*ngly severe.
The Ottawa House.
This well-known summer resort is one of the
most ellgiblo and picturesque seaside resorts on
tho Atlantic ooast, commanding innumerable
natural advantages,combining delightful woods
and walks, with unsurpassed facilities for bath-

ing, fishing, and boating, which, with
equalled ocean and landscape views,

its unmake It
tho most desirable summer retroat on the seacoast. It is provided with all the conveniences

and sets

an

excellent table.
*

..70$76

I

........

60$7

I

85^3

@00c]

Fowl..20@24c | Pad.lOVigll
Butler.

(hem.
Vermont ....11
N Y Fact’y..ll

Apple*.

yds.

Knl.ia.
Muscatel.1
London Lay’r 2 1
Ondara V al.. 9%«

212^

&12**!

ValeneiP'ToT

bbl..4 60&6 00
E vaporatedft 161 * 218
Florida..6
Dried Apples—9‘>u®10 iMeasioa.7

Eating

...10@l0Vk Palermo.7

Sliced

Augur.

ib
Granulated
9Vfc I Messina.
Extra C.8% Palenno
....

....

PManca.

Early Hose, pbnsh—

lTo3fa8?>.66«70
Maine LXBK&- ~...rfT- ..
5®#?®
Grand

Trunk.BOfiSQ—

Prolific*, Eastern.
Burbanks.
Grand Trunk.
Jacksons and White Brooks.

BO

66
BS
N»

Receipt..

(tallrand

POBTLAJIO, July 5.

KoceiTed by Maine Central Railroad, ter Portland
30 can miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads 80 ean miscellaneous nnirehandtaa.
I>r» fiend a Wholesale Harken
The following quotations are wholesale prises aa«
corrected dally by Storer Bros. * Co, Dry Gooda,
Woolens and Pansy Goods, 144 to 1 S3 Middle stxeeBl
OFBhSACaKD OOTTOHB,

Heavy 36 in. 7V*@ 8Vi Fine 7-4.14

Mad.

36 in.
7Vi Fin© 4-4...
36 in. 6
6
| Fine 9-4.
40 In. 7Vi« 9 5* Fine 104...

light

~

Ifine

riC-KlKOH, KTC*
55ft* urius.
Corset Jeans....

nosings,
Bert.15
Medium... 11
Light. 8

@18
@14

Satteena.
Oambrlea.
@10
Demmi..12*@16* Silesian.II
Imcks-ttrown 9
Cotton Flannola. 7<
@12
Fancy 12*@16* TnrineAWarpe 1
...XX
*•

OOTTOK1.

BULiCHXD

U«ct 36 in.
Med. 36 in.

7l(KiO

»Vfc5lr*4

Good...

.llViglS
8
®11

PlneH-4....„16
Pine 7-4.10
g 7Vi Pine 8-4.21
Pine 9-4.25
&14

6
42 in.. 10

Light36in..

§17

6-4....11

a

of Art

mens

Guards entertained several

went

27

List of

in

Moatgomery

The

I

Woodbury

cf the oldest and beet

one

known citizens of Gorham, died Monday night
He waa a brother
very suddenly of apoplexy.
Ha leaves e
of Dr. 8. C. Gordon of Portland.

Store.10@12c

photograpbe, elegantly framed.

ALL—PURSE $200, DIVIDED.
W I) liamsdell ns b m IVB.
-i 3 3
P
J
n* b g Tom Keeler.I
1 1
John McLaughlin ns b g Ned Otis.— 2 2 2
H G Knights ns br m Miller’s Maid.3 4 4
Time 2 41, 2.41 */a, 2.43Vb.
Judges—V. C. Hall, Alonso Libby, L. P. Hawkins.
TO

Gorham, N. H.

Stephen Gordon,

Gilt Edge Ver....20«21c Bed Top.4 *2B®4 60
Choice.17218c Timothy.2 15*3 SB
Good.13® 15c Clover— .1B%*T8

The Biddeford Light infantry presented the
Portland Mechanic Blaes with the company's

Jay.2
.-r*. III

Barney i anzie.
2.59, 2.60, 2 60.

Mark Frost, of Eliot, and his dog were kills*
by lightning in the same shower.
Lightning in the same shower at Kennebaakport struck in numerous places; among others
the new boarding house of Isaac P. Gooch,
breaking oat two windows, injuring plastering,
etc.; the Pope house on Main street, making
varied demonstrations on the floor, clock faoe,
chimney, etc., bat leaving alight Are, easily
pat oat. Mr. John B. Mallng’s derrick at the
head of Lord’s wharf was shivered, and a cool
shed near the new Boston & Maine depot
slightly damaged.

Creamery.23224c

ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS.
2
3

Daring the thunder storm of Wednesday
afternoon the bouse of William Rand, aboml
four miles out on the Ocean Hoase road in
Cape Elizabeth, was struck by lightning,whleh
demolished a chimney and tore off a lot of

Peajbeans

Band concerts were given in tbe evening by
Chandler's baad at Congress Square, Portland
band at City Hall, Westbrook band at Eastern
Promenade, and Fal month baud at Deering's
Oaks. The mnsic was thoroughly enjoyed by

3
4
5
2
1

Eliot.

Superfine and

13,000 people collected on tbe slops of Bram.
hall to see it, but they were doomed to disapThe heavy shower would have
pointment.
sent them off tbe ground, even if the battle
bad come off. The Japanese fireworks were
quite amusiog, aud helped take np an hour

2.50 CLASS—PURSE
W

R. Kelso Carter,

native of Maine.

Owing to the'delay that bad been caused in
the programme, and also to tbe fact that the
soldiers bad to leave for home on the 7 o'clock
train, tbe sham battle was given np. About

mile
1
4
5
3
2

a

THE SHAM BATTLE.

SUMMARY.

Presumpscot Park, July 4,

Capt.

Several Houses Struck-A Man Killed at

Injury.

it with a clearness and distinctness of enunciation aud an emphasis that brought forth a
most enthusiastic encore.
Tbe Mayor led the
After the singing of the
lady out again.
‘‘Flag of Our Ancestors,” Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., was introduced in most complimentary
He was reterms ss the orator of the day.
ceived with applause which was several times
renewed In tbe coarse of the oratiOD.
A verbatim report of the latter is printed in the
Pkess supplement today.
Following the oration, “Hall to Thee, Liberty,” aud “America”
were sung, the audience joining in tbe latter.
An original hymn was played by the
band>
which was Bent by A. M. Carter, Esq., of tbe
Third National Bank, Baltimore.
The hymn

horses contested daring the
of the heats were close
The track was heavy from the

twelve

LIGHTNING.

OF

The same afternoon lightning struck the
house of A. A. Nason in Alfred, caaslng considerable damage and setting it on tire; but
the fire wss extinguished by considerable herd
labor. The family of Hon. A. Leavitt was In
another part of the house and narrowly escaped

ing presided. On tbe platform were Governor
Kobie, ex-Mavors Richardson, Kingsbury,
Walker, Thomas, and Adjutant Geueral Beal
and Inspector General Mattocks.
Mayor Leering introduced Rev. Lr. Hill
chaplain of tho day, who offered prayer. The
splendid doable quartette composed of Mrs
Warren P. j Chase,
Llbbie Clark
Mrs.
Cushing, Mrs^ Jennie King Morrison, MrsAlice Carle Beaver, Messrs. Samnel Tburstcn
Albert E. Pennell, John B. Coyle, Jr., and
JohnL. Shaw, with Herman Kotzscbmar, di*
rector aud pianist, gave the “Star Spangled
Dinner” In magnificent style.
Mayor Leering then Introduced Miss Minnie A. Noyes*
the reader of the Leclaration, In most complimentary terms, and the young lady delivered

the spectators it they did not weary their
fleet-footed steeds. It was a series of those
“go-ae-you-pletse races” for drivers, for which
the Presumpsoot Park is famous, and as it did
not please the drivers to go very often, the
sport was continued to nearly seven o’clock,
when a heavy shower cut short the nouitense.
There were three races: Purse of 9150 divided for throe-minute class; 9150 divided for
2.50 class, and 92C3 divided free for all. A

promise,

FREAKS

shingles.

IN THE CITY HALL.

out

afternoon, and

Libby,

It was J p. m. before the exercises began in
City Hall which was filled by a large and In
tsrested audience. Chandler’s Band disco used,
fine music lrom the rear gallery. Mayer Leer-

Ttio races at the trotting park in Deering iu
the afternoon did not attract a large audience,
but the horsemen had lots o( fan
They tired

field of

M

Messenger—George luwrenen Knight.
Watchman—Joseph D Deccelte.

133460780
Dlrijos_I.... ....1 3 1 0 4 0 1 3 0—12
Atlautics.2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0—0
TROTTING AT TRKSFMT3C0T

Bookkeeper—Frederick

ndlvidual Bookkeeper—Newell W Edsou.
Discount Clerk—Col Frederick Albert Weber.
'em pounding Clerk—Arthur Soott Glbeon.
Cellectloi) Clerk—Neal Dew Gould.

13

13

24

General

SCORK BY INNINGS.

Adver-

Juts of school teachers.
Specimens of colua aud currency.

Exercises of Commencement Day -Com-

dinner

Argus of July 4tb; Advertiser of July

Ntatistics Grand hedge el Masons.
Statistics of Odd Fellows,
file constitution of the State,
list of offloers, Ac., of the Cathedral of thelmmasnlate Conception.
.Vasouio Token, with list* of officers of all tho
Grind bodies in Maine.
Attested record of today's Masonic services.

_____

to

and W. W.

Oopy

halibut, 3,431,218 ponnds; haddock, hake, poland cask, 3,076,000 ponnds; mackerel,
13,411 barrels; frozen he.ring, 16,939.000 fish.

KtDg,

Tucker

Tbimiae Jr.

lock

tA

to the

The coremouy of placing the steue then took
place as follows:
Grand Master—From time Immemorial, It

Gloucester Fish Receipt*.
Glocck tbb, .July 5.—The receipts of mackerel at ibis Dort this season to Jane 30, inclusive, shows a large falling off from last yearmore than 50 per cent—and a considerable decrease from a like period iu 1881, but a gain as
compared with years previous to 1881. The
receipts of codfish for the first six mouths
have been over a million pounds larger than
for the opening half of last year, and nearly
half a million pounds larger than the average
receipts for the first six mouths of the last four
years, while the halibut receipts have been
over a million and half ponnds below said
average.
Total receipts: Codfish, 23.011,800 ponnds;

tE G

the first di-

Lodge to place this monument given
eity by a generous dbuor.

MASSACHUSETTS.

•W G Chapman,
tC I> Edmonds,
*C H Hans m,
*G W Hanson,
tF H Hanson,
tH W Harrub,
•a C Hinds.
tB.r Hinds,
tM A .Johnson,

allow

panied by Governor lloble and staff, Mayor
Deerlug and members of the city government.
Mayor Deering. in behalf of the city, addressed
Grand Commander Estes, Inviting the Grand

sumed.
Gen. Stiuematziwas recalled to testify in regard to the lest of some iron oustings in two of
the staircases iu the New York building.
A demaud by Colemau for
the production
of some letters led to sharp remarks by counsel.
J, M. Wilbur was next recalled. Mr. Totten said that Mr. Dixou of the Dix Island
Granite Co. would like to he beard iu answer
to reflections made upon that conpany’s connection with the Philadelphia granite cout-aots. and the commission agreed to hear him
July 13.
James P. Lowe of the Supervising Architect’s office, told how plans for heating apparatus were prepared for large buildings.
Iu answer to an inquiry from the chairmau
Mr. Colemau said he believed the prosecution
could close their case next week.
Mr. Thomas satd the defence would consume but three days.
Chairman New tried to secure a promise
from counsel that they would conclude uext
week, but Mr. Coleman refused to make such
au arrangement.
The commission adjourned till Monday.

mencement

halt to

the Sir Knights formed a circle, within
which the grand offloore were escorted, accom-

Washington, July 5.—The Hill investigawas resumed.
Enoch Totten of this city
appeared as additional counsel for Hill,Inquiry
as to the Bartlett, Kobbius & Co. case was re-

<t

to

B. Hart, Charles Hoideu, John B.
Brown, Thomas M. Deed, all deceased, and
Jobu Hand and Charles McLaughlin, resigned. The directors are H. J. Libby, Ezra Carter, Mark P. Emery, VV. W Brown, Frederick

Henry

DIRIOOS.
AH.

■ment

tion

CORBY

compelled

vision of the graud procesBiou, composed of
the military, to pass by.
Arrived at the mon*

THE HILL INVESTIGATION.

marched

Successors to Gnppy, Kinsman &

SAYS OP

sure

MAINE.

QUARTO-MILLENNIAL

The Count de Chambord.
Paius, July 5.—6.33 P. M. France, It second
edition, says the Count de Chambord Is dead.
The Legitimist chiefs have received no telegram confirming the statement.
A later
despatch says the Count's condition
is improved though there is still danger. The
doctors now think his complaint is a gouty affection.
Hnuper Emigration Discussed In the
Commons.
London, July 5.—In the Commons tonight
Trevelyan, replying to the question of Mr.
O’Brien, member for Mallow, as to whether
in view of the recent action of the emigration
commissioners at New York, the deportation
of paupers from Ireland to the United States
would be stopped, said that in view of the action of the commissioners prders would be given to suspend grants of money in oases where
It is supposed thnt former inmates of workhouses are among desiring to emigrate.
Iu reply to a question as to what particular
fund the money would bo taken from to defray
the exjieuses of carryiug back these emigrants
and returning them to their res|iective workhouses from which they had been sent, Trevelyan said it wouid be premature to speak in
that regard, and JoHepli Coweu, radical member for New Castle-on-Tyne, asked whether
America would allow emigrants to land if
Great Britain allowed them means of sustenance for the present.
Trevelyan replied that he believed that very
few indeed of the state-aided emigrants were
paupers, hut ho was still inquiring into the
subject, lie thought it was not because of a
few pounds more or less that emigrants were
returned. If Great Britain could by any possible means meet the objections of America
she would adopt such mentis, but lie feared
contributions of publio money would not most
the objections.

mencement

GUPPY
& CO.

515 CONGRESS ST.

”7 believe it will be
dred*”

Partly cloudy weather and light showers are
rep rled from all districts, with southerly to
westerly winds. The temperature has fallen
slightly iu the Middle Atlantic Elates, Eastern
Tennessee and the West Gulf States, aud risen
slightly in all other districts.
Indications are that warm sontheasl to southwest winds will continue in the Southern and
Middle States and Ohio valley ou Friday aud
Saturday witn local rains. 1 steal rains are also
indicated lor the upper Lake region and the
Northwest on Friday and Saturday.

WASHINGTON.

Frank B. Clark,
ju22

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

POLITICAL.

The three preparations above
can be found at' just one place in
the City.

(PAILY)

Fine Chocolate

Decal raiug, partly cloudy weather, slight
fall in temporuture, southwest winds, hbcemiug variable, stationary ur higher barometer.

necessity.

Caramels,
Limed

DR. WELLINGTON’S CHOLERA
MIXTURE.
This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is partial arly recoinne-uded for children Buy it. Try
it and yon will find it a household

0.0.’ HUDSON
13 MARKET

appe-

Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbns,
tramps, Dysentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, Ac.

»ptf2w-

ST

an

For

19,000 0:0 BOOKS WANTED IKHEOIATEL’.

—

and Ton-

tite for intoxicants by its influence on the stomach and organs
of digestion.

For sale

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

gestion.

It

without leaving a blemish.
Brash for applying in each

CONCENTRATED

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
ail other preparaiions of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,
Colic, t holera Morbns. Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. lnduees c»plons perspiration in sudden colds and chills
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

marl4eodtf

ONLY.-

$100

improvishment

of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Titrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

seasons

NEXT

arlscotta, ISO feet 6 Inches;
Reach of Bath, 227 feet.

BEEF, IRON
Jy8

TITE

Wab Dep’t Office Chief Signal i
Officer, Washington, D. C.
(
July 0,1 A. M.
For New England,

Juno £20.

This house is closed to transient visitors on the
Sabbath.
S. B. (1UNN1SOS.
d2w
JuSO

75 cts.
Large

Bench,

FOR

the Season,

for

Monday,

GOSSAMERS

INDICATIONS

1833.

I'bis island, seven miles from Portland, lu full
view of the city, Is the gem of "Casco Hay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious’diut. g room »ud parlor,
veranda on all sides. 14 feet wide; lighted through
out wi ll gas;
electrlo bells in every room; pure
spriug water conducted Into each story; drainage
perfect; good seabathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
cuy regular and reliaM#. two steamers mnklug
round trips from Portland, four timos per day.
Terms reasonsble. For information and terms adl.illl. « hrbrntur
dress “TI1K W 41 SM»
lalnnd, Psiilnnil, Maine, or HUl.l l ts A
4'.*
4 0A.tlN.IVii.
Hlrlnmgr Nlrrrl, S*«irt-

Address all eommunie&ttons to
PUBIiISHPud (30.

__EMKT'LAND

METEOROLOGICAL.

TTIHI9 Hotel, juit completed by the Little CheL beague Island Association, will be open to the

public duly 9,

FOREIGN.

BY TELFftRAPIL

Pine 10-4

®2«
*28
n-je

«S0

...27H«8*H

Stock market*

following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton, const
The

of Middle and

Exchange

streets.

NEW YORK STOCKS, i
Missouri Pacific.108%
Wabash preferred. 44%
Omaha common.••••. 48
Denvor A R. G. 44%
Northern Pacfic preferred.
Northern Pacific common. 61%
Texas Pacific.
87%
BOSTON STOCKS.
Flint A Pere Marquette common. 87%
A. T. & S. F. 8ft
Boston A Maine .160
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred.102
L. K. A Ft Smith. 21
Marquette, Hughton & Out. common.. 47%
Mexican Central 7s. 70%

89%

New

Vsrk Stock and meaty market.

(.By Telegraph.)

York,July 6.—Money in good supply at 2%
•i£3 on call, closing 2%; pnme mercantile paper at
4®6. Exchange quiet at 4.84% for long and 4.88
for short. Governments firm; 4s are % higher at
119%gll9%. In State bonds, Arkansas 7s Pine
Bluff issue declined to 41, but late
rallies to 43
bid. Railroad bonds strong.
1'bc transactions at the Stock Exchange aggvcgvt
ed 172.000 shares.
me iol lowing are to-day’s closing quotations a.
New

♦

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
do
do
do
5s, ext.102%
do
do
do
4%s,
do
do
do
4%s, coup..... .112%
do
do
do
4s, reg.119%
do
do
do
4s, coop.119%
Pacific 6s, ’96.127
The following are the dosing quotations Stocks:

reg.112%

Chicago

134%

& Alton.

Chicago & Alton pref...140

Chicago,

Bor. A Quincy.126%
Erie. 87%
Erie pref ..
Illinois Central.183%
Lake Shore.109%
...

Michigan Central.........

—

—

Jersey Central. 87%
Northwestern....
138%
Northwestern pref..161 %
New York Central.119%
Rock Island.124%
St. Paul.
106%
St. Paul pref .-....119%
Union Pacific Stock. 96%
Western Union Tel. 84%
No New York produce maraet to-day.
New

rhe UmI market.
Boston.

July 6—[Reported

for the
The
following is a list of price* quoted this afternoons
Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
Pick lot*a and XXX..42
(§2 4311
Choice XX.
38
Flu# X.37
38
Medium.40
42
Coarse.........
..80
32

§40
§
§
§

Michigan-

XX.36
Fine.,.36

Extra and

Medium.. .39

Common.28
Other Western
86
-virtue and X.
Medium.38
28

Common.

Palled—Extra.36
..
26
No 1.

16

Combing and delaine—

Fine and No 1 combing..43
Fine delaine.
40
Low and coarse...32
Medium unwashed.26
Low unwashed.20

is 38
38

§40
§

30

@ 37
a.
ml

40

80

§ 40®
gt 45
§20
@ 45 U

§42

§ 36
§30
§ 22
§ 30
m 90
§ 86

California.10
fexas.17
Canada pulled.
30
Do Combing ..33 .0,36
washed....
20
28
Smyrna
U unwashed.16
Buenos Ayres.23
28
Montevideo.......
Cape Good Hope.27
Australian ..40

26

Donskoi.
I'he market for Wool renmins in the
state previously not iced .|

4'hirng#

§

17

ieC 29

to,'33
m 39
46

(a

§

same

28
quiet

Lire Nteck market.

(By Telegraph.!

Chicago, July 6.—Hogs—Receipts 10,000 head,
shipments none; 6c higher mixed 6 60d£5 86;heavy
6 80 0,6 20, light at 6 60(§6 2o; skips 3 76.
Cattle—Receipts 6500 headjshtpments none; goed
to choice shipping 6 60®5 70.
New Orleans, July 6.—Cotton strong; M ddliag
uplands 9 13-i e
Momi.K, July 6.—Cotton is dull; Middltng up*
lands 9% c.
Savannah. July 6.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands 9%c
Memphis, July 5.—Cottou is quiet; Middling Uganda 9 He.
....
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Concerning Cleeves.
Tbe oration delivered Independence Day
was a most tilting tribute to the
memory Of
the first settler of Portland. The
published
chronicles of Colonial days have done scant
justice to sturdy George Cleeves, who landed
here two centuries and a half ago, got a
housing near Clay Cove, begot children, and
founded the rude town of Falmouth, now
the fair city of Portland. The
antiquarians
have narrated this story of enterprise and
adventure, but the tale was never told so

graphically and picturesquely as it wa9 told
by Mr. Thomas in City Hall Wednesday.
The celebration of the Fourth was

the Slst he rises at half-past 12 o’clock.
Vemts is moruiug star. The interesting incidents in her progress are her near vicinity
to Mercury in the first part of the month,
and her near vicinity to Jupiter lu the last
part of the month. Venus is In conjunction
with Mercury on the 3d at 11 p. nt. and on

on

admi-

rably planned and ably carried out. It reflected credit upou projectors and executorsEverything was well conducted. The hap'
piest feature, however, to our mind—and
certainly the most instructive—was the account ot the life and services of Cleeves,
and the unveiling of the monument to his
memory. 9or this monument we are indebted to the public spirit of another meri'
tnriou* citizen, Mr. Payson Tucker. The
Press furnishes its readers with a full account of the
pnceedings of the day, and is
especially glad to present them with the text
of the oration and the complete description
of the ceremonies observed at the unveiling

of the memorial slab.

the 8th at 11 p. in. She rises on the 1st a
few minutes after 3 a. m. and on the31st at
3.46 a. ni.
Mercury is morning star until
the 29;h a:,d evening star the rest of the
month, ending his career as morning star at
tip. m., in superior conjunction with the
sun.
On the 20th, at 4 a. in., Mercury is in
conjunction with Jupiter. Mercury rises on
the 1st about a quarter after 3 o’clock in the
morning; on the 31st he sets at half-past. 7
o’clock in the evening. Jupiter is evening
star until the 6tli, amt morning star for the
rest of the month.
The giaut planet, is a
busy member of the solar community during
July, as a chief actor in four of its principal
incidents. 116 is in Conjunction with the
sun, in conjunction with the moon, in conjunction with Mercury, and in conjunction
with Venus. On the 5th, at 10 o’clock in
the morning, he is in conjunction with the
sun, one of the grand epochs of his coarse.
He rises and sets with the sun, is entirely
hidden in his rays, passing behind him, and,
afier conjunction, appearing on his western
side.
He then commences his course as
morning star, and before the month c oses
will be visible in the northeast shortly before
sunrise. Jupiter sets on the 1st shortly after
half past 7 o’clock in the
evening; on the
31st he rises not far from half past three
o'clock in the morning. Uranus is evening
star. Urauus sets on the 1st at 11 o’clock
m the evening; on the Slst, he sets soon
after 9 o’clock.

From East to West.

Ml.WHAPOl.ls, June 23, 1883.
It is fifty miles from the Falls to Buffalo.
We keep along by the river on our way up,
and about half way come iujo the lumber
entrepot of Touawauda. Here the train ran
past acres of lumber yards, thick with piles

boards and scantlings, many of them as
high as the three story houses of Portland.
Here is the entrance to the Erie Canal and
the landing place of much of the lumber of
the lakes. There was enough evidently to
build a small city.
We reached Buffaloat dark, and were soon
asleep in our berths. The next morning
found us at Charing Cross on the Canada
side of Lake Erie. At Charing Cross we
take on that modern convenience of the
West, the dining cars, and after a most excellent breakfast laid on spotless linen, we
are ready to take a swift survey of the country about us—which is low. flat and of excellent fertility. The soil is of a reddish
mould, and all along the way are fine farms
and lauds in all stages of development and
of

As might have been expected, the English

Ministry vigorously

denies

the

charge

of

sending paupers to this country, and Mr,
the Chief Secretary for Ireland,
goes so far as to declare that no persons unable to support themselves have been sent
out of Ireland; that he has seen their tickets and kuows what' he is talking aboutAgainst this positive declaration of the Sec
retary, which ought to be conclusive but is

Trevelyan,

not, there lie the statements of the authorities of New York and Boston, who declare

just

positively that these people are paupers; that they came from the workhouses
of Ireland with money given them by the
Master of the House, and that they not
only
as

have no relatives in this country, but do not
know where to go when they get here. The
probability is that the Irish Secretary has

either been grossly misled by somebody oris
trying to mislead in his turn. The inquiries made in the House of Commons will
hardly be likely to bring out the truth, since
the truth is exactly what the British govern
ment

is determined shall not come out.

T*e ruling passion is strong in death in
John G. Thompson, of Ohio.
Though deposed from the Democratic State
Committee, on which he has served for fifthe case of

tesu years, he still continues to assert that
the Democrats will carry everything rais
fall in Ohio, and everything next year in the

country. There has not been an election
since John G. Thompson came to be known
politically at all, that he has not claimed everything and occasionally he has continued
to claim it after election. It is to be hoped
that no Republican in Ohio will be dispirit,
ed on account of John G. Thompson’s ster.
eotyped prophecy. He will leave directions
to have it stereotyped on his coffin plate.
The defeat of the deceased wife’s sister
bill in the House of Lords through ecclesiastical influence has set people to thinking
what useful purpose is served by giving the

bishops

vote

in

Parliament. Anyhow,
their presence in the upper House is a pej
euliar illustration of the tenacity withjs&eb-J
a

thjUfcUU'lUlli nipple clingtrSffitions of
It is a survival from the
their history.
times when the affairs of

State were in the
hands of the ecclesiastics and when the
Lords spiritual had large landed es'ates.
But the times have changed since then, and
the presence of the bishops in the House of

Lords is
It is

an

anachronism.

suggested

from the

somewhat con-

federate direction of Richmond that the foreign purchasers of confederate bonds may
know of balances to the credit cf the rebel
idle abroad

government lying

and contem.

plate attaching them, or may already have
snch balances in their possession and are
purchasing the bonds as an offset aDd a
salve (o their consciences for

appropriating

the cash. If there is any money abroad to
the credit of the rebel government it ought
to be known in Richmond, bat the money
itself belongs to tbe United States. The

idea, however,

is

too

improbable

to

be

worth a great deal of attention.

Vennob,

in his

not take any

whole, July

big

predictions

for July, does
He says: On the

chances.

will be

very warm month,
with more than an average number of vioa

lent thnnder-showers. On the 19th occurs
the conjunction of Mars and Saturn at 10:19 p. m., and on the same day Jupiter is in

conjunction
may be expected
following day, with intense electrical manifestations alODg the coast on the North Atwith

Mercury. A violent storm
on that and probably the

lantic Ocean.
Intebebtino

by Pension
“Senator John E.

observations

Commissioner Dudley:

McDonald will be tbe easiest man to beat in

Indiana in 1880 the Democrats can nominate
Presidency. With McDonald at the
head of the ticket the issue will be free
trade, pure and simple, and it has been dem-

for the

onstrated that the

popular

sentiment of tbe

State is against free trade. Tbe vote of
1880 shows that, and if anything the protec.

feeling is stronger to-day
then, in my opinion.”
tlon

than

it was

Steam, remarks the New York Commercial Advertiser, is rapidly driving the sail
ship out of the lumber trade. For instance,
out of 43 vessels that reached London with
cargoes of that kind during the week endTng June 16, no fewer than 83 were steam
ers; and of these Russian ports contributed
a considerable share, Riga and Cronstadt
supplying fourteen cargoes, all but one being

steamers.

Tbji New York Evening Post thinks i
discovers in Butler’s speech at Harvard that
“refusing him the degree, instead of ‘riling’
the old man, has probably led him to think
all the better of the college. It is the people who truckle to him, and pretend to think
that he Is a great and good statesman, for
whom he probably has the most profound

contempt.”
Botslinoton Hawkeye: The mayor and
aldermen of Portland, Maine, have just voted unto themselves free admission to all
places of amusement, and will “wear a
badge of appropriate design” so they may be
recognized by the doorkeeper. We would
suggest the head of a hog on a coffin plate as
being extremely appropriate, under the circumstances. Or, perhaps, the whole hog
would be still better.
The Planei.B in July.
The stellar contributor to the Providence
Journal says that It will be an interesting
Study to note the rising of the morning stars
4nriDg July, as they appear one after another above the horizon. Neptune Is first of
the five and rises on the 1 it at 1.30 a. m. On
the 31st be rises about 11.30 p. m. Mars is
morning star and will be in conjunction with
Saturn on the morning of the 20th, both
planets rising that morning soon after 1 a.
Saturn is morning star and will take on
m.
• more splendid appearance at his coming
apposition than he lias done for nearly thirty
his high
years. His widely open rings,
northern declination, and his approaching
perihelion, form specially favorable conditions fur observation. These conditions
will •nlmluate in 1M. JUturn rises on the

1st dhwtt half.past 2 o’clock in the morning;

improvement.
1 here

geueral appearance •( newFine herds of
cattle fed in the grass up to their knees, and
the absence of horses was noticeable. At
intervals we came upon hamlets where saw
mi ls were cutting up the ash *nd elm, which
seems to be abundant here.
There was an
entire absence of pine, spruce and hemlockHere were forests of ash and elm, of which
many were t,hree feet and orer through.
The highway seemed to be beds of mire, and
we saw one carriage drawn
up in front of a
farm house, the wheels of which were apparently of the weight of heavy cart wheels
there was so much mud adhering to them.
We have heard of “pigs in clover,” and here
we saw droves of
hogs up to their backs in
clover, and as correspondingly happy—and
clover is regarded as the best of feed for
was a

and

ness

incompleteness.

swine out here.
This Canada Southern is
new

a

000 hogs. Its feeding troughs are fifty miles
In length. In 1882 the aggregate value of
lie hogs, cattle and sheep shipped from tins
yard was $202,300,000. From her twentyfive registered grain elevators, with a capacity of 20,200,000 bushels, there were shipped
last year 117,148,306 bushels valued at $07,000,400. Her lumber receipts were 2,052,210,000 feet for the same year and the total
clearances of vessels from the port of Chicago in 1882 were 13,020. Everything is
The
done here on the most extensive scale.
public and private buildings indicate inexhaustible capital ami resources, but like
Detroit, Chicago Is a dirty and smoke-begrimed city. In the East the streets of Chicago would be regarded as a nuisance, but
for all that vast crowds go over them every
day, of rich and poor, among whom are men
like MeGeough, the lard king to-day, hut
to-morrow at the button!, <lead broke. It is
all inako or break, and mostly break.
U. M. S.

The Small Boy

on

by
thoroughness with which
he examUies everything about him.
Is this exercise very exhausting?
Exceedingly; you see that he has to sit
the

down and rest before he has half completed
his survey.
Bui what is the small boy doing now?
In order to get to his destination the
quicker ho has jumped upon the passing
wagon.
But the wagon is going in the direction
from which he came.
It makes no ditf-reuce. All roads lead to
Rome, you know, and all directions are the
same to the small boy.
The only directions
he is careless of are those whlab were given
him when lie started on his errand.
What is the small boy doing now?
The small boy is playing marbles with another small boy.
Then lie has forgotten Ids erraud?
Oh, no; he is only exercising his memory.
He Is trying to see how long lie can remember his errand amidst distracting circumstances.
Will the small boy ever get to his destina-

Had

REMOVAL.
patrons will find me located at 72 Kxchango
street, opposite the Poet Office, where I shall
continue to keep a complete assortment of
(Heuu’ fruruhliiugH, llnu, Cups, Ac.

tWall
Oue of those

Street

good,

born aud reared ou

a

Kevrs.)

farm, but willing to

bis children lead an easier

life,

cauie

a'one belong

four hundred vessels engaged in the lake traffic, a traffic bounded by

A. 1. CLEVELAND
Ju26

3000 miles of coast line.

we

are

From

Detroit

see

down

jo “York” the other day to see about getting his sob Moses into a bank. He went to
a friend, and the friend Bent him to the cashier, and the cashier said:
“Is your son quick at figures?”
“Tolerably quick.”

“Is he ambitious?”
“Yes; he wants to get on.”
"Is he a hard worker?”
“Well, Moses kin mow his three acres of
grass per day.”
"Why does he prefer a bank to a store?”
“I swan! I never asked him why, but I
guess it’s because he thinks there’s a better
chance to climb up.
Moses is right on the

climb.”
“He is perfectly honest, of course?”
“Well, now that's the only weak point
Moses has cot, and I was going to say to you
if you took him in, that if you keep a wire
fence between Moses aud any tuouey lying
around loose, and if you have a rule agin
boss trading, aud if you dou’t allow shaking
dice or card playing, aud if he will keep
sober, he will make one of the nr st tremendous bankers the country ever saw!”

horses.

broken by the immense sand hills between
us and the lake—and about 7 p. ro. we
strike the outskirts of Chicago, the queen
city of the West. For thrity minutes we
wind among the suburbs of the town, over
a distance of fourteen miles, before we reach
our depot at Randolph street.
Here in the
outskirts is the new city of Pullman, a citv
of 7000 people, where the Pullman car
shops
are located.
Three years ago this land was
unoccupied except by water, while to-day
we find it covered with fine blocks and im-

factories, foundries and car
wheel world, all which, from opera house
and
dwelling down, are architecturally
beautiful. Surely Alladin with bis lamp
mense

could

car

not

have

done more. This is the
Western push we have read of. Lots here
are "’cupiad and built upon
long before
there -re any signs of streets, and even
when covered with water.

We saw large numbers of houses built on
posts driven into the mud; houses with all
the adornments of modern architecture—the
only approach to which was over a narrow
plank; and we saw whole families sitting
upon their front steps as serenely as if they
were

not

in the middle of

goose pond.
cau touch
bottom.
Most of the land on the outskirts is inane
or filled in, and when the streets
along
which these houses are built are graded,
their more solid foundations will be laid under them. S the growth of Chicago-goes
on—a
persistent and wonderful growth.
An Eastern man, accustomed to the staid
cities of New England is startled by the
transition to the wild, aggressive and, one
may rightly say, reckless spirit of a city next
to New York in wealth arid population.
io see is to appreciate. Eastern nen coming here soon forget their early traditions.
Horse cars run all night. Stores and offices
are in full blast on Sunday as wed as other
days—there is no let up. The several large
theatres are frequently occupied with sacred services on Sunday morning while they
are crowded afternoon and evening with a
boisterous and roirib-loving audience. The
real, heavy business of Chicago is not saen
but felt, and the kings of traffic wield
mighty sceptres, and the shock of their failures vibrates through every trade c tntre in
the country. It is the great
of
the Northwest. About 11,000 miles of railroad are tributary to it; the annual gross receipts of which amount to $100,000,000, affording an annual profit of $40,000,000. In
1847 there was but one railroad here, in
1850 but forty-two miles of connecting Ones,
and now three hundred and fifty tiains enter
a-d leave Chicago daily—making seven hundred arrivals and departures daily. From
the immense business here one can hardly
believe that in 1831 there were but twelve
families here, yet such was tho fact, and
now a population of 560,693, covering thirtysix square miles, inhabit Chicago.
While here in Chicago we visited the locomotive and car expositiou, where we saw all
kinds of motors, and the electric motor train
in full operation as well. The exhibition of
electrical appliances for producing electricity was complete. Weston, Iirash and Edison each try to outfight the other. Here wa»
a wonderful array of rolling stock.
Tho
ninety ton locomotive, the biggest in the
world was here, along with fifty others of all
makes—forceful and impressive In their
weight and hurnishings. Here wo taw most
elaborate specimens of sleeper, dining, pas
senger amt freight cars, with ail the known

Land is

a

valuable here, if you

Herbert G.
o»

ExeliHDge St,
HTAll business

faithfully

relating

exeoutt

to Patents

promptly

O w en, Moore <fc Co.

J!y°

BONDS.

POItTI.AKD.
dtf

DR. E

F. TOWN SE N D,

Inventor

oxygkxated

AIK

For Catarrh, llay Fever and Lung Diseases.
Consultation free,
3«l CONGRESS ST.,
I'ORTL'NIL
<i2162**

WholnslruiK! Iteiail

CLOTHIER^.

Yo.

470

ionyress

C.

G. Al.l/EN,

F. ll.VSKELL,

B.

feb2

H. L. JONRp.

THIS WEEK ONLY.

r»n5

XiHAIiX.,

Jfl T

eodil

NTKKKT.

Be mire and ex mine the styles and price* before purch;t*intf elsewhere.
Infant*', Misses'

E^XAMINATIO

,.j

ieai

PSALMS.

561

TJ EAR this, all ye people, aud give ear all
ye inzalids of tbe world, Hop Bitter*
will make you well and to rejoice.
2. It shall cure all tbe people and put
sickness and suffering under foot.
Be thou not

afraid when yonr family
is sick, or you have Bright’s db ease or Liver
Complaint, for Hop Bitters will cure you..

railed <; per eenls takeu

Leave Portland <£ Rochester depot
train at 9 o’clock. Ticket*, Adult* 35
dren 25 cent*

PRENTISS

Swan & Barrett,
Middle

in p. ni.
Admission 15 cents, Skate* 5
Children at afternoon sessions lo cent*, infloor ami first class music.
skate*.
Good
cluding
to

cents.

KOWEYA CKAWIOKD
MANAGERS.
jnu26dtf

No 6
Munjoy Lodge
PYTHIAS.
KNIGHTS OF
ORASfD EXCURSION

Member* of the order, Jodie* and friend*, will Quite
in a Basket Picnic at Hebago Lake on

Stieet.

BANKERS,
218

Middle

Street,

for
nlP
Central.7t.
Offer

...

LORING,
•

English Insurance Co’s.

prize will be offered. Ice
other refreshments for sale

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.

at his agency

represented
XXTo. 311-2 Exchange St.

Town

of

3«=30_

S

PRIC1M.

Fire and Marine Insurance

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANfED,
>'*“(*3

YANKEE HORSE RAKE.
ALSO, AGENTS FOR

BlICkEVE

ANNUAL STATEMENT, JANUAR1 1st, 1883.

HOWE It

MILLION

ONE

CAPITAL,

STATE AOEXTS FOB THE

BULLARD’S H&Y TEDDER.

the value of Hop Bitters for bilious, nervous
and Rheumatic complaints.
5. Cleanse me with Hop Bitters and I
shall have robust and blooming health.
6. Add disease upon disease and let tbe
worst < ome, I am safe If I use Hop Bitters.
7. For all my life have I been plagued
with sickness and sores, aud not until a year
ago was I cured, by Hop Bitters.
8. ne tliat keepeth bis bones from aching
from Rheumatism and Neura'gla, with Hop
Bitters, doetb wisely.
9.
Though thou hast sores pimples,
freckles, salt rheum, erysipelas, blood poisoning,yet Hop Bitters will remote them all
10.
What woman is there, feeble and sick
from female complaints, who desireth not
health and usetb Hop Bitters and is made
well.

neglect to use Hop Bitters
serious Kidney and Liver com-

Let not

12.
Keep tby longue from being furred,
thy blood pure, and thy stomach from lndl
gestion by using Hop Bitters.
13. All my pains and aches and disease
go like chaff before thf wind when I use
Hop B tiers.
14.
Mark the man who was nearly dead
and given up by the doctors after using Hop
Bitters and becometh well.
15. Cease from worrying about nervousness, gp,neral debility, and urinary trouble,
for Hop Bitters will restore you.

J«11_MWF&w4w24

SUMMER

Imprudences

on

hand at

LOAN!

The First Universalis* Sunday School will ;o oa
Excursion to

their annual

FERRY BEACH,

B. A M. Railroad, leaving depot at 0

Inly 6,

day.
Refreshments for sale on

AB*KTS.

Par Value

forty yearn.
.3.3*4

oar to

4urw«l Valuation
...93.400 333
Total Debt, tincluding this loan)
39,007.47
Bate af taxation II mills.

New York & Harlem Railroad 7 per

cent

Bonds,

Real Estate owned by the Company,
Cash on hand, in Banks, and in hauds of
l*>aui on Mortgage of Real Estate,
Loans secured by R R and Bank Stocks,
Accrued Interest and Rents,

I WHITNEY.

p?tS&and

Mai]?,g-

‘_•

course of

00
00
00

12 500 00

50,000

10.000

12,*600 00
56 000 00
8*300 00

G43,000

968,800 00

$1,130,000
Agents, in

00

$1,634,020

$110,276
315,291

transmission,

386,216

67,675

00
00
5G
67
00

31,910 04

*1,000.000.00
160,032.40

Surplaa

over

94,010,414.34
9375,*>03.73

Surplus as regards Policy Holders,

91,375,503.73
J. N. DUNHAM, President.
ANDREW J. WRIGHT, Treaaurer.

PRENTISS
So 31 1-2
J©30

Exchange Street

-

BUD TWAIEST
AT

$oS5

Ju2G

edtf

by the Management to be contested for by

CHANDLER’S

Famous

Military Baud

—

FOR

SALE

—

J. T. STUBBS,

ONE WEEK.

4117 CONGRESS ST.,
Jui3

FnrrlnttlonUIPk.

ament,
odcIm

Opp CITV HALL.

Iu8

n*

if yon wish

to

bay

or

Hanker*, Chicago.

—

secured the services of TOR. JO** PH
Ki FV. Ailin' t u ier. from Boston. formerly of Ijewiston, and having purchased a
fine Hi • of

&ASVilM

FOR
Is

now

Clover’s

—

Champiou

Band,

OF ALBI RV.

THE

MONSTER

BAND

1500 MUSICIANS VaGBAND CONCEBT.
Dancing

in the .'tlauituoiiili
Pavilion Free.

Special excursion trains on the Maine Central and
connecting roads. Cor fares and full particulars,
time tables and posters.
WIHSIIIP A COLLIAS, Managers,

all

see

jy4

PORTI.AHU.HE.

dtd

-L

-r—

TO

Savings Banks,
And all who

seeking an absolutely

aro

Safe

Secure

and

INVESTMENT,
Spr.ct. BONDS
OF HIE

VERMONT & MASS. R. RO.
Fitchburg:

Railroad,

Bonds hare twenty years to run; beat &
per cent, interest, payable in May and November;
are in denominations of $1000
each, with Coupons,
or may be in Registered form If
preferred.
They are issued to retire an existing mortgage

DEALERS IS

—

and pay for permanent
upon the property.

—

AND

improvements recently

made

The stock of the Vermont and Mass. Railroad
sells at 131, and pays 6 per eent. dividend.
The Fitchburg Railroad gnarante the
principal
and interest of this Rond, and that slock soil* at

MEDICINES,
—

CHEMICALS.

CASH,

thorough

AND

Principal and Interest Guaranteed by the

eodtfm

DRUGS,

Goods

127, and pays

6 per cent.

United States and other investment securities received tn exchange at current rates for the above
bonds.

prepared to turn out Artistic Work, made in
the most

ORTLiWD,
—

These

Exchange Street,

manner, at

defy competition.

No need to go out of towu,
nor climb tedious stairs.
iltf

CO.,

lorg or short distances,

Plcnse don't full to give usjii
lit lli«‘ Old Siniul.

have the Bonds ready for delivery.
Orders and correspondence by mail or
telegraph
invited.
We

WFine Toilet Soaps, Brushes and Ccmhs, Perfum
ery and Fancy Articles in tireat Vartety. Confecfectlonery; Cutlery and Stationery. A Iso a lino line of

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC

CIGARS.

cull

MAVERICK NATIONAL

BANK,

for. Wilier A Congress Sts.,
HOWTO*.
jun2o

WHEN YOU PAINT

cod2w

Cor. CONGRESS & GROVE STS.

iimtc

dtr

Sid

colors i

MATHIAS,
98
mnr30

Exchange

PORTLAND.
P. *

A.

No Chemical Combination

or

Soap

FINE

W. PIEKCE.

Street.
eod3m

Prescription Department n Spec*
tally and Fully Equipped.

The Best In the World.

mar 2

ARE SURE TO BRING

Write

Merchant Tailor,

Prices that will

Congress St.

400

We shall offer to the Ladies of Port
landuml vicinity all onr stock of llats.
Bonnets, Flowers, Fealhers, Laces, etc.,
at areally reduced prices: call and examine onr stock and you will he convinced that yon cun save money here.

nu.l
State,
Tlunicipnl
bought and told
Special
given to bond* cf large cities and

Oov
School

mar6

Spring

w*

We offer the

PRESTON, KEAN &

SPECIAL

MILLINERY

for cash or on
cent allowed on
Member* of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
Mining Stock Exchange, The National Petroleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to Chi
marl9eodtf
cago.

<ouatic»!

98

PRIZE OF

CO.,

»dl

I have all the latest publications in
Engravings.
Fine Framing a Specialty—
ait lowest prices. I have
some very Desirable shapes
in the Barbotine Pottery.

$585

PBIZEli

4 AH1I

SPECIAL

18 XEW STRiET, XEW YORK.

atteati

25 per cent off from catalogue prices for the next
two weeks.

—

Lake Maranacook,

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stock*, Bond*, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum

BONDS.

STORK.

Fine Engravings, {.old Bronze and Plush
Frames are my .specialties; eoinmon
f amtug in al< ihe loading lyles. Tbo c
In want will find it to their advantage i«
examine
Former), STCHliK ItftON.,
Temple street. Old frames regilded.

HENRY CLEWS &

d3w

AlgernonStubbs’

<13t*

MONSTE n

bought and sold on commiMion
margin. Deposit* received. 4 j»er

Portland, Maine.

.

grounds, good xnnsio

—

balance*.
daily
the N. Y.

LORING, Agent,

1883,

j>3_

BARRETT,

middle St., Portland, Me

OF

all Liabilities,

no.,

BY

BAYKIYO HOUSE

22,342.81

SANFORD J. HAIA, Secretary.

Temple Street 9

SWAA &

833 147.25

For all Brandies and Hkdditug
Oiutiis at

A. U T

FOR SALE

n*_eodtf

.iab.l.t.2..

paid up,

all

Outstanding Luaaes,
Re-Insurance Fund,
All other claim*,

diwtoodtf

•
•
Town of Westbrook
-4s
•
Maine Central R. K. 1st Mort.
6s
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
os
“
“
Maine Central R. R.
7s
S® Pacific R. R. General Mort. • • 6s s
6s and 7s
Car, Trust and Equipment
And other First class Securities

18

ARTIST’S

MATERIALS,

115,000
52,920
54 000
10,000

MOULTON

BONDS.

126*000 lK>

100.000
49,000
60,000
8,000
10,000
10,000

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad 7 pe cent Bonds,
St Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R dlroad 6 per cent Bonds,
Chicago. Burlington A Quincy Railroad 4 per cent Bonds,
Bauk & Railroad Stocks,

These bonds are issoed to build a Town Hall which
is much needed and from which the town will derive
a revenue The debt of the town i. less than two per
cent of assessed valuation. We recommend these
bonds for trust funds.

Mar. Value
$130 0(>0 00

$100,000
100,000

the

provided.

Offered

iy3___

a.

All friend* of tbo school are invited.
Tickets, children 35 cents, adults 50 cents, for
sale at ticket office, good on all train* during tho

4 PER CfcN’T BOYDS.

WOODBURY~&

PICNIC.

JND

$300 u * .v o f*V!!»J«»<u, i. a n m $300

OO

Cor. middle & Exchange Sis.

DOLLARS.

United State* 6 per cent Currency Registered Bond*,
Boston & Albany Railroad, 7 per cent Bonds
Kansas Cl«J. St Jo* and Connell Blufts Railroad 7 per cent Bond*,
Union Pacific Railroad Collateral Trust 6 per cent Bond*,
Chicago & Northwe*tern Railroad Sinking Fund 6 per cent Bonds,
Morris * Essex Railrosd H per cent Bonds,

Capital Stock

KENDALL

Company,

tin*

dtd

EXCURSION

Brunswick, Me.

Parable
Population

and

the ground*.

Train* will leave Eastern It. K. Station at S ilt
a, m. 12.35 and li.25 p m. lieturuieg will 'eareSha
Lake at 5.00, 7.10, and (0.130 p m
to nccommo
date those who wish to remnin at the Oarce in the
Evening. Ticket* can be obtained of tbo committee
and at the Station.
A. G. Grover E. L. Robinson, W. A.
Taylor, M.
B. Kales, W. H. Howe, Committee of
Arrangement*.

eodtf

$40,000

Cream, Lemonade,

on

Tickets, Adults 60 cti. t'hlldren
dcr 12 years ol wtvM cents.

Tuesday, July 17, 1883.

and other drat -class bond* and atocke.

AEW

1883.

<>.

I»ar.cing, Base Ball. Foot Ball, Croquet, and other
amusement*, will be provided. A Grand Archery
contest open only to L .die* for which valuable

Friday,

tf

dec 14

American and

jlyttdlt

in

Maine
Portland and Kennebec
ft*.
ft*.
ABdrowoggin and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdeotbarg
fk,
City of Portland..

Inrites attention to the excellent

Jtf

by special

couta, chll

Greenwood Rink.

via

dtf

EVSTJFLAISTOE!

143 Peavl Street.

Both low aud high, rich and poor know

bring
plaints.

and

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Between Oak & Green.

Congress St.,

jy2

■.

J. W. COLCOBD,

Haying Tools of all kinds
Manufacturer’s Prices.

[revised]

on

$500*

jonaO

subscriber

fan24

TO-DAY, (Friday.)

,

exchange.

18ft

FRANK GOUDY,

Studies
the

Annual Excursion to Saco River,

will be

nglisli and ( lass-

private pupils by

to

Hi) offer for sale ih« .YE W I OIH
PEH CENT CITY OF LEWISTON
BOYDS and recommend them a*
a very desirable Investment for
trust purposes.
This loan does not Inerease the
eity’s debt, (wlii<'li Is hut about -1
per eenl of its valuation,) as It was
issued to retire six per rents.

and Ladies', in lotion, Lisle Thread and fcilk
regardless of cost, in order to reduce stock.

SEE DISPLAY IN WINDOW.

S for adtninMon to college Will
Im? bold at the Clearcl&ud Lecture Hoorn. Ya»a
sachu*ett* Hall, on Friday -July 13th, and on-• Friday, Sept. 2»tb, at 8.30 A. M.
JOSHUA L. CUAMBEKLAI5.
Brunswick. June 1,1883.
ju4d&wtjH3

given

LEVYISM BUM

Denominations

BO WDOIN COLLEGE

t

dlwteodteodtl

•

educational!

Instruction In

Cor. Middle & Exchamr Sts.

$1,000’*.

uud Lettering of Every Inscription, «•
ecuted in an Ariistie Manner
and at short notice,

M, T.

OFTOSTERY.

SPECIAL SALE

dBm

Sunday School

Street

FRIDAY, JULY

St.

PortlanD

a

investment.

sale

KE.vrs mm i:c\n piuit ukiiui

LANCASTER BULGING.

dU*

LAKE SEBAGO.

A»mceil Valuation
$10,079 940
Net l>«‘t»t.* l itt. *.'16 40
We recommend t hese bond# to those desiring

Is particularly desirable during the heated term which Is now just opening.
They are convenient and useful to have In the hoasehold, In town, country or on
the -eash'ire. in cmuplng. yacht in; or fishing parlies.
ut up in nice order a> din small ooxev for f.imlly use. Eor sale
by grocers generally and u( the bnkcry.

■

i<>

Will have tlieir

Dae 1893 ami 1913.
I’opulaiiou.40.000

“OUR DAILY BREAD.”

Manufacturer of

an

A? MANUFACTURER

r5_wF&dlaw 3ml4

11.

City of Lewiston, Me.,
4 Per Cent.

v

4

NEW LOAN !

utf

AGENCY
Exchange St.,

AX»-

3.

Corner Exchange A: middle Mis.
JuiiT.l
_dlwlhwneodtl

SP R.X3VGFIELD

yol

8

dtf

Mixture.

ON SUMMER DISEASES
INDIGESTION,
DIARRHOEA,
DYSENTERY,
COLIC,
CRAMPS,
BOWEL COMPLAINTS,
FEVERS, &c., &c.

CHAS. H. O BRION
Wholesale and Detail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Ocalfl
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

BUT

Perry Davis’s Pain Killer
Drives Them Away.
Drives Them Away.
Drives Them Away.
DON'T BE WITHOUT PAIN KILLER.
BUY OF ANY DRUGGIST.

at that..

esting

railway tracks, 20 miles of *lreets, 20 miles
of watering trough*, and neeomodatlon* for
25,000 head of cattlo, 14,000 sheep and 150,-

WOODBURY & BOULTON,

and

51-3*3
feb8

Chestnut

or

lo

Jones
Funding, IVak’* Island.
Regular session* daily from 2 to 5.00, and from

pftlaatf

Real Estate and Insurance

While Head
W elcome all.

o'clock.
jljtt

7.30

~FESSENDEn7

H. M.

EACH-

Portland. Mu.

Oing.rsBaldtobethesmnoor

the most fascinating machines
here, and bne which drew the largest crowd,
was a mortising machine—a machine with
an augur and chisel combined that does its
work with but a single movement and rapid-

The
their discovery.
display was fine, and every foot of spaco in
the exposition building of 800feet in length,
240 feet in width and 110 feet in height was
utilized. A mau needs hut to come here to
be convinced of the commercial importance
of Chicago. Hercu8turns officers collected
last year in duties $3,606,711 in addition to
which were the Internal revenue collections
of $9,579,497.
The Union stock yards here cover 350
sort* of ground, In which are $7 miles of

CENTS

American & ror<‘ljtn t'meiHw,

No. 03

A Delicious Combination
of Imported Ginger,

»P

sold

he

excursion tihday

au

(FItIDAY,)

The dty of Lewiston having
called Two Hundred and Twentyfour Thousand Six Fer Cent.
Bends which are redeemable at the
pleasure of the city, after June
•Mill, 1883, on which date the interest ceases we now offer
in
exchange the Ciiy of Lewiston 4
l’er Cent. Bonds at the market
price, and other desirable Municipal or Uailroad Bonds.

Sirwd Nnbbalh School

h *vc

...

onoiceArtunnncu.and tbe best ofFrenchBrumt.v.
Vastly superior to all other gingers, ail of which
are made with the
strongest Alcohol*
Cares ColcU,ChIlU, Feverish and Rheumatic
symptoms, Ague Faius, aud Malaria.
Cares Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Sea 8icfcn«w, Fiafruleacy, Cramps, Cholera Morbus, Lyscnierv, and ills incidental to change of climate.
A. Fruit Stimulant without alcoholic reaction. deliciously flavored, purely medicinal, Sanford’s Ginger overcomes exhaustion,
allays
nervousness, promotes sleep, eradicates a craving
for intoxicants, and strengthens those reduced
by
disease, debility, and dissipation.
Beware of all
as good as Sanford's*
Avoid mercenary denleiv
whof or a fe wcents eatra profit try
toiorceupon
their own or others when you call for Sanford*
*
Ginger. Sold by druggists, grocery etc.

One of

to

25

—

GINGER

safety appliances.

attention

flaskets to

FRIDAY at

Strings,

HANFORD’S

grain^Hepot

Tho electric railway signal was an inter
and curious exhibit. Here the crank*
were at home—all endeavoring to attract

Large lot of Lunch

_

THE WISE PREVENT SICKNESS.

constantly passing large, thriving

Here we notice Jess cattle and more
The monotonous levels are only

towns.

LUNCH BASKETS.

dim
_

over

over

Vaughan
will

SlfiN PAINTING

old-fashioned fa hers—

ENTERTAINMENTS.

F NANCIAL.

MY

road, roughly ballusted aud incomplete,

fotjMriev-

your

H' H F. E
STHEET,
roiin.AM), mu.
C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls ami Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-class manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
mySOeotitf

Weak Point.

a

ENTS._

IX

comparatively

and large gangs of men were at work
upon
it from Charing Cross to Windsor—which is a
the end of our journey on the Canada side.
Windsor is opposite Detroit on the other
side of Detroit river, over which onr *-nin is
ferried. Detroit river is a beautiful stream,
half a mile wide, carrying the waters ot
lakes Michigan, F on and St. Clair into
Lake Erie. De*
is a port of entry, and
for six miles uf
J down the river front It
is a mass orgrain elevators, mil
s, dry docks,
and ship yards. Its buildings
"are blacHkjmd begrimmed with the smoke of
the soft coat, of which so much is consumed
here, and It is full of business, and is the
railroad eenter of a large territory; full of
noise and bustle, with eight lines of horse
cars and a population of
nearly 100.“10. At
the mouth of Detroit river Com. Perry won
hi* victory of Sept. 10th, 1813. The French
came here in 1615 and made a
permanent
settlement, in 1701 building a fort, which
was captured by the English in 1763.
Here
was Fort Snelby in 1812 the scene of Hull’s
disgraceful surrender.
At the East the idea of the commerce of
the lakes is a limited one. At this
port

ly

NO.

tion?

He will if he keeps on in the direction in
which he is now crawling.
How soon, do you think?
I canuot say;but 1 once heard of a man
who went around the world In eighty days.

ADVERT I SUM

_NEW

AUSTIN & V4YLOK,
Fresco Painters,

—

hurry?
1 can tell

__

ATTORNEY AT LAYV AND SOLICITOR

Errands.

Where is the small boy going?
The small boy is goiug on an eirand.
How do you know that the small boy is
going nn an errand?
Becutse the small boy is in such a hurry.
How can you toll that the small boy is lu
a

BUSINESS CARDS.

flooring,
ill
E&Sh Dll
SMsf
[jg|& jg 9

I I K^m I VL BUr

bi | |y

»»‘l

E3K

58

st*»

BOSTON.
•odlfrnr m

Union SCainbtat Company.
wTEAMEB EMIT 4 wtil l«ara Franklin Wharf,
ftama whorl EcitjU boat lanrw ftoW.) ho*

aarertlaenwim.

;Jtl1yl<l3l

Street,

Heady

for application by simply stirring with
Sena for sample cards and prices, to

a

stick

J. B. FICKfcTT & co.
Wholeanle nml Retail I’nint Denier*,

403 & 405 Fore

ROOD PAPERS!
ROM PAPERS!

Vp

ROM PAPERS!

eodiwlm

“AISK

PORTI.ASD

Orders r#ootvo<l by TelepbOtis.

aplSdtt

CHECK BOOKS,

G. W. SI MONTON & CO
Wholesale Taney Grocer,
and Proprietors Tores! Thy
Toffee and Mpice mills
—

have removed from

i» <v is union
•ro

444,

street

—

44(> & 448 FORE
car.

—.

STREET.

UNION.

Jy3_iiiw
Union Steamboat Company.
EM IT A will lesv. Fi&ukllo Wharf,
(tame wharf BetLui* boat loavat from.) Haa
advertisement.
fijtytdsi

STEAMER

are

)

prepared to reunused
stamped

Best Styles and Reasonable
deem
checks, also to furnish new
Price®.
check hooks of superior

style

at reasonable

*

«■

S. It.

nsfonlshinelT

WIPES.

prices

—

TO

’f*

ORDER

at

PIANO and ORGAN

.omMirS" e!irly'

a9 we are

al''ay, «"«*«*«

Samuel Thurston
3 Five Nt. Bloch, CORTLAND.

(No. 3.1

WILL YOU CALL
dot14

dtf

I?)J{ rou^rr^s Sf,
Msmr
-JUS"__

FISTULA AND FILES

C“™d,

l:»e nf the Knife.

Notice.

BAILEY & MM.
Exchange

Advertising Agent,
HOHTOIN
‘JSO WAPHI «TO>l NT.,
Contract# for Adr*rtl«eniont« in New,papor« in a
Bale, anil town* ot tb, United State# and tb,
oritltb UrOTioo*,.

low

the

prices.

LOtUNG, SHORT & HARMON.
jmi23

at

MADE

Wurerooius’of

REMOVAL.
Wc

(

PIANO COVERS,

Street,

I'OIM'I. i YU, ME.
jtui2!>

Y/

ADmse and'elegant ussorten'iit

W linrl

Brown’s

qualltlca.

rJames&Abbot,
Kin,y

PIi Hi
If
ill

i

Str., of nil thicknn«»o*,

322 Commercial

WARRANTED PURE LINSEED OIL PAINTS!

Street

PORTLAND.
»pr2J

i»f

proposals will be received by the Selectmen of Dcortog until July loth for excavating
and building h cellar wall a d underpinning for the
School house at Dcering’s Brid. e ami moving the
present building on to the same, the materials for
the Fame to be furnished by the party contracting.

SEALED

Plans can be seen at the Selectmen's office in Deering. any Monday until July D>th and any week day
until July Hih. The rlgh to reject any or ail pro
postals is reserved. Dated June 2tkh < H88,
GBOKGK B. LEAVITT.
THOMAS J. KliiGS.
PAN1EL D fHKXBKT.

Iy2dlw

SSr «•
--

™

wbbtj»
fohtmtlvr

---

ftollrt*.
of o. M. A rt. W. NASH
T,i.FL,lr'n
,1^'' 2l*t inat. hv tbo *1ea li <>f f>uiip!
««

.liiwolTe.1
\V. Naab

busm«»a win bo nortinue«i muter the same firm
fn"
name by the survh
leg partner.
.iiuaar, less.
a Oliver m. nash.
Juu2C
COli2w

_; 'jy

the races did not begin until 8.80 o'clock. Tbe
following was the result;
Firat Bact— instance Ss Mile.
First prize won fcy Clark; tlni® 2m 18Vas
'Second prize— wrS) by I'orhum; time 2m 20»
Third prize—wen by Pieroe; lime 2m 36s
Prizes—1st, diamond league badge; 2d, garnet league badge; 3d, long distance saddle.
Second Face—Distance Va Mile.
First prize won by Sparrow; time ImlD/ss
Second prize won by Piteher; time 1m 16't
Third prize won by Hawkes; time 1m 17s

1633._1883.

MORNING. JULY 6.

FRIDAY

CiTY AND Vivas IT Y.
[Fob Other

local

Matteb

«kk

himn-Paob.]

TO-Oif
KS TEKTAIN MENTS.
Chef tout street S. S. Eiourslou.
street
S. S. Excursion.
Vaughan
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Prizes—1st, ruby league badge; 2d, oyclometer; 3d, nickel plated b 1.
Third Face—Distance One Mile.
First pr'ze won by Fred Searcy, time 3m Ails
Sicced prize won by "
; Time 3m 68s
Prizes—1st, nickel plated lamp; 2d, Multum
in parvo bag.

Rinas Bros—2
E. B. & B —Great Mark Down
Oweu.Moore & Co.
lime Tabla—Steamer Gen’l Bartlett.
Ottawa House—Sunday Steamers.
Millinery—Bibber, McManu & Co.
For Sale—Steam Launch.
Wanted—Ladles and \ oung Men.

THE REGATTAS.

The regatla was in the bauds ol Aldermen
Emery, Biruie aud Councilman MoAleney.
Tbe referee, P. J. McCallum, ot the Union
Pour, M. G. Davis, ot the Dirigo Club, Wil-

Froposals—Dredging.

Notice is
Given
W anted—Si tuauau.

Hereby

Buy tbo Pine Hygienic Mattress, manufactured and sold only by J. H. Gaubert, 199 Mid.
die street, Portland, Me. None genuiue unless bearing the trade mark, Pine Hygenie
Mattress. Prices $8, $9 and $10.
ju4*tf

QUARTO-MILLENNIAL
Portland Celebrates Her 250th

The Supremacy In Flavor of Hub Punfch
is a fact generally admitted by connoisseur*.
C. H. Graves & Sons of Boston, bottle it, aud
grocers, druggists and wine merchauta sell it

generally.

Anniversary.

jy2-M,Th,&Fri&w

107th

The

Municipal Court.
JUDGE GOULD.

Anniversary
American Independence.

piCPOUB
Patrick Kane, Alexander Dugan. Intoxication.
Fined S3 and cost*.
John L. Farrer. Intoxication. Thirty days In the
county

liam Lowery of the Cumberlaud Club, judges
at the start aud liuish, M. H. Manning, of tbe
Uulon, aud Mr. Mitchell, of the Cumberizuds,
judges at the turn. The oourso was one mile
from Union wharf and return.
Tbe wind was
from the south, and the water a little choppy.
Tbe wharves were tilled with spectators, aud
many boats dotted tbe harbor, containing interested parties.
The first race was the professional scullers,
wilb three entries, MuSbaue inside, O'Donnell
middle aud Henry outside.
The men kwere a
little slow in getting away, but at the word
“Go" McSbaue Itook the lead, with the others
close behiud, it was a beautiful race to the
lower stake. O’Donnell turned first, with MeSbaue second and Henry third, a close race all
the way up tho harbor, and tbe men finished

-of

jail.

James Blair alias James Brown. Search and seizure.
Fined $100 and costs.

Great

A

Brief Jottings.

Muggy yesterday. Mercury 72®

Forest

sunrise,

at

78° at uoou, 75° at snuset. There was a heavy
■bower at 6 p. in. Wind S. E. and S. W.
Vaughan street Sabbath school go on their
annual excursion to White Head tc-day. The
boat willleave ot 10 o’clock and an imitation
is extended to all to joiu with them.
Tbe Chest not street Sabbath school go on

A Procession

The tbnnder storm

was

very

severe

Heck Wednesday morning and
off a house in that vicinity.

at

tore

Promt’s

a

for

the

Mile

and

a

Long.

minutes, with Conckling half a length behind.
First prize a watch, and seooud a ring.
For the double working boat race there were

Fnll

Report

Hon.

of

W. W.

Thomas’s Oration.

Laying

of the First National

Bank Corner Stone.

The Veteran Conners went to the Cape yes.

terday.

The Incidents

and

of the

Accidents

Day.

children from tbe Orphan Asylum, together
with the Sisters of Mercy and children under
treated to an airiDg yestercharge
day noon in the City of Portland by invitation
of T. C. Hersey, Esq., President ef the International Steamship Company.
The publication of a reply to the criticism in
the Argns of July 4th on the vote of Counciltheir

were

men Hallett, Turner and Fogg on the order relative to the Cleeves monument is unavoidably
deferred until tc-morrow.
The Brooklyn hauled into the dock at mid-

night.
JOHN

GREEN

Caught and Brought Back

m

to

Jail.

After John Green escaped from the jail
Monday night, he went down Lincoln street a
skert distance, and was then taken in a car
riage driven by William A. Dimmick, a blacksmith, to a clump of woods in Deering. From
there Green worked back to Fred Haskell’s,
near the corner of Green and Portland streets.
Deputy Sheriff Gribben. the four True
brothers, and Walter Dresser, son of ex-Sheriff Dresser, got wind of where Green was, and
ascertained that he, with Mrs. Abbie Bean,
were Intending to leave town by train.
Decartorett True kept watch of Mrs. Bean.
It
was soon ascertained that Tuesday night Green
and'Mrs. Bean left town in a train. They nut
up at Gorham that night, but drove to Bnxton
next dky to Mrs. Bean's mother’s.
Finding
the officers were on their track they took to
tbe woods, and were out in the pelting rain.
Finally Green came eut and surrendered to
and Decartorett True, aDd both
Gribben
Green and Mrs. Bean were bronght back to

jail. Green hurt his leg badly tumbling
a ledge.

over

Accident to the Falmouth.
Steamer Falmouth, Capt. John Thompson^
from St. John, bound west, Wednesday, July
4*h, (truck Point Lepreaux, (which is half wav
to Eaatport.) She proceeded on her way to the
latter port, and finding she was leaking, as a
precautionary measure, the captain ran her into Hnstin’s dock, so as to examine her bottom
at low water.
The examination proved she
was but slightly
damaged, losing a portion of
her keel, and she was repaired sufficiently to
proceed on her voyage to Portland at flood

tide, arriving here about 6p.ni. yesterday.
The steamer City (f Portland has jast completed her overhaul,and will proceed to Boston
to tike tbe Falmouth’s place Friday morning,
that there will be no interruption in the
travel and bnsiness of the company.
The regular commander, Capt. Hall, was
sick and unable to go on this trip of the Falmouth, Capt. John Thompson supplying bis
(O

place.

Wednesday
great day in the history of
Portland. On that occasion Portland cele_
brated her 250th anniversary, although history records its first settlement by GeorgeCleeves
in 1632
On that day also Portland saw tbe
first attempt at a recognition of onr National
was

a

Independence

since 1876.
record that the celebration

It is pleasant to
of these two great
events was eminently
satisfactory. The heavy
showers of the early morning with the loud
reports of Heaven’s artillery squelched the
mall boy, broke np the monotony of the bellringing, and afforded citizens, who needed all
their nervons energies, a refreshing
sleep preparatory te the pleasures and duties of the day
The rain washed streets and sidewalks clean’
cooled off the atmosphere, and the clouds during the morning prevented the sun’s scorchiDg
rays from beating down too fiercely on tho
heads of those who took part in the procession.
In tbe early afternoon the sun broke forth
from the clouds for a season and dried the
short wet grass on the Western Promenade
so as to afford a comfortable
resting place for
those who wished to witness the
sham-fight
and fireworks. The races were all
satisfactory;
the exercises at the Cleeves monument inter-

esting; the procession brilliant and in fact

one

of the greatest pageants ever witnessed in
Maine; the exercises in the hall, especially the
oration of Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
something
to be p-ood of as a city; and all the other features worthy of the occasion.
From a very early hour the various trains
began to pour their loads into the city.
If i*
had
not
been for the rain the crowd
woaid have been fairly doable what it wasPassengers said that at places in the eastern
part of the State, when the morning train®
left, the rain poured down as if it had not
rained before for a year.
Still there were
enough who braved the elements. The Maine
Central and Eastern brought 10,000
people;
the Grand Trunk 1200;
Ogdensburg, *C31
Boston and Maine, 2500; Portland and Rochester, 170®. Besides these there was the imnot

more

population Wednesday.
Of eonrse the peripatetic venders were out in
force. Every gangway, side alley, and street
corner bad its temporary booth
dispensing
“nice cool lemonade, five cents a glass,’’ pies,
cakes, and all kindsof comestibles. Tbe balloon
venders pervaded every place with their colored
globes’ of silk painted in strange figares. In
front of old City Haliasmall house bad been
erected for temporary gain, where ice cream
was added to the many
toothsome edibles
which took the fancy of the crowd. And
crowd it was. At 10 a. m. a surging,

of humanity completely filed Market
Square and tbe surrounding streets. Owing to
the fact that the procession did not pass over
ma«s

Casco—Jessie Plummer to Winfield S. Rolfe,
Isnd. Consideration $135
Falmouth—Matilda Russell et ala. to Silas
Buzzell, land. .Consideration $300.

Portland—Jane A. and Eliza E. Tolinan to
Francis A. Smith, land and buildings. Consideration $4,000.
Edword S. Chase to Eunice L. Stevens' land
and

bnildidgs.

John Bond to Isaac D. Merrill, land.
Consideration $150.
to
Gatchell
Harpswell—William
George F.
Unstard, land. Consideration $1,533.28.
Naples—Rosiao Littlefield to Alvin D. Chaplin, land. Consideration $400.
Edward E. Morris to Rosiua Littlefield, land
Consideration $425.
Scarboro—Geo. E. Hodgkins to Jonathan D.
Frye, land. Consideration $1C3.
Bridgtoc—Edward 8. March to Joseph N.
March, land. Consideration $1.
Saccarappa.
The most quiet Fourth of July that this
village ever experienced is the general opinion.
In the early morning there was a large number of people in the streets and a miniature
fusillade ’of fire crackers and the occasional
report of a gun was the only sign of a celebration of the glorious Foarth. After the depart,
tare of the morning trains for Portland the

village assumed

a Sabbath like stillness that
for the remainder of the day. Tho
exodus to Portland was large by trains and
teams. The station agent of the Portland &
Rochester road sold abont 803 licket*, the
largest single day’s sale for many years if not
the largest ever made in this town.

prevailed

A Big Bake.
The following is the result of the Fourth of
July bake at the well-known bakeries of L. A.
Goudy & Co:
Small cakes, 19,300.
Loaves of bread and rolls, 10 885.
Turnovers, 10.225.
Doughnuts 4200.
Pies, 426
Sheet* of gingerbread, 349
Pounds ol fine loaf cake, 311.
Leave* brownbread, 255
Of the rolls mentioned above 3250 were merle
into ham sandwiches.
The military, at their collation in Thompson
Block, at 3 p. m., eat 1025 turnovers. 1U0
rolled sandwiches, 2000 cakes, 1000 plok o- -.i d
100 gallons of coffee.
Freeman G. Cummings.
Freeman G. Cummings, who died in this
city yesterday, was 76 years old and ono «f
three brothers wuo were for many years the
leading builaers of this city. The firm ol T.
& F. G. Cummings was established in 1828,
and that or T. & J. B. Cummings in 1850. Mr.
Cummings was a sterling businasa man, a

sound Republican, but

never

in

politics.

Griffin and Kingsley, Conwell
Payne, O’Brieu and Malian, Howard and
vis, Murphy and Tobey.

Congress street, except short piece between
Elm and Pearl streets, and that so many want,
ed to see the dedication of the Cleeves monument, a good idea could not be gained of the
a

multitude present until after 3 o’clock. The
retail dealers on Congress street
complained
for the most part, that their bnsiness in the

morning was no better than usual, bnt, admitted that in the afternoon and evening they bad
‘‘all they could jump to It wasa good uatured
crowd, and it wautsd to go everywhere and see
everything, and it could swallow an immense
quantity of soda in a very short time. Ponce,
corner of Middle and Exchange
streets, used
tanks of soda aud
very short time, and

two

up
in a

apothecaries averaged

one

of Ottawa beer

the Congress street
four or five tanks of

soda.
The decorations were for the most part very
simple. The City Hall was festooned with
flags and streamers, bore an eagle surrounded
by a glory of flags, and below the figures of
1633-1883. The old City Hall was dressed with
flags, while Mayor Hearing's residence, Lancaster Building, Falmouth Hotel,W. S. Dana’s
on High street, Mr. D. B. Bicker’s, J. J. Ger.
rish’s, H. P. Dewey’s, J. F. Randall’s, B. J.
Willard’s, aud other residences were beautifully decorated, and almost every house displayed
a flag.
The Observatory looked beautifully
and all the shipping in the harbor and tbe

steamship Brooklyn were decked with banting. The foreign consuls displayed their national colors in honor of the day.
One of the finest specimens of decorative art
to be seen in tbe city was the window of Mtllett, Little & Co. on Congress street. Tho base
black velvet. In tho foreground was a
cannon with a ramrod and swab behind.
The
wheels of the cannon were made’of silk handwas

kerchiefs.

aud the cannon itself of old

gold

cv, ry part was perfect.
At the base was
stack of miniature silver cannon bails. A
short, distance oil was a taut marked Company
A,Fir-t Regiment and in front a shield On the
trout ef the bisev/as 1776—Foutth of .July1888. E twined about the gas chandeliers were
American Hags. Everything connected with
the construction of tbe nrticloa in the window
was made fr m goods in tho store, tbe whole

silk;

a

being designed and executed by Charles Evans,
of the clerks.
The residence of George A. Thomas, Esq.,
145 Danfortli street, was profusely decorated.
Among the various representations was » spinuinr wneel and a flag which have been around

one

the world.
large number of people gathered on
th w stern Promenade to witness the bicj cle
rac
tbe,e proving quite a novel feature in
a nuretneuls in this city.
Tbs track waj rathv

excellent abilities, pressed Con well’s “long
boat” closely, while Murphy and Tobey tailed
the others. O’Brien and Mullen spurted when
a few rods away from home, aud came iu first
with Griffin aud Kingsley a length behind, and
Conwell and Payne third.
Time 16 minutes.
Prizes $30. $20 an^ $10.
The senior single scull race was omitted as
nobody cared to puli against John P. Buckley,
the champion.
In the final race, that for single working
boats four contestants came forward. They
were John Martin, J. Murphy, W. Fordeu
aud J. Webber. Murphy took tbe lead in the
first half mile, and held it to the finish. Martin came in second aud Webber third. Time
23 minutes." Prizes $23, $10 and $5. The
regatta committee ruled out Murphy, as his
boat was over 15 feet long aud gave the prize
M> Martin.
The races were fairly conducted,were started
with great promptness by tbe referee, and

general satisfaction.

r>

er heavy, owiDg to

t

morning showers,

If

had more of
them Portland would have reason to be proud
of her oarsmen on any occasion.
The doable working boat race at Ferry Village in the morning was both interesting and
exciting. There were three entries: John
Day and Fred Cole, Charles Johnson, Charles
Griffin, Dan Hamilton aud Siduey Sirle.
Griffin aud Blaisdell were also entered but
did not pull. Robert A. Davis was referee
aud stakeholder and Winfield Small aud Freo
Harrington were stationed iu the boat at the
turning point near Hog Island ledge. The
course as measured on the chart was two miles
and 100 yards but it is claimed that in placing
the boat a mistake was made which lengthened the distance to nearly two miles and a half.
When the word was given Day and Cole, and
Johnson and Griffin made the start together,
keeping nearly side by side about a third of
the way down.
Hamilton and Sirle fell a
short distance behind. Day and Cole took a
direct coarse for the boat aud Johnson and
gave

we

Griffin hugged tue breakwater, appal enllT
with the idea that when tbey got beyond it,
the wind and tide would favor them. This
seemed to be a mistake on their cart for Day
and Cole made the tarn aud were started o n
the return before they came round.
On Clio
home stretch Day and Cole led by a considerable distance until about half way in when
Johnson and Griffin made aspurt and shortened
to about ten
the distance between them
lengths. When home was reached Hamilton
and Birle were about ten lengths behind
Johnston and Griffin. The time made by the
winuetH, Day and Cole, was 22m 10s. Tbe
prizes were $10 first; $3 second.
The palling was good by all. Johnson aud
Griffin were perhaps over confident, while
Day and Cole have been doing their best iri
’he way of practice to win. Hamilton aud
Sirle were lighter men, and did well to come
out as near as tbey did.
THH FROCKS SION.

the chief marshal of the day
Major H. 8. Melcber, with his full staff, Gov.
Rohie and staff, Hon. W.W.Thomas, Jr.,orator
of the day, Rev. Dr. Hill, chaplain of the day,
and Mayor Deering with the City Conncil, asAt 10

a. m.

sembled in City Building.
It was impossible
for tbe procession to start until 11.13, owiug to
the failure of the Second Regiment to repor*
until 10 o’clock, and then they had to have
The Portland companies enterbreahfa t
tained many of the visiting miliury.
When
the chief marshal was informed all was in
readiness, he gavo notice to Major McLellan,
of the Governor’s staff.—who was assigned to
daty of signals and salutes,—who ordered the
two guns fired from Lincoln Park, for the column to march, and at the hour above mentioned, Gen. Brown gave the order to march,
in response to the guns.
The
The procession was worthy of Maine.
military looked well, and marched very steadiThe military from the eastern part of the
Htate held their own well with those from the
west. The entire route the streets were lined
with people, and windows, in many cases>
At City Hall
commanded high premiums.
the Governor, staff, Mayor and City Council,
orator and chaplalD, in carriages, were receiv-

ly.

The following

ed into the procession.
order:

was

the

Chief Marshal:
MAJOR HOLMAN 8. MKLCHEB.

Staff:
Col Goo w Parker, Cel
Geo .John J Lynch,
Hollis B Hill, Mat W 11 Green, MaJ R T McLelCharles
I>
Clark, Capt Whitman
lan, apt
Sawyer, Capt Geo H Abbott. Capt Sam'i
Thurston, 0 N Lang, Geo M N-Piers.
Geo H McKenney, LM latigbton, George M Young
FIRST DIVISION
Brevet Brig Gen John M Brewn
Chief of Stall-Lieut Col It o'C O’Donoghue
Aids—Lieut Col H F Strickland, Mai B J Hill Mil
T 11 Shaw, MaJ J M Audrews,
Llent Sterling Dow
g
Chief of Artlllery-Oapt Seth L Larrabee
Platoon of Police

Chandler’s Bond—25 pieces
Regimental Drum Corps—8 pieces

First Regiment:
Lieut Col H M Sprai'ue and stair, consisting of MaJ
C W Bray, Surgeon, Llent C F Swett, Adit,
Lieut Sterling Dow, Onartormaster,

Sergeant Major W K Chase
Blues-Capt. C W Davis-42

Portland Mechanic

men

Norwsy Light 1 nfantrv-Cspt

O

W

Collins—29

men

A nburn Light Infantry—Lieut F H Storah—35 men
Montgomery Guards—Capt TK Hartnett.—35men
Sii Sheridan Guard* Capt M F Hagan—45 men
Portland Light. Infantry—Lieut B WNorton-41
men

Capital Guards—Lieut E W Onun—33 men
L H Randall-28

Blddeford Light Infantry—Capt
mon

Carriages containing Oov Ilnble and staff and Mayor
Deerlng
Ma)or.
Band, Dover, IS Taylor,
Drum

Taylor's

leader—2.1

pieces.
Poet Beale Pont, No 12, O A It, drum corps, Ban-

gor—24

mon

SECOND REGIMENT.

Lieut Col 11 L Mitched and staff, consisting of
Major N C Stowe. Adj A It Williamson, Grm A
L MoFadden, Sur E F Sanger, Asst Sure
Lieut F K Thayer. Sergt >iat F A Blotli
en, Qrm Sorgct 11 A Bartlett, Hospital Steward W H Klttredge.
Hersey Light Infantry, Captain C E Miles—40 mon.
Jameson Guards. Captain ,J F Maloney—35 men
Dexter Light Infantry, Captain J D Maxiield—20
men.

Watoryille Light Infantry,
28

Captain A If Planted—

men.

Skcnvhcgnn Light Infantry, Captain
men.

F IT

Wing—42

Douty Guards, Captain K T Douglass—87 men.
Crosby Guards, Captain W F l iar.dug —51 men.
RESERVE BATTALION.
Blddeford Institute Band—20 men.
It Stow e.
Portland Cadets, Lieut York—30 men.
Portland High School Cadets, Captain J L J'ryon—
34 men.
Lewiston Zouaves Captain J 8 Manson—40 men.
Bath High School Cadets Captain SI ,\V Howard—

Major J

THE BICYCLE BACK.

A

and
Da-

Conwell aud Payne were the favorites. Mur'
pby and Tobey took the water first, and led for
a few
rods, with Couwell and Payne slid
O’Brien and Mullen close behind.
At the
turn Conwell and Payne lost ten lengths,
O’Brien and Mullen forged to the front with
Griffin and Kingsley right after them. Howard
and Davis, two young oarsmen, who displayed

throng that

came in wagons from places
than fifteen miles distant. It is safe
to say that Portland added over
28,000 to her

mense

seething

Beal Estate Transfers.
Tbs following transfers of real estate in this
oonnty have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:

single BOulls, the outrleg wore
B. H. Conckling of Bath, P. Gibbous, M. h.
Greeley Portlaud, ami H. V. Free, Saoo, iu
Free dropped out after
eorrespeuding order.
turning the lower stake.
Greeley led from
tho start, with the others close behind.
Greeley led at the finish, with Conckling second,
and Gibbous virtually distanced.
Time 16

entered

piazza

A cask of vitriol broke on Monlton street
yesterday and the acid smoked from one end of
the street to the other.
The children of the Portland Fraternity and
some ot their teachers, some
from the Old Ladies’ Home with thqir matron and manager,

I

Iu til© junior

City.

a

Half

their annual excursion to Saco Biver tc-day
They go by special train over the Portland &
Rochester, leaving at 9 o’clock.
The children of the Orphan Asylum went on
a sail yesterday alter noon by invitation of the

International SteamBhip Company.
T<vday Mnnjoy Lodge, K. of P., will go on
an excursion to Sebago Lake. Should the
weather be stormy tc-day the excursion will be
postponed.
The Ogdensbnrg train, due here at 1p.m.
yesterday, was delayed till 1 p. m. by a large
land slide near the Willey House.
Tbe hotels had all they conld do Wednesday.

Occasion

iu the above order. Time 15 minutes, with a
few seconds difference for second and third.
Prizes 510 aud 510.

and

BO uisn.
Burial Chaplin Camp, Sous of Veterans, Baegor,
r. «
Captain fc H Rice—35 men.
Saco Ellies, captain John B Stowe—41 men.

HBST MAINS BATTSSr.

Captain Seth T» Larrabs*.
First platoon, Lewiston, Lieat Proetor—82 man
Svoond platoon, Portland, Lieut Gupilll— 80 mou.
Carriages containing orator o( the day, Rot Dr
Hill and members of the oity geverauient—
10 carriages.

SECOND DITI8ION.
Marshal—John W Courtland.
Continental Band, N F Cobb, leader-12 men,
Forest City Commandory, Patriotic Grdor Sons
America. Commander N B Knight—34 men.

of

Four Historical Tableaux.

Toney Javeuilo Temple of Deerlng

in team.

THIBD DIVISION.
Marshal George M Moore.
Aids—Fred D Ellis, Charles A Plumraor, Gcerge
Sylvester, Wiliam McLellau, W PF Ruble,
Fred C Coll las \V H Sauhoru.
Westbrook Band, H L Babb, leader—20 places.

E

The trades and the following firms were to
great extent represented, although some
failed to put In an appearance. All of those
recorded signed to appear:
Portland Rolling Mills Co,l S Bean,
Pori land Company,
Carter A Cobb,
Forest Sugar Hennery,
John L Best,
Ueo C Shaw A Co,
Eagle Sugar Relluery,
Atwood Lead Co,
W L Wllsou A Co,
Portland Keroasue Oil
Glob# l ea Go,
A L MUlett A Co,
Co,
Thomas Laaghlla A Co, Cennolan Bros,
Loathe A Gore,
W E Ro»s A Co,
Portland Drain and Ge- Falmouth Market,
meat Co*
E H’ Hutchinson,
Portland Stone Ware Co, Bouvsy A Dyer,
Damson A Swafiey,
Wallace A Pennell,
Martin, Pennell A Co
H E McDonough,
Portland Paper Box Co, ft F Green,
Knight A llownrd,
V F Kelley,
J F Merrill,
Stevens A Klwell,
Stevens A Co,
1, a Goudv A Co,
W A u K MllUkou,
Lewis, Chase A Wlddden,
Twltchell, Champllu A Chaa E Thomas & Co,
Co,
E H Chase A Co,
A M Stun h A Co,
George W True A Co,
Sawyer, Foss A Deerlng, Green A Brower,
Ellas Thomas A Co,
S W Sawyer,
Smith Gage A Co,
Carey & prince,
Blake, Jones A Co,
E L Fernald,
Bussell A Co,
C A Dyer A Co,
Perley,
J W Perkins A Co,
George E Deerlng A Co,
W I. Blako A Co,
James Freeman A Co,
Dan* A Co,
O W lamibard A Co,
JJ Euppin
Laug A Sargent,
W M Maxim A Co,
Timmons A Hawes,
a

minium

uros.

Portland band, H Joues, leader—-25 pieces,
Randall, 51 cAllister & Daria Sewing Machlno

Co,
Co,
Sargent, Dennison &Co, Domestic Sewing
Saniuei Rounds,
chine Co,
ll L

Paine,

George H Rounds,
Tl During & Co,
"{o®*
oe*^r.0w
S W Larrabee & Son,
Widber & bacon,
K S Hamleii A Co,
I. C Cummings A Co,
Clark & Chaplin Ic« Co,
Kendall A Whitney,
L Dennison A Co,
•1 J Fry*.
Geo Blanchard A Co,
A A Mitchell A Co,

4

51a-

New lIomrt Sewing Machine Co,
Wm K Chandler,
Wm M Far bush A Son.
New England Organ Co,
F P Me Kenney,
George Hudson,
C O Hudson,
G H ilaven.
K Foust,
,T L Brackett,

George Nelson A Co.
Wm MoAleney.
Deaiie Bros A Sanbora,

L S

Hooper,

OWFullam,
Them P lieals,
WH Pennell,
F 11 MacDonald,
C E Jose A Co,
Hooper, Foss A Co,
Burbank, Douglass A Co, A 1. Merry.
5 S Rich A Sob,
American Express
H M Tead,

9 §T<i?"a*lt>
Hearn,

Boston

G W

Portland

A

Clothing Co,
Dye House,
Isaac Abrams,
Singer Sewing Machine Kastman Bros
hosier

s

A Ban-

co,
croft,
Household Sewing Ma- Telford, tie tailor,
Algernon Stubbs,
eh'o,8 Oo.
\4 heeler A Wilson Sew- \t m s
Ixrwell,
lug Machine Co,
MoLtllan, Mosher A Co,
Owen, Moore A Co.

NEW

themselves and families, after which
time he declared that he should proceed to
bombard the town. Upon receipt ut this nc*
tice Gen. Preble, Dr. Coffin and Robert Pagan
move

This

commifteo accordingly

went

on

board the Canceau.
The tableau represented the deck of th e vee
set with Mowatt and the committee in consultation. It was of no uss to remonstrate
and Mowatt bombarded and burned the town
to the gronnd the next day.

FOURTH DIVISION.

phy, K W Jackson.
Machigonne, No. 1.
Portland, No. 2.
Cumberland, No. 3.

Falmouth, No. 4.
caaoo, JJo. 6.
IJlrlgo Hose, No. 6.
Washington Hooks, No. 1.
Eagle Hooks, No. 2.
In the first division where all appered to auuh
it is but just to speak of the B. H*
Beal Poet drum corps of young hoya.
These
little fellows drammed with a skill aud precision that put to shaiue mau; of the best adult
organizations. They are all the sous of veterans.
The reserve battaliou which iucladed
the cadets of this city aud Bath, the Lewiston
Zouaves and Saco Rifles were remarkably
steady, aud seemed almost as fresh at the finish as at the start.
The gray of the cadet uniforms, and the zouave suits served to break
the monotuoy of oolor that prevailed in this division giving the ey
The
agreeable rest.

advantage,

Saturday Evening.

D O W N !

MACHIGONNE
(West Face,)

We have decided to close out at once the balance of our Ladies’ Garments,
and now offer

gladly

wheu the halts were ordered the meu
slacked arms and threw themselves by the wood
side to rest. Citizens generally supplied ice
water with liberality, aud
iu some cases large
tubs of leiaouode stood ready and were quick-

Elizabeth.
His Partner
Richard Ticker
And His Wife Margaret.

15

Worsted Ottoman Dolmans with heavy
chenele fringe, an elegant garment, at
$25.00, former price $17.00

1

lot

1

lot Assorted Styles at

fly-cloths, thus setting off their noble proper
tions to great advantage.
Although some o'
the firms in the list printed above were absen1
the majority furnished teams and many of them
all the way from two to ten.
All the carts
were prettily festooned wit h flags.
Amobg the noticeable features of the procession were the Portland Rolling Mills teams
loaded with the products of their work. l>e
Portland Company displayed a huge boiler on
which workmen were busily engaged.
The
Forest City and Eagle Sugar Refinery carta
were piled high with huge barrels of
sugar. TLaugblin & Co. had a fine exhibit consisting
of a largo platform car, supporting an Immense screen, on which
were displayed all
kinds of blocks and articles used by
ship’
smiths; the car was very prettily draped with

bunting.

Loathe & Gore’s learn bore,
among
other things, a cake of soap sufficient for Brobto
wash himself with; it weighed 1545
diguag
pounds. Lamson & Swasey’s exhibit of pottery was excellent.
Martin, Pennell & Co’s
variety of sleighs and carriages was a study;
they commenced with a sleigh in the rough,
followed it with a Russian sleigh, then

Willi

uanasome

carriages and pony phaetons.
\y.
& C. R. Milliken’s wholesale
grocery teams
were loaded with every kind of goods in tbcir
line of business. The horses were large
powerful animals.
Sawyer, Foss &

Deeriug’s

piled four stories high with goods
surmounted by an immense sign.
Twitch*!),
Cliampltn & Co. had three teams whiota, they
claim, cannot be surpassed; the horses, jiggers
and aruesses are worth 83000. J. W. l’erklns & Co’s fine team filled with all kinds of
drugs, bore In the centre an Immense gilt
mortar, surmounted by a gilt eagle, from
whose beak streamers depended.
Perley &
Russell had a grand display of all kinds of
ship stores, Including piles of rope of all size*.
J. J. I.sppin & Co. made a first-rate exhibit
of grain, hay and straw, prettily and tastily
arranged. J. L. Best, who is doing an Immense trade in fresh beef, put on the routo a
was

number of his teams.
George C. Shaw & Co., the well-known
grocers, made a most attractive exhibit. Their
Inaras were loaded with the most

appetizing

articles, and the decorations, were exceedingly
handsome. On the first team was a huge gilt,
band bearing
the’ firm
on
the
name;
second, loaded with chests of tea, sat

worthy representative of the flowery kingdom, who, clad In his native robes, leaned con"
tentedly back, holding a large Chinese am.
brella over Ills head with one baud, and lazily
a

fanning himself with the other hand.
Tho
third team was surmounted by a huge coffeepot
big enough for a New York boarding houseW. L. Wilson & Co. had several team*, all
drawn by fine animals, with their goods arranged so that he who ran could read. The
fine appearanoo this firm made in line called
forth a great many comments from the spectaas they passed along.
L. A. Goody & Co.,
the enterprising bakers, displayed a striking
featuro In a cart filled with the appetizing pro'
ducts of the bakery, which were banded out
tors

by white-capped and white-aproned men lo
boys dressnd in tho same manner, who distributed the bundles to the populace. A
large
boat followed filled with sailors
hauling over
piles of rope and cordage, the boat bearing the
legend “The Nursery of Our Navy.” Wo failed to get the name of the firm represented by
the boat. The various coal firms either filled
their wagons with children In holiday attire,
or gave tho appearance
of loaded teams by a
layer of coal op a wooden frame.
IjeGrow Bros,, the lumber dealers on Preble
street, displayed an elaborately constructed
cottage with stained glass windows. Wldber
& Bacon, had a wooden tent on wheels, made
clapboard style, each clapboard or layor, a different kind of wood.
E. S.llamlen & Coshowed a very neat arrangement of beading
aud other kinds of cooperages arranged In
pyramids. Next followed tbo groat lee teams
of Clark & Chapin, some of them drawn by
mules, the animals attracting great attention
from our country cousins.
The agricultural
Implements of Kendall & Whitney followed, a
mowing machine making "odd music” for the
treats ol a city as it passed
along. Then thero
was a Walter Wood mower and a lot of

plows.

lot

and Children's
tve bought at n
and anybody can

great redaction,
they are a great bargain.

HUES BROTHERS.
241 Middle Street.

jy*

«u

$12.00, formerly

OTTAWA BOUSE,

1

lot

$10.00, formerly $14.00.

Assorted, $4-00 to
from $1.00 to 3.00.

8.00,

Sif: Istill MU. Ik

marked down

SUNDAY STEAMERS.
Thi» delightful report now open.
Ext anti vw ip.
provementa. Drainage sanitary and coliaarr
partments perfect. House kept In

lot Mixed Clotk Dolmans at “$2.50 and
4.00, formerly $5.50 and 0.00.

FIRST CLASS ’3IAXNER.
Sieanirra l eave Custom House wharf. Pert*
land, Sundays fer Cushings island at 9 a. m. aad

All

our

10.30

Jackets, Ulsters, New Markets and
Regulars at reduced prices.

a. m.

Returning,

5.10 p.

leave Cashing's Island for Portland at
and tf .30 p.m., enabling guests to pass a
af'th. Ottawa’a.4 gmag them ample

ra.

da,

Dinner and
;

PORTLAND
[East Face )

Supper,
m

reaching Portland by th« craning boar.

Detcty President
OP

THE

Province of Lyoonia
1G4G

SAMUEL B. HARMON,

1068.

MACHIGONNE.

were

team

lot at

July 4th, 1883.

most

almost alt splendid animals carefully
groomed with the harness brasses high polished
and the horses ornamented with colored
pompoms, aud in many cases, with embroidered

a

Assorted

1

Erected

much attempt at elaboration of-ideas by tbo
of the participants, yet, the teams them'
selves were noticeable for the fine appearance
of tiie horses that drew the wagons.
They

Ladies’

sec

$18.00.

(Noith Face,)

The Trades procession, which formed the
third division proved a decided feature of the
day’s celebration and gave a capital idea of
Portland’s industries, although there was not

.17
.17
.25
.85

Styles and Materials at
$18.00, formerly $25.00 and $28.

FALMOUTH

ly drained.

These

Hose are

Silk Ottoman Mantles and Dolmans at
$15.00, 18.00 & 20.00, former price
$12.50, 30.00 & 33.00.

20

1

There Landed with
George Cleeves
His Wife Joan
AND DAUGHTER

a

Children’s Lisle Gloves,
Ladies’Lisle Gloves,

Ladies 40 cent Lisle Gloves,
Ladies 45 cent Lisle Gloves,
Ladies 65 to 75 cent Lisle Gloves .60
Ladies $1.00 Lisle Gloves,'
.75
Ladies 45 cent Hose,
.25
Children’s 45 cent Hose,
.25

1033.

evidently good pail for many of
soldiers for it was interesting to notice how

route was
the

has been sodded and
the southwestern
aide faoing Congress street leads to a circular
graveled walk, running about the centra of the
mound. The monument stands 18 feet high,
with a base 5 feet, 10i inches square. The material is fine white granite, from North Jay
qnarries. It is a shaft monument, the sbalt
being iu the shape of a trunaated pyramid. The
foundation is six feet deep and seven feet
square. Above this come the base, sub-base,
On the faces of the
plinth, shaft and cap.
base and shaft are polished raised panels, with
inscriptions as follows:
(South Face.)
In Honor oe
Geobob CLEBVEa
Founder of Portland,
on

To be extra good days for Ladles
to select good bargains in Ladles
and Children's Lisle Gloves and
Hosiery front large stock Just
opened. Kale tbisiinorniug, but a
good line will be reserved tor

MARK

The mound

dig lit of granite stepa

GLOVES.

T«-Day and Saturday

G-R-A-N-D

The Cleeves Monument is erected on a circa,
lar mound of earth, bailt fevers! years ago at
the end of Congress street on the Eastern
a

a.Nr»-

LISLE

THE 4LEETES MONUMENT.

promenade.

HOSIERY

E. B. & B.

■

West Falmouth Band—22 pieces.
Chief Engineer-Nahum Littlefield.
Assiatauts-0 D skillings, A S Mitchell, It H Mur-

advertisements

VEW

t

Hriisucaiiy

tableaux. Messrs. Snow and Ilewes bad the
arrangement and concocting of the first, Mr
Edward 13. Jordan of tbo second, Mr. Charles
Haines of the third, and Mr. A. M. Sawyer of
the fourth. The first tableau represented what
Cleeves found when he first came here—an
Indian family with their wigwam, the red
men peering out to behold the approach of the
The second tableau represented
stranger.
George Cleeves and Richard Tucker approaching the shores of Portland. The third tableau
showed the log cabin iu Llgonia which Cleeve.
left behind when he started to come here. The
fourth tableau portrayed an event which
occurred iu 1T75. In October of that yea>,
upon the preteuoe that tho citizens of Falmouth had been guilty of contempt of the
British government, Captain Mowatt appeared
lit the harbor iu tho ship Canceau and gave
notice that lie had been sent to punish the
city. He gave the citizens two hours to re-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_

gotten up and ourefully presented. Major C.
II. Boyil was chairman of tlio committee on

ity.

Irving Bruwn,
Wyer Greene A Co,

JHhamaon,

rue uiaiuriuai tauieaux were most

were appointed a committee to wait upon
Mowatt and try to avert the threatened calam-

A H Coe
W P Goss,

Co,

The American Express Co.’» teams gave an
idea of the immense loads these draft horses
drag. E. 0. Chase made a large display of
teums. The sewing machine companies all
made excellent exhibits. The Singer had an
immense horseshoe shaped model of their machine. The Household had n great house ou
wheels, with a mammoth grotesque head peering out of a window on the roof and hands at
work in the parlor below. The Domestic [had
a light pretty cart drawn
by a handsome, spirited steed, with a beautiful banuerand » specimen of the new machines in the rear.
This
exhibit of the Douiestio was called, b; the ladles, as pretty a design as any in the possession.
E. Chandler & Co. made a capital display
of musical instruments, and W. M. Furbish i
Co. had a graud niano ou wheels. G. M. Nelson & Co.’s model horse showed# what the Arm
could do iu harnesses and horsings. Brackett’s
trunks, Deane Bros. & Sanborn’s parlor sets.
Merry’s great gilt hat, Coe’s big trunk with the
canopy of hauling In the rear, Goss’ immense
boot, VVyer Greene & Co.’s, the boot and shoe
people's elegant "Tally Ho," the top covered
with ladles and drawn by a span of superb
white horses, the turu-ont the work of J. F.
Libby's stables, all attracted attention. Last
of all oame Owen, Moore S Co.’s herdlc, the
tirst seen ou Portland streets, followed
by
twelve boys, uniformed in gray, mounted on
mustang ponies, each boy bearing a golden genuam.
This was one of the most unique features ever made here iu the way of display and
proved a lilting termination to a remarkably
attractive feature, for which the public are m-'
debted to Messrs. George C. Oweu, F. G. Rich,
Fred A. Bibber, J. A. Green, W. U. Sanborn,
A. L. Merry, w. P. Goss, W. H. Stevens and
John S. lieaht.
can

The monument has been giTen to the city by
Superintent Payson Tucker of the Maine Central railroad, a descendant of Rlcbaid Tucker,
who landed with Cleaves.
It wag cut and
made at the Lewiston Granite and Marble
Works, McKenna & Morphy proprietors, and
is very haDdsome.Hawkes Brothers of Portland
set the work and put in the foundation.
At 11.15 a. in. the CommanderieB of Knights
Templar left the asylum on Exchange street
for the Eastarn Promenade, as escort to the
Grand Lodge, who were to lay the foundation
stone of the monument.
The following was
the formation of the Masonic procession:
Tarraonth Band, E. Rand, Leader—25 pieces.
Portland Commandery, Eminent Commander Frank I
K Alen—40 manSt Albans
Commandery, Eminent Commander
A G Schlotterbeck—40 men.
Grand Bodies in carriages
Grand Commando—Julia OShatv/Batk.
Grand Captain General—J Fred Learltt, Bangor.
Grand Prelate—Rev E F Small, Saco.
Grand Senior Warden—Fritz H TwitchcU, Hath.
Grand Junior Warden—J Y Hodsden, Yarmouth.
Grand Recorder—Ira Berrv.
Grand Captain of the Guard -W O Carney
Grand Lodge.
Grand Master—W R G

Manager.

MISSES’ GARMENTS
at

MILLINERY
Almost Given Away.

Cnllaurd

Bln

SUITS!
10

Viral

Pair.

25

:

Ladies’ Summer Silk Suits at
formerly 16.00.

Estes, Skowhegan.

ra

A Xj IS <3

$12.50

GENTS EACH.

437

Congress

■■■

Ifr*_

Suits, Plain Flannel
Suits, Embroidered Flannel Suits,

United Stat*s Knciinkx*

Black and White Checked

Suits,

Plaid Suits, Black Cashand
mere
eoncerning
Suits, Cambric and ChainjulBdtit
All
at
the
Cost
of
Suits.
brey
Making. Notice
himself

Powder.”

Available carbonlo acid gas 12.(51 per cent,
equivalent to 118.2 cubto Inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

"Royal linking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Add
Starch

GUSTAV CS A. LELAND, lata of Portland
the County of Cumberland, deceased and dim
bonds as the law directs.
All psrstms basing demands upon the estate ef said deceased, are reto
exhibit
the
quired
same; and all parses# Indebted to said estate are eallad upon to make eavIn

rflent to

KJS JOSEPH A. LOCUS, Adm*l
Portland, July dd, 1883.
JlyndlavflrF*

Wanted.
and ytmnrmatTBTksaty
country te
take
LaDIES
light
at£thelr homes; say
de
work
or

a

FLANNEL

work

per

SUITS!

A

the

widely-known Frank Biddall’s soap, for
$20,000 worth of advertising In his paper. This
is among tho largest orders ever given to any
one newspaper by a single advertiser.
It forcibly Illustrates the enormous powtr of advertis.
ing, which has been wholly depended on for

mas

washing day. Tho short space of three yeears
has Buflicod to make the business equal, If not
exceed, that of the oldest and largest soap
manufacturers In the world, aud all through
advertising.

a, young
eipeitence and can furnish
Address CLERK, This ottee.
d3t*

who has bad

good references.

We have a good stock of these in a variety
of colors, just adapted to sea-side
and mountain wear.

JU18

For Kale.
CtRAM LAUNCH, 20 feet long.

AUCTION

BY

EASTMAN

LAAD

AUCTION.

Jr3_

&

CO., Auctioneers.
dtd

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Anctioueers and Commission Merchant
». O.

BANCROFT.
an

beam, in

Tuesday, July 10,

I\ O. It VILEY &

)’*

V,

at 8 p. m. wo shall Mil a
valuable tract of land situated on westerly
side of Alder street, containing about 13,00u feet
bf land being about 132 feet on I he street. This
land situated lu the center of the olty, three min
utcs walk from Market Square on a pleasant
quiet
► treet In
a good neighborhood, should command
the attention of captsdsts. or seekers for desirable
building lots.

ON

BROS.

4

SALES.

VA1.IJABJLJE

Salesroom IN Gael nn«e St,
BAIUT,
u. w.

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera MerchanSaturday, ooiumcnoing at 10 o’clook a

dtae every
m.

Consignment* solicited

dtt

octSdtf

NOTICE.
D. AMES has bought tne exclusive right of
the Eureka I-arnp stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties. Anyone canvassing In said Counties for |he Eureka
Stove not authorized by
me will be prosecuted.
Agents wanted.
W I>. A MBS,
22 Market Square, Portland, Maine.

W.

tho Introduction of his snap, and which has resulted in a wonderfully rapid development of
business. In a single week os many as 10,000

letters have been received by this permanent
advertiser from intelligent women in all parts
of the conntry inquiring about Ills now Idea
which does away with the steam and slop of

Wanted.
a Grocery store
by

SITUATION in

Ammonia gas 0.1.5 pur cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic Inches peroz. of Powder.

Large Order for Newspaper Advertising.
[From the Philadelphia Times.]
Colonel Taylor, the manager of tho Boston
Globe, yesterday closed a contract with Frank
Slddallg of Philadelphia, the manufacturer o(

...

sent

cent,

Note,—The Tartaric Add was doubtless Introduced as free add, but subsequently combined with ammonia, aud exists in the Powder
ns a Tartrate of Ammonia.
B. G. LOVE, Ph. D.
New York, Jan’y 17th, 1881.
Tile above analyses indicate a preference for
“Cleveland's Superior Baking I’ewder,” and
our opinion is that it is the better preparation.—
Halt’! Journal of Health.

ana

by mall, good salary distance ae
objection, no canvassing. Address with stamp,
BUBf & EMMONS,
...
Box 3178 Boston. Mao
JlyBdlw

116.2 cubic iuchos of gas per oz.

newspaper

|

as may be desired
C. E BLUNT
Colonel of Engineers.

Flour

simple

Fries,

such further Information
tbe tame.

It;

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Sods

pure,

(

Fortlanii. Maine, July 0. 1HS8 I
la DUPLICATE, addressed to Ut
P_KOPOSALS,
UI
-ler.igned, will b« received at bla otter
Portl«n.i Maine, until 3 o’clock p. m. on Wednesday, the 25th day of July, 1883. lor about go OOO
cubic yards of dredging la tbe channel of Royal klv•r below Yarmoatb, Maine
Persons desiring to make proposals for this wark
are requested to
apply to the undersigned, at his
ofiloa, No. 153Va Congress Street, fer apecllcationn.
Instructions to bidders, and the requisite blanks

have examined samples of "Cleveland’s
Superior Baking Powder" and "Koyal Baking
Powder,” purchased by myself Iu this city, ami
I find they contain:

of Powder.

dlw

Proposals for Dredging.

I

Available carbonic add gas 12.10

Street,

FARKIkCTOS BLOCK.

in heuebv csivbn, that im
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
the trust of Administrator of t**T m
upon
late of

Thu Bril Hulling Powdrr.

equivalent ,to

BONNET

Window at

BIBBER, mm & CO.,

Black and Colored Silk

Worsted

our

OR

DON'T FORGET THE PLACB

The best baking powder is made from pare
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate of Soda, aud a
small quantity of Uonr or starch. Frequently
other ingredients are used, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing the profits
of the manufacturer.
We give the Government Chemist’s analyses of two of the leading baking powders:

ClevrlnniU Snprior nuking

HAT

ANY

Deputy Grand Mas'er-Fessondea I Day, Lewi*,

Grand Sword Bearer-Wm H Hammond, Cumberland Mills.

Fri & Sat tf

Greatest Sale of the Seam

Astonishingly Low Prices.

ton.

Senior Grand Warden—W H Smith, Portland.
Junior Grand Warden—Goodwin It Wiley, Belfast.
Grand Treasurer W 9 Fox, pro tem.
Grand Secretary—Ira Berrv.
Grand Chaplaiu—Rev C A Hayden, Deerlng.
Grand Marshal—H H Burbank. 8aeo.
Senior Grand Deacon-Charles H Kimball, pro
tem.
Junior Grand Deacon -L O Morse, pro tem.
Grand Stewards Joseph O Cobb, C nlon, and Geo
F Gould, Portland
Grand Tyler—W C G Carney, pro tem.
Past Grand Masters—Edward P Burnham Saco.
«nd M F King.

Portland, July 5, 1883.

l

Lamp

ju29

♦

I

PORILAND

3pdtf

GASJJGHT

C01PANL

wpocinl Dividend.
special dividend recently declared, will be
paid at the Treasurer’s office. No 86 Erehangs
Street, on aad after July 2d, between the heart ef !>
and 13 e’cloek, a. ».
SAMUEL ROLUE, Treasurer.
Jy2d2w

THE

_

^

1873, bus been purchased by A F Croekett A Qo, of
Rockland,

TEDS PRESS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FOR SALE.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.
_

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

MORNING,

FRIDAY

Ar at

JULY 6.

York.
Sid tin Brisbane 4lh

Atwood, Valparaiso.

Wit and Wisdom.

Office of Milk Inspector, Ward Boom, City Building,
Portland, .June 27, 1883.
Inspector of Milk will bo in attendance at
this office, (the Ward Boom in the City Building,) every secular day during the month of July
from 3 a. m. to 12 m. for the purpose of issuing licenses for the current year to all milk
dealers, within the city limits.
All milk dealers, whether wholesale or retail,
should bear in mind that the City Ordinance makes
it obligatory upon th em, all and severally,to report
annually to the inspector'and renew or’ take out
licenses for the sale of milk in Portland, irrespig^
tive of all and any considerations whatever, amr
that in case of uegleo or refusal to do so, a line of
twenty doriarB may be imposed upon such del In
Jl. T. CUMMINGS.
queut.
juu2U©od2\v
Inspector of Milk.

Inst, barque Chae Stewart,

THE

MKMOKANOA.

Wit and Wisdom.
Sun Johrsiug is the potter of

an Austin
which has contracted the had
habit of no t paying its employes liberally .or
often. Not long since the head of the < ffice,

business house

jus'

»N lie was going to dinner, said,
I wanted
tote'i you something, Sam. but to save my
life I can’i remember whst it was.” “Perhaps,” said Sam, as he tightened Ills belt a hole
or so, “you was gwine ter ask me how de debble 1 kep’ body and soul togeddsr on de wages
I’se not gettin.’ "—Texas Siftings.

Passed balls—last winter’s festivities.—Lowell Courier.
Hereford’s Acid Phosphate for Women
and Children.
Br. Jos. Holt, New Orleans, La., says “J
b ive frequently ionod it of excellent service in
Cases of debility, loss of appetite, and in convalescence from exhaustive illness, and par
ticularly of service in treatment of women and
children.”
A wealthy man used to be called opulent.
Now he is considered monopulent.—Marathon

Independent.

In the Hop Porous Plaster the virtues of
Fresh Hops are combined with strengthening
and

stimulating balsams, aud it’s cures of
Weak hack. Pain in the Side, Hite nnatistn
aDd Neuralgia or Pain in the Chest are simply
marvelous, it being more efficacious and thorough than auy .liuimen’ or liquid remedies
You’ll say so after using.
As soon as a politician decides that ho wil
sell bis itffluence, he suddenly finds out that
he has nothing of the kind to sell.—New Orleans Picayune.
Coldec’s Liebig's

Liquid Beef Tonic
Invlgorator
will cure Indigestion, dvspepsia or loss of
petite. Aak for Colden’s of druggists.
Shakspeare

repeated.

ap-

so

some

overwhelming.—Pack.

The concentrated power and curative virtues
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla render it the mostr*liable and economical medicine that can be
usid. It contains no dangerous or harmful ingredients, and may be safely administered to
When you are sick the
patients of all ages.
best medicine that can be obtained is none too
good, and is the cheapest, whatever its cos*.
The reporters of the Chinese newspaper in
New York supplement their salaries by
selling
the leaves of their notebooks for the labels of
tea chests.—Lowell Citizen.
The charge against the English sparrows is
that they do noteat worms. Granted. But
in England the; devour worms, bugs and ev-

erything else destructive

to

They

vegetation.

Steamer Falmouth struck on Point Lcpreaux 4th,
aud arrived at Kastport leakv.
Bijg Martha A Berry, before repeated ashore in
Chatham Bay, remains in same position, fn(l of
w iter.
A contract has been made to strip her at
fifty per cent.
Sob B W Morse of Bath, before reported ashore on
Salt Cay, was taken inside Salt Cay to await orders
fr<>m owners
Her tor© aud main masts were out
awav by order of master.
sob Emily of Ellsworth,
pUt into Green’s Landing, (Deer Isle) 30th partly dismasted.

have to do it or starve. In this country they
do not care for a worm diet, and why should
they, when American families throw away
enough better food to keep billions of sparrows
in luxury? Before killing the sparrows for
making a choice of dishes, ^hv not first re-

[habits ?—J’hiladeipn
The great sale of Swedish Remedies is astonishing, and for enriching the blood, creating
an appetite, or strengthening the whole
system nothing can surpass fhese remedies.

Willie—“Mamma, will Susie and me have
birthdays after we’re dead?” Mamma—“Why
what do yon mean?” Willie—“Why, like
Washington,—don’t you know?”—Harvard

Lampoon.

Self-Preservation,” published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, advertised in this paper.
He was looking for the cashier, and asked
the paying teller if Mr. Blank was in. “Gone
to the Springs.” was the reply in the terse
manner and courteous tones nsnal to bar ki
hotel and various other kiDds of clerks. “How
much is it?” asked the visitor. The te,)er
didn’t seem to catch on.—San Francisco Post.

Sanford’s

Ginger for

everybody.

“Dade”—We do not think that complaining
to the police will do any good. The be6t
way
is to be careful hereafter uot to stand in front
of a clothing store, or if obliged to, while waiting for a car, keep moving a little. Then people won’t turn yon around to look for the price
marks.—Philadelphia News.
Bride’s Cake.—One cup

one

sugar,

cup

butter, whites of six eggs, two cups flour, one
cup sweet milk, two teaspoons Congress Yeast
Powder.

Babe half anhour.

New

River.
sM 2d. sch B R W« unlaid#. Ret*«i, Boston
2<1» *°h8 Ariadue, Colbv. from
V\ uidsor, NS Orville Howit*.
Kelsev. and Isaac T
Campbell, Matthews Kennebec; fc>»o» B Phillips
aker; Moses Webster, Rhodes and Alice Mont
gome»y. Pitcher, Kenuebcc; Wm H Ober, Crowell.
Kennebec.

Cld 2d, brig Gipsy Queen. Chandler, for Portland,
(and sailed), sob Susau B Ray. Steelman, Portland.
Ar 3u, sch Jas M Riley, Robersson Kennebec.
Cld 2d, sch May McFarland, Montgomery, for
Portland

PHH*AMLPHIA—Ar 2d, schs Ralph 8tnn$tt,
Piukham. Windsor. NS; W H Higgins, Jones, Kennebec; Sarah baton. Dix. Bangor.
Old 2d. schs Bnunhall. Harrington, and
Emma.
Littlejohn, Portland.
CHESTER, Pa—Ar 2d, sch Four Sisters, Bunker,

Port de Paix.
PERTH AMBOY-Sid

30th,| eq Congress, Wil-

lard, Poetland.

emrx, new xort; James u
do.
Ar 3d. tch '. J Cottrell, Haskell. Galveston
NEW YURK-Ar 3d. uchg E M
Sawyer,
St John, NB; David Faust. Smith. Portde Dobbin,
Paix lu
days; Quoridy, Mahoney. Rockland, NB. Ellen Horison, Snow, Bangor; Alpine. Scott.de; Easter*
Belle Pratt, Carver.® Harbor; Forest
Cltv, Collyer
Rilsworth: Coryo, Ayerill, Rockland
Ar 4th, barqus Aug Kobbe, Ford.
Cieufuegos; Mb
Mauua i.oa, Chisholm. Point a Pitre;
Erie Cotton,
Vm> Rivers. NS; l.uuet Hinds. Calais; F
Nelwn
Nelson Bsngor; Kllan Morrison, Coombs,

Deputy, Hodgius,

Bangor1

Python, Ponurov. Frankfort.

Cid 3*1, barque D*sis, Call,
Anjier; Eva H Fiak
Newell, New Urieaus; ceh Helen Thompson ster’
1

R«»ston.
Sid 3d, brig
NEW

en*.

Jennie Phiuney for Amboy
HA?KN-a 3d sch Isjna R Btorsr, Bond.
Yarmouth, Nb, to load aud return.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4tb, sch Virginia. Abbott

NEWPORT—SM 3d, sch A H Waite, Ward,
(fiom
Kennebec) f6r Richmond.
VlNEYAKir-HA VEN—Ar S3, fchs Grace Cush
uT.-, Mosher, Bangor for New York; Jed P I>aren
feulge.r- Calais for New Haven.
Slit 3d. *ch* Congress, Jesse Hart, II B Mahoney
Willie M ,rt„i

EDUABTOVfijN

Ar 30th, sob War
Steed, Gookin,
Elisabetbport for' Saco.
Ar 2d soh BilloV Rhodes Rondont for Portland
sobs
BOSTON—Ar 3d,
Alfred W Fisk. Whi e, Baltimore; Pushaw. H. art, Hoboken; George D Periy,
Flynn, and terrapin Hannah, do, Zurapa, Sanborn
do; Elya E Petiengill Dodge, do; Zeyla, Halloweli
and Leonora, Joouson.'-.New York;
Victory Millikan. do; Gamecook, Nut ter, Calais; Floreo, Qgp.
dsge. Blnebill. Wm Franklin. Hararmtt,, Atacbias.
Vandalia, Alley, hllsworpo; W'insbv^ .Atorse Bangor. Orion, Whito, Belfikst;
den.
t Id 3d. sch A C Stobbs Lewis
Washington
*
Ar 4th, barque W W ( -apo, Hardy, Port Townsend. brigs Isaac W p< iker. Rneeland. DemararaF I Henderson. lier'Sersou, Arroyo, PR; T Remlck
Fossell, Surinam- Hattie, Unnell, Cienfnego.; aeba
w-Ola.00 -Wwuntain, Galveston;
fm
Cora,
Richmond Hattie A White, Crabtree. Harding,
Philadelphia;
Ida L Howard, Dodge. Port
Johnson; Leontine
Bragdon, Sullivan. Adelaide, Stront.
a
New York1
new
ion,

Mlneula, Smith. Rlisworth.
brig Merriwa. Cai man, St John PR

Ar elh,
uays.

Leone601’ 608 F
Sid

1

13

Ve,riman' Nickerson, for Sierra

6th. barque Neversink.
3d

I-Ckington. Field, So Amboy;
Richardson, Port Johnson.
WJH.?J?°.ar'llnanPORTSMOUTH
Ar 2d, seb Harry P Percy
Hinckley, am icy for Doyer; Florida. Grant, Hobol<™ for do; Abby
Thaxior, Hutchinson, Port Jobn3d,.schs Carolhle Knight, New York; Wm D
Haskell Port Johnson,
3d. sch E G .Allen. Meedv, PhlladelDhia.
MiLl.BRIDGE—Ar 27th, Kh
S Strout,
"

bid

"l“d

Portland.

FORROilV PORTS,
®d
NZ Prev to June 4tb, barqno
^
'1.nck!scd'
4
Olive Tburlow, Corbett Newcastle NSW
Sld fm Valparaiso May 24,
barque Sail H Kickerson, Eaton, Jq tuque.
In port .June 2, barque Ella.
Matthews, from Bobton, ar May 19th; PO M err ire an Young, for guano
(Jepoi» t, to load for Gaited Kingdom or Continent.
bid fm Ibuiqne 17th, barquw Almira
Robinson,
iBOff. Limed Kingdom or Continent.
In port May 30, ship Belle
O’Brien, Palmer,* for
united Kingdom.
Sld fm Pieagua May

StapI* e,

—.

Important

1

bar<lnc

Ar at Matanzas
Tia, Cardenas.

H

H

Belting is made up

the

case

of Rubber

used for

a

speed

In

or

time, especially
damp places.

city. July 4. Catherine B., wife of John W

Phillips aged 54 years 6 months.

[Funeral Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock, at No.
266 Danfortb street.
In this city, Julv 6. Freeman G.Cummings aged
77 years 3 months
[Funetal ou Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at
hia late resde ce, No 291 Cumberland St.
Relatives and friend* are invited to attend.
In East Bootbbay Alice M. daughter of Geor -e
and Martha Dod*e, aged 15 years 10 months.
In Jefferson June 24, Mary C., aidOw of John
Roes, aged 81 years.
In Bristol. June 24, RoxanDa, wife of Lorenzo D.
Erskine, aged 39 years,
*»AfU«G DaVk OF

MTEAAIMKIIP*.

FROM

FOr

Niagara.New York..Havana.July
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.... July
Nevada.New York..Glasgow.July
City of ilerDn.New York..Liverpool.. July
Bolivia .New York..Glasgow.July

Oder.^.New York..Bremen.Jmy
Rbynland. New York. .Antwerp,... July
Samari*.
.Boston.Liverpool... .duly
Abyssinia.New York .Liverpool.Tuly
France.New York..Havre.July
Elbe.New York. .Bremen.Julv
City of Faris.New York..krtverpool.. July
State of Georgia. ..New York. .Glasgow.Inly
Valencia..New York.. Laguayra
.July
Peruvian .Quebec.Liverpool_July
I v*»rpool.... July
Britann
.New York
New York Liverpool. ..July
City of Rome
Devonia............New York. .Glasgow
July
New York..Antw-rp ...July
Pennland
St Domingo.New York. .St Domingo. July
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.. .July
..

....

...

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
11
11
12
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
17
17

way.

MINI A J ^TiF AL V: a S AG.JULY 0
4 23 Htg? vkXAt. I'M.. 0.38
8 ,»n rt**"*
,rV 86t.K.
Sftt*
7 46
8.60
......

VIA KIN HI

7ST KWK

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.
On the

Ebickuhsisiop
Under date of May 8, 1883, Col.S. F.
Tninrrrs,
of Dover, N. H sends s the
following; “While on
duty in the army of the Potomac in the swamps of
the Chickahominy I contracted a comolieatlon of
diseases that culminated In spinal trouble,
paralysis

side, and severe disease of the kidneys and
bladder, and great nrinal weaknois. For a long time
I was under the treatment of the test physicians,
and tried many of the so-called
remedies, but received no permanent benefit. When I was in the
drug
on one

Boston I heard favorable accounts if the
of Hunt's Remedy for diseases of the kidand
nejt
urinary organs,and having decided to give
it a trial,I purchased some at Wingate’s
dreg store,
Dove-, K. JL, and have received great relief from
using it. 'Hie severe pains in my back arc
business in

efficacy

removed,

sleep soundly and obtain rest at
so long a time T conid not
do, and
the weakness in the urinary organs has been relieved, ami I greatly regret that I did not test the
great merits of Hunt’s Remedy when 1 was first
taken sick, as 1 am confident It would have saved
me from several years of
suffering; and I am more
strongly convinced of this after hearing of the mos*
remarks!) e cures effected by Hunt’s
Remedy In a
case o' Bright's Disease h, re in our midst in
Dover,
after the patient had been pronounced incurable
by
celebr ted physicians.”
^
able to

for

Mr. Tibbitts Is
ted in

a

Boston, and

retired
is

a

way that it

Try

zen.—Cob. Ed.

A rri re«l.
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for East
port and Si John. NB.
Brig Lizzie Wyman, Gaul, Philadelphia—coal to
D 8 Warren. Vessel to Rvan Si Kelsey.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Bunker, Turks Jslaud—salt
to Dana £ Co.
Sch Oeseo, (Br) Haley, Dorchester, NB, for Ply-

mouth
Sch J D Robinson, Otia, Newport New, Va—coal
to Gas Co.

THURSDAY, July

5.

Arrived.

Barque J H Chadwick. Foster, Baltimore—coal to
G T Hail A ay Co. Vessel t Perley. Russell Si Co.
Brig Kaluna, Kav. Philadelphia—coal to Hand all
Si Me blister. Vessel to J S Winslow & Co.

Sch Minnie Smith. Arey Richmond.
Sch BrambaU, Harrington, Philadelphia-coal
to A I Handail Si Co.
Sch Herald, Fisk, Amboy—iron to Portland Stove

Foundry.
gch Essox, Drink water, Amboy—coal to G/een &
Iitnoh.
Sch Billow, Rhode#, Rondout—cement to C A B
Morse £ Co.
Sch Lottie, Benner, New York—coal to A I Ban
dall & Co.

Sch Congress, Willard, New York- coal to Qeo H
Rounds.
S«>h Willie Martin, Holbrook, New York—.nal to
Rand ill Si Me Mlister.
Hc.U J Nickerson, Farr, New York

coal to

V

4.

Geo H

Rounds.
Cleared.
Brig Antelope, Curtis, Philadelphia-Clark A
Chaplin Ice Co
Brig Wm Mason, Hardy. Kennebec, to load for
Richmond—Gallagher Si Co.
Sch Nathaniel Holmci, of Newport, RI, lio tons,
built at Cape May in 1*48, baa been purshaaed by
(Aapt J Dodge, of Portlond.
Scb Mill's Trim, of Deer Isle, 181 tons, built in

II. 5.

'Conn.,

H. POSI'AI,

SEKTICB.

Whitney, assistant postmaster, Putnam
May 3,1883: "I i,aT0 „»ed Hunt's

writes

Remedy with the best results. I have suffered
untold ag ny for eighteen months with
kidney and
liver complaint; my water was
very bad, at times I
actnally passed Wood. This was followed by general prostration. My business requiring me to be
on my feet most of the time made
my case worse. I
was advise t to u«e Hunt's Remedy
by a friend who
hud been cured by it, and can truly say that it has
heneflied me more than all the other medicines I
have used. I consider it the best medicine for kidney and liver
it to all.’*

jly2

troubles,

and

cheerfully

recommend

WF&M&wlw

C
Nervous dcoilitv, the curse of the
American people, immediately yields to
the action of Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Keokuk, Iowa.—Dr. E. E. Puller says;
“I have used Brown’s Iron Bitters in
my
own family with excellent results.”
Elm Grove, N. C'.—Dr. G. N. Robereoi
says; “1 prescribe Brown’s Iron Bitters
mid find it all it is recommended to b«.”

and House lots in

of
on

the
line

cars,
residences,
building
lots, known as the Baxter lots, in hearing; farms,
aud imber lauds in adjoining towns and comities.
Purchasers are invited to call before investing.
Property taken care of and rents collected on reasonable terms.
nmr3t»eod3ru

greag

JM. a

Gardinor,

Dealer in Heal Estate, Mortgages and Commercial
Rai»«r.
Exchange St.

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

ennust

sepai

ale.

Our Giant BHt.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples

quotations

and

furnished

on

Schiedam Aromatic

application.

REVERE RUBBER

CO.,

173 A' 175 DfronithireSi., Ro«ton.

SCROFULA,

As

general beverage and necessary

a

diseases, Sores, Erysipelas, Ecie corrective of water rendered impure
by
Tumoi
ma, blotches, Ringworm,
Carbuncles.
and
Boils,
Eruptions of the Skin, xe the direct* vegetable decomposition or other causes,
result of an impure sukfe of the blot u
as Limestone, Snlphate of
Copper &c, the
To cure th#stf“ffl?ieases the blood must be purified,
and restored to a healthy and natural condition.
Aromatlr Schnapps is superior to every
Aykj> Sarsaparilla has for over forty years
been recognized by eminent medical authorities as
other alcoholic preparation.
A public
and all scrofulous

powerful blood purifier iu existence. It
frees the system from all foul humors, enriches gnd
strengthens the blood, removes all traces of mercurial treatment, and proves itself a complete master of all scrofulous diseases.
the most

saitr of

30 years duration in every

over

section of

our

Schnapps,

A Recent Core of Mcrofulou# Mores.
“Some months ago I was troubled with scrofulous
sore# (ulcers) on my
The limb# were badly
swollen aud inflamed, and the sores discharged
large quantities of offensive matter. Every remedy
L tried failed, until 1 used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
of which 1 have now taken three bottles, with the
result that tta# sores are healed, aud rnv general
health greatly improved. 1 feel very grateful for
the good your medicine has done me.
Yours respect fullv. Mrs. Ann O’Brian.'*
143 Sullivan St., New York, June 24, 1882.

country of Udoipho Wolfe's

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal faculty and

legs.

a

sale unequaled

any other alcoholic distillation have

by

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale by all

Druggist

and Grocers.

AYER&CO., owell,

<

SEARLES’

ATHLOPHOROS
tmt

& LIQUORS
Neuralgia, WINES kind*,
of nil

Has met with unparalleled success wherever it has
been introduced, not only curing cases o
simple

in thr

ORIGINAL

forms of these diseases, but many wonderful cure#
of CHROMIC RHEUMATISM are lecorded, and
thus far not a single instance wbe^e iclief has not
been afforded.
I his medicine is put up with great care containing nothing that would be in any way injurious to
the most delicate constitution. Every one who ha#
used It has recommended it to other sufferers, and if
given a fair trial It will prove It# own merit#
The following testimonial came to us entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of score# W“ have on
file, the number increasing daily.

PACKAGES,

very desirable residence of '.he late Ue».
Zeuaa Thompson, situate
ou
l.moolu at.,
Wo dford’s turner. Deerlug Contains Hue
gar,leu
anil fruit trees. For particular* apply to
ZE AS THOMPsi >N, Jr., or
FEED H. Thompson, 3h Union St.. City.
feb'22
dtf

THE

R. STANLEY &

SON, Importers.

DONEW MO. EORE HTHKKT,
l.AIMO

POItT-

HAIM:.

Also, General Managers for New England,
VRTni: CEI.EBKATED

R. N. Skarleh:
Dear sir.—I am glad to certify that yoor Rheumatic cure, Athlophoros. has cured my wife when
*11 other remedies and the doctors failed. Sho was
with severe rheumatic pain—could scarcely move in bed. After taking tim e doses, according
to direction, I assisted her into a carriage, and she
enjoyed the ride very much after being confined to
her bed for three weeks, hoping for something to
give relief. She has token but one bottle to effect a

Summit
EHOJI

prostrate

aoglO

Mineral

_WANTS._
For Kent.
V17ARE HOUSE No. 47 anil 61 Union
first
» »
aud
atory
basement, each 44 by 5u feet wiln
or wttb.ut .team power.
Apply to B. SHAW, 48%

Exchange

st.

Jy4eo>l I w

Wanted.
A T
* »

jnl3

Falmouth Hotel, a tirst-clus ilea-l Lauudrew. Must be a good Ironer and Poiisbet.
dtf

Wonted.
MIDDLE AGE woman (Protestant,! to take
the care of an invalid lady. Enquire of II. J.
IJBBY at First National Bank or by letter to Scarborough, Me.
jyifdtf

A

WANTED.

hy

two

a

years

preferred

but not

Address

be from
year’s exper-

necessarily. References

COMPANY,
York.

iLunE

tj
Salaam
|Curc8 oil (Ir-

An A‘.ter a

-1

live Tonic Af
/Hood Purifier. It puri-

Portland, Me.,

d&w3m
Ay'fi_
M ANHOOD:

on sc*

of tlic

Lungs,
Swedish

fies the blood

Pepsin

PINs

strengthens

Cures Con*

tlie

system
and nets like

re-

“DRY

GOODS,’’
Juni9dtf_This Offloe.

GIRLS WAITED.
Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

West

__myi2-dtf

_

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
installments. Men who
GOOD
Wringer
give
reference
on
or

good

ry to handle.

Etipatiou.

can

seeurity

can

Address

outside territoNo. 36 Temp e St.

have

KNOW THYSELF.
A Bank for Y.very Mnn ! Young. Middle*
itged nnd Old.
The nnbold miseries that resrfit from Indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published
the Pen body
by
Med i cm I ■•■tit nte. Boston, entitled The Ncience of fiife; nr, Wclf Prrnervotion.
It Is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical
Debility,
Premature Decline In man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, eneh one
of which i* inrniunblr,BO
by the author
whose exnerieucc for 21 years is such a* probably
never before foil to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
full
embellished
with
finest
the
gilt,
covers,
very
steel engraving*, guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
Price only
92. M), or the money will be refunded.
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers, illustrated sample sout on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. JI. PARKER, No. 4Bulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my80d&wly22

proved

EDUCATIONAL.

1883.

The

NEW CALENDAR of the 1884.
NEW ENGLAND

CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
Beautifully Illustrated.fd pages. 8E1VT FREE to
vourselfaud musical friends. Send names ami addresses
E. TOURJEK, Franklin Rq Boston, Mobs.
The. Large stand best appointed Music. Literary and
Art School, and HO ML 1£for young Italics, in the world.
dlawSwF
W$
ju29

I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blord Purifier and H.

1

A lady writes: “After years of severe
suffering
from fernalo complaints, nervousness and
dyspepsia
your Hwedish Botanic (Compound bus entirely cured

me.

TO

aulfl

Hoiiac to be Let,
stable. Cottage house No. 204 Franklin
street.
Sebago water. Rent $15.00 per
month. Apply to

WITH

and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robe-.,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instrnc
tioa Books and all material foitliis now fancy work at the Ware
rooms of the

“DOMESTIC" SEWING MACHINE GO,
Cor.

n

Steamboat.

Company.

KMJTA *111 1»»T» Franklin Wharf,
STKAjJIEK
(•am, wfcaiTBott'on boat Iflftfe* fr#m.) Sm

WTGrtBement.

]l?4d3l

CONGRESS &

It stands at the head.
The Light Running

To Let* or For Sale
Story Hou*e, 15 Gray at., between Park
and state; adapted to large or nraall family;
economically heated, in thorough order, modern

EXCHANOE STS.

“nflRfllCCTIP”
UUilSbU ! ! If

improvements; carries

an

interest

in

the

ttr.

_

TO • ft.
Fish Market with grocery store at8. L. Carleton.
tached, 118 Congress St.
dtf
jun22

TO LET
Store Nos. 117 &1I9 Middle St.
Office where all the large
Wholesale lobbing Houses are located, in dry
^oods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms. Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. * ’ounters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect rapAir. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of II. E. 1HOMP80N 184
Brackett 8t. where the Ways rnay.be found.
oct2
dtf

(

the

U.
i

opened

an

and

office in
can
be

bury.

p. m. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Glen House, Crawford’s, Fabyau’s and ail
Whit. Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Browutiel'.
p. ui. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Trniu* arrive im Portland :
H.40 a. m.~froiuBartlett aud local stations.
>2.55m»ou from Kabvan’s aud all Mountain points.
O. 16 p. iu.—f rom No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2 00 p. m. for Portland and way sta-

tions.)

p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,
Ogdensburg Ac.

7.46

J If A »l 11/1 ON !Hupcrint« uif« ul.
«fJH At If. Ftmt, G. T. A.
Portland, June 22d, 1883.
jon23iUf

Portland and Worcester Liar
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

Arrangement

of Trains.

On nod after

n«da), Jan. IH,
Psssenger Trains will leave
»l*oMiami at l.ilti a. ui>, .nd
, .,,5 0 w
arriving at Worcester
it 2.16 p.m. »n<1 7.80 p. m.
‘toturDln,/ !un
Caton Depot, Worcester, it 7 SO a. m. and 11.16 a,
m., arriving at Portland It 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.
__

in.,

f-nrham,

Portland Bangor

And XacbiAH Steamboat Company.

Montreal.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Dee ring, will leave Kailroad Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
*' and Friday Evenings,
at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
Deer
for
Isle,
from Boston,
Rockland, Castine,
Sedgwick, (Stage from >edgwiek to Blue Hill on arHarbors,
West
and
Bar
of
South
rlva
Steamer),
Milbridge, Jonesport and Maehiaaport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday's trip.
AtsBAR HAK30K with wteamerfor G(>ULfXSBORO’, L \ MOINE, HANCOCK, i-ULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. it B. Steam
era at Rockland, going East, for Bangor and RiTAT
lam dings each trip.
UETI KIilINn, will leave Maehiaaport every
;

TICKET OFFICKM

74 EXCHANWE STREET
-ANDTOOT OP

IK

Ml A NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rales.
Detroit, I hicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, Mi. I.oui*, O niuhu, Maginaw
Mi. Paul, Mull Lube City,
Denver, Mun Francisco,
and all points In the

To Canada.

Northwest,

West

aud

Moulhwest.

J.

STEPHENSON,

Monday

O. P. A.

oct7dtf

BrdgMSaco Hiver Railroad,:

land?)

The new Steamer CITY OF RICfl.TIONlK
Capt. Win. fc. Drimisea, leaving same wharf
JJIwndar, Wedacsdaf, A **i«tur4lay Evenings at 11 15 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Kxp«ess Trains from Boston, for Mount. Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onl
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. in next dav.
Connections mad*’ at Rockland with steamer fo.
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth,Monday'sand Wed
nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor
with afesiner for G mldsboro
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.(X) a. m.
Monday
Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor »nd Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent
Portland, June 18, 1883.
Jul8dtf

every

1888.

SUMMER

B: M ENT.

|

It irigtou
Connects
ut
junction with
Fortlnnd
Mil
Ouiiriabaru tr ins
th-. I
Lruve Portland § 24 a m. 13.35 p. m and
tt.il p. m. Arrive at Jtridglon II.IO a. in
J 30 p. ui nnd 0.15 p. m
Leave Hr«dgiou 5 50 a. ns. 10.10 a. aa
and 5.30 p. in. Arrive at Portland H 40 a.
mi. 13.50 p. m. and 7 45 p. m. nuking close
conueclion* Fast nu
West with Heston
trains
Mtagr connections ut Hriitgton for No th
Briilgiou, Harrison and Waterford.
>

Miller Platform and Air Brakes; Improved Seats,
giving ease and comfort to each individual passenger; Heating and Ventilation of the latest Improvement; Safety Guards wherein it is impossible for
the ear to leave the rail
Wm. F. PERKY. President.
J. A. BENNETT, GenT. Pass. Agt.

je28

On and

From BOS1US

Every Wednesday and Sat*
arday,

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.

after

Ml Job..
HlKrbr.ro.
Halifax
.id
tkr Provinces Mt. Andrews, Mt. ntephen,
Fredericton Aroostook
and
all
County,
stations on B. A Piscataquis R. B.. 1.16
1.20 u.
m..
16.10 p. re. *11.16
p. m.
and
Belfast
m.; for
p.
Mkowkegan
1 20 p.
1.15 p. m.,
m
*11.16 p. m.;
Waterville, G.45 a. Hi
1.16
p.m,, 1.20
m. 16.10
ed
hu
p.
*11.15 p. m
p.
Bran
gusm. II a dowel I, l.ardincr and
swick 6 45 a. in., 1.2" p. m., t6.J0, 6.30 and
*11.15 p. m., Bath 6 45 a. m.
m., 6.30
p ui. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. aa.
Kockland. and Kaos A Lincoln R. R„,
6.46 a. oi. 1 20 p in. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Auburn and
Lewiston, 8.16
a m. 1.15 p m.,
4,06 p. m. Lewiston via
HruoMwirk 6.46
a.
m..
*11.16 p. m.;

1.20p.

p.

piaa at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. in.
Fer dnorhriifr, I'eneor.l and points North, at
1.05 p.m.
For Roehealer, Mprinnvalc, Alfred, Nab
erbare and lac. Hirer.7.30 a. m.. 1.05
ns., and 'mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Kctaroin.
•re Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. m.. 11.16
a. hi., and 3.36 p. m., arriving r.t Portland
(mixed! 0.40 a. m., 1.2S p. m, mod 6.40 p. m.

K.

the tveat.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central U. K., and
at UrandTrnnl
Transfer Portland, with through
tri'US of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points Soath and West, at
Depot oBoos and at Hollins ft Adams’ No. 22 ExStreet.
ehange
•
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

Portland, dlly 9, 1883.

has
our

this
firm.

In Insolvency.
Insolvency for the County of Cumber
land, Statojof Maine. Juno 28, A. 1). 1883.
in mm of n B V ELL n. LOWELL, VfetotTttrt ftiMjnr
is to give notice that on the twenty seventh
Court of

THIS

day of Juno, A. JJ. 1883,a Warrant In Insolvents
issue.i by Berry C. Pdabody. Jodae ftbe
Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,
against the estate of said
NEWELL B. LOWELL, of Westbrook,
to he an Insolvent deb*or. on petition ot
adjudged
“aid Debtor which petition was tiled on the twenty
seventh day of June A. l>. 1883, to which date interest n claims is to he computed.
That the p «ymeut of any debts to oi by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law.
I at a mueiii g of the Creditors of said Debtor, to
prove their deb*sand Uoosooae or more assignees

his estate, will lie he d at a Court of lusolveney
to b» boldeu at Fiobate Court Uooiu in said Portland,on tbe sixteenth day of July, A. 1). 1883, at ten
o’O'oek in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date tirst above written
H R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheri IT, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
t

Jn28&Jy5

This

plaster in fafor ita quirk
and hearty action In
rurlnR Hhcumfttlsm
Sciatica, KJdi ry Plseane, Lame I tack, Side or Hips,
and
Heart
Lit r Troubles,
fiborp 1’ulns, rieurlsy.
Stiff Muscles, Bore Chest, Cramps, and all pains or
aches In every part. It soothes, strengthens and
stimulates tho
partB. Bold by
druggists, or cry.
where at ‘<29 cents.
Hop Planter Co., Bole Manufacturers.
Mailed on receipt of price.
(1)
CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEY, Gen Agt<, ;;or,tou.

HOP
PLASTER

mous

A GREAT

SUCCESS

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.
NO. 3T Plnm Htroet.

TM ATT.UrtATk.

jaa

Rxcresr

1.60

tr.iu at

Excursion Rote,

to

a.m.

.Bnrsaacoek and

re-

panic, of Dee or mere.
Limited Tickets amt and second clan far
S'. John and Halifax an sale at reduced
rates.

Lear* Canton for Portland
and
Lewiston 4.45 and 9.45 a. in.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.3U p. m.
Loavo Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections will. Byron. Mexico, Dtxfletd,
Pern. Livermore, West Hnmner and Turner
L. L. LINCOLN Sopt.
Portland, dune. 16, 1883
octl4dtf

[heading

i

r.

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations In

Philadelphia

NINTH AND GREEK M l HKRTM,
AND riUKD AND BERKS STS.

PAY SON TUCKER, GenT Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY, GenT. Pass. & Ticket Ait.
Portland. .June 12,1883.
julSdtf

STEAM Eli rv

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
will
ALLtrydesiring

to
nd for friends in the Old Conn
save money by buying their
prepaid
ticket!
at
the General Ocean Steamship
steerage
OlB e. No. 22 Exchange Street, (don't mistake the
at
the
number)
sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rotes by theCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across ti e
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
ronte, thus avoiding all
dangers from lee aud icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage rajs age tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Rot
terdiun, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Cbristi isand, Bergen
Troudbjem, Goteborg. Malino, $28 JO; children un
der 12 half tare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jau 24dtf
22 Exchange St.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Hr

«urr

I
buy lirkrta (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

■SOUND

BKOOK

or

I

sailing vessel.
Freight for the Wait by the Penn. R. K.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pumu^ Tea Ootlnru. Hound Trip Sift
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or P Manage apply to
e. If. SA.TH'NO.'S. Ah* at,
deSltf
lO l ou; Whorl KUaisa.

ISTERSAT10SAL STEAMSHIP CO.
l*Ie„
Calais, Tie.. SL
John. IK. B., Halifax, S. S., Ac.

Easipon,

SPRING

AGEKDT,

WnNltlnKlim Sireet, Bouton

J. E. WOOTTEN,
C.Q HANCOCK,
Oer. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
II. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

sailings

HILL I.LAIE
PORTI.AND far BDM'I'ON
at 6.16, 8 45 a. m., 12.55 and C 30
at 10.45,
p. m., arriving at Boston
a. m., 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p. tu.
HOMTON FOB DOH I l ANU at 9.00 a. m.
12.31' 3.30, aud 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 1 2 56, 5.00, 8.16 aud 11.00 p. m.
HOM1 ON
FOB OI.D OKFII IKII RE <4 11. at 8.00.
9.1'Oa. in., 12,31), 3.30 and 7.00 p. in. OI.D
ORI'llARII nllAf II FOB HOMTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. ni., 1 23, 3.60 and 6.54 p. ni.
FORT* AND
FOR
MCAKHORO
RM1TI, AND FIN* POINT,at 6.15,8,45,
10.25 a. ni., 12.35, 6.16, 6.00.aud 8.15 p.m. FOR
OI, D OIll'll ARD 44 F: A 4 II at 6.15. 8.45,
10.36 a.m.. 12.36, 12.55. 5.16, 6.00. 6.30
8.I611 in. Returning leave Ol. D Oltl'H A Ris
at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a in., 12.29, 2.45, 4 33, 7.25,
7 48 aud 10.30 p. 111.
I’OKTMND FOR
■*AF4*. at 6.15, 8.45,10.25a. m., 12 85, 12.05.
6.15, 6.00, 6.30 and 8.15* p. m. FOR BID
DEHOR IS at 6.16, 8.46, 10.25 ft. ill, 12.35,
12.55, 5.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. m. F'4»K KKNNF HUNK at 6.1 ,8 45 a. ill., 12.66, 6 15 and
'.lOMi.in. F4»B XVH.I.w at 6.16, 8.45 a.
slid 6.15 p m.
F4»IS N4MCTD It
RNVI4 *4,
Gill 4 1 Etl I.H ANDIDKEi., at 6.15,
8.45a.m.,12 556.16and 6,30pni,F4>ll MAI,ff4kN
FAIsl.w.at 6.15,8 40 » in
12. 6, and 5.15
FOR
P. ill.
ENETEK.ilitEKIIILL,
I.AWKFNFF. AND I.ONYFI.l. at 6.15,
8.45 a. 111., 12.65. anil 6.30 p, in.
FOR NYU
II IKHETI 0 6.15, amt
8.45 a.m.
FOR
H4KTIFMTFH. EAR1IINGT4IN, N.H..
A liTON H 4 l
IMlLFROIIOIGlI AND
fENTll* II ARBOR at 8.45 a. in .and 12.56
FOR .HANI IIFNTF III AND 4 ON.
p in.
4 41 BDt N. II,, (via New Market Jet.) Hi 6 15
а. ui., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. tu.
II41 It N
IN 44 TRAIN I.EAVEH ItENNERllNK
FOR IMIKTI.AND at 7 25.
•Stops nn hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Bcn-'li
I Passengers mav also reach these points by
taking
1 tic 12.65 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. in.
H7“The 12.66 p. in. train from Portland connect* with Mound Line Nieinner* for New
York and all Kail Lilies for the West, and the 6 30
||. in., train with all Knil Fine* for New Yorb
and the South and W cst.
■•nrlor Fnrt on all through
trains.
Scats
secured In
advance at Depot Ticket Office.
INN

ex

at

low

rates.’

PACIFIC' MAIL s. N. <
T0 CAUFORNl

7.

FOR PORTLAND at 8.30 a. in
mid (1.00
PORTLAND
p. 111.
FOR Di li 4»KFHARD HFAs II at 10.00 a. in. and 1.00
3.30 and 5.30 p. in
RLI1 OHi ll tlln F4»K
PORTIjANU 12.22,2,45, 7,30 and 9.49.p.m,
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
б. 30 p, in. Biddeford for Portland at 12.00 2.80,
7.16 and 9.36 p. in.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor,
dockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, East port, Calais.
9t John and Halifax. Also connoot with On,mi
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Mail e
Gontral and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Trans
fer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ton mlnutos for rofreshiueats. hirst class Dining Rooms at lh.rtlsu 1,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and I'ONton
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of .11, I.. Wiilinau*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at i’ni»u
Ticket OfRce, 40 Exchange St.
J. T.PL’RBER, Geu, Supt.

8- H. STEVENS, Hen. Agent, Portland.

ap5

j)

Bit,
«»
Leave

WEEK.

HOTMtYllih *'[r.aU'TKH

ibia
f.iu.
.rill
dai? .jriffrrsyaa*
Kaiimii u i.rt,
foot of State street, ever-. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at e p. m., for
Kartpon and at.
John, with ooaaection* for Calais. ttobbinrton, 81.
Andrew*
Pembroke HonJton Wood.Look Grand

Menas. Campobelle, »tgby, Annapolis, Varmoutb,
Windsor, Halifax. Moneton. Newcastle. A inborn
Bathurst
Pictou, Shediac,
Dalhousle, Char
lottetowr Port Fairfield. Crane. Fal'.x, and other
nations on the New Brunswick and Canada, inter,
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis Westers Conn,
tlee. Hall Beads, and Stage Boots*.
received up to 4 p. m. and aay InHF*Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
offloe of the Freight Agent. Kailroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Exenrsioi. Routes. Tickets
8tat* Boom, and further information apply it
Company’s Offloe, 40 Exchange St.
,,C. rfEFSEV president, and Manager
mayl2
dif

ISLAND

STEAMERS

•TIME TABLE.

mm m. mm
Will leave Long Wharf, foot of Exchange Street
a. m. for Jones Landing and
l.ong I..
a. ra. for Long islnnd and Little

at 9

land, 10.45

hebeague,

s

2.15 p. nj. Joan l.nnding. Long
Lillie and Great Cbebeegoe ■ *-

■ aland,
lands.

Returning—Leave l.ong Island lor Portland
direct at lOa-.ui., I illle (bcbcuga- at 13 M.,
l ong I.land at 12.15 p. m.. Jonea I,and
ng
at 12.45 p m.
,
Afternoon—Leave (Srent Chebengae at 4.80
m., Little ('hebeague at 4.45 p. m.t Long
aland at 5.00 p. ra., Jonea Landing at 6.30 pi

S.

m.

Everypleasant evening this Steamer will leave
Long Wharf tor Jonea Landing and long Island at 7.15 p. m. Regular fare 26 eta. ronnd
trip Fare to Peaks Island round trip, 15 cte.
Parties wishing to engage this steamer for special
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.
‘Except when chartered for special excursion*.

Hnrpswcll Steamboat Co.
and

after July 2. 1883, the Steamer GorON don will
leave llarpswell daily tor Portland

as

follows,

viz:

Leave

llarpswell 6.00 a. m, 2.46 p. m., Great
Chebeagne, East end, 6.30 a. m., Jenks’, 6.45 a.
in., 3.3i> p. m.. Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m.. 3.46
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.05 p. m„ arriving
at

Portland at 8

a

Returning, leave

9.30

m„ 4.45 p. m.
Custom House

Wharf, Portland,

,6.16 p. m.. Long Island, 10.10 a. m..
6.65 p m.. Little Chebeagne, 10.30 a. ro., 7.15 p.
m., Great Chebeague, Jenks-. 10.45 a. m., 7.30 p.
a. m

m., East End, 7.So p. m.,
11.30 a. m., 8.16 p m.

arriving

llarpswell

at

at

Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.30 r. m. returning
leave H&rpswell. 2.45 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
jy2dtf
Capt. GEO. P. WEST.
Leave

mm STEAMBOAT CO.
TIME

l.loud.,

_CAPT
Franklin
Wharf
to

Landing

Landing

Portland.

Portland.

A. Mi
6.15

aTm.

to

M.
7.00
9.15
10.45

A.

11.06

P. M.

P. M.

1.15
2.20

3.00

*•15
7.16
10.15

2.30
4 15

4.45

6.36

6.46
*9.15

9.30

Sl'NDAV TI.VE
A.X.

7.00
10.15

€'. I*. H.1RTLFT T A- CO..
■ 13 Nialr Mlrerl, «l»r
Hrend Ml, Ito.len
ortoW I,. LITTLE A
,.u.„
CO.,

P. M.

6.30
9.40

Agents,

2.15
6.15
to

I

Exchange St., Portia,id.

TABI.E'

A. M.

For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and further
information, apply tc or address the General Fas

feb8dtf_31

6.00
7.20
9.50

9.35
11.20

2.00

andA\u»tralT

to

7.45

f.M.
12.15

Isalasil

“emita,”

JOHN T. STERLING.
Jones
Trcfethen’a

_Peaka Island.

wad

.hew
A MHSralin.

TABLE.

stlaiHer

Steamers pail from New York for Aspinwall on
the let, 10th. at d 20th of each
month, carrying
passengers and freight for All the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail /Vom San Francisco regularly for
**** S*ndwl*h I*1""!*. New Zealaxd

ter'

4Nt»

«•

JiPdN, 4’BINA.

11.40

r, it,

r. m.
6.30

5.15

w_9.00

Will run as above until
o*Not to be run in foggy

ami

HINDU TKAINN.
PORTLAND FOR RONTON and WAY
NTATION** lit 1.00 and 5.8' p m
B4»8T4*N

k

KxThe

follows:
Germanic..Tan. 20 I Baitic.Feb l
25 | Brttania .Feb. 10
Republic.Jan.
For sailing U*ts, cabin plans,
passage rates and
drafts, Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
delO
diy

Boston & Maine Hailroad
ARRAMIEMEYT.

$60 and $80

are as

Maadsrlrh

UN

imm a

tremesoutherly routes.avoiding

,,
all
dangers from icebergs. Cabiu
eursion $110 and $144; Steerage

gj 30.
New York and Philadelphia, t Excursion. 4,00.

211

ter. These steamers take the

;

AHKANGKSIENT8.

TKIPs'PER

JHKEE

M IDAV TRIPS*.

STArTlIHE.

D. 8. and Roval Mall Steamers
to Liverpool via Queenstown.
Rates reduced for Fall and Wtu-

ROUTE

i Oar W ay.

KEB ENGLAND

WHITE

steam-

farh:

_

d

mai

turn !•

Knmford Falls & Bucfcfleld

I* A MM FINNS It 1C T12 A I

day been

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON
From Halifax, 8.10 a. in., 6.15 p. m.
J.bn.
7.0u and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Klaallaa 7-t-O
а. m.. 8.30 p
m.
Mi. Mteabea, 7.3<> a. m.,
9.04) p m., Vaacrb.ro, 2.“‘0 a. id 10.10 a m„
1.50 p. m,; Huct.p.ri, 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
б. 05 p
m.;
Ha.g.r. 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.m,8.10p. m. Bel
faa., 6.46 a. m., 3.15 p. m., Nk.wbciaa,
8 30 a. m. S.Of^p. m.; Walerrille, 9.20 a. m.
2.15, 3 33 and 10.08 p. m.: A.|n.ia, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.:
fiardiarr, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m.. 3.18,4.27
ami 11.18 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.:
4.16 p.m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brun.rrick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m. 4,45 A 5.10
p. m. 12.35 a. tu., (night.: Rockland,8.16 a.m.,
1.25 p m.. and Mondays only at 4.80 a. m. I,ewi.ion. 7.20 a.m. 11.15 a. m., 4^6 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillip.,7.06 a. m. Fanaiaxioa. 8.30
a. m.; Jlaranaceek, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p. m.;
m.
Wimbrep. 10.18 a.
3.37
p.
m.,
being due Tn Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and eonnectinj roads at 12.35 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from v» aterrille, August. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p.m. The Night Pnll-

•

SUMMER

SWAN & BARRETT.
JyVMlw.

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

lll.lMj A.er Jane., Fitchburg,
NnxbuH, l .nrll, Windham, and Ep-

On aud afler Monday, June 18, 1888,

Klchnrdson
partner In

morning.

iThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays iuciuded but not through to Skowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Bncksport and Dexter or

From IxOng Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rata of

Philadelphia,

ParnissioB.
Monmouth.
Wintkrop.
und Tlaranncook, 8.15 a. m. 1.15 p. m. Oak-

1.16 p m.
5.10
m.
1 The
train is the Mi. John
p.
F st Cxpre**. with Reclining Chair Car
attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Wsterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.30
following

—

Direct Steamship Line.

RAILKlM

MON DA V, June
IStli, I*a»>»en|[er Trains will run
as follow's
l.eaee
Pei lined for Oexlcr.
Hiingor
\

AND

—

i*n i IL a i>i:lpiiia

dtr

HUE CENTRAL

War

jn6

toucfiing

and Thursday^t 4.30 a. m.,
at Intermediate landings,and
connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River l^andingb for Port-

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

w.

OPARTNERSH1P.

KUmON
nab

Portland

passenger coaches and baggage c-rs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Hwantou anil Burlington via. fet. .Johns-

Post

dSa

F.

foll«w«:

new

park ad-

joiuing; harbor view from upper story. Apply t-• G.
W. Verrtll, 181 Middle Street.
Ju25d2w

use the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant In
Design. Faultless In Fit.
COB. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

jus

an

N. tlA A. HI.—For FabyanLittleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. K. It., hi.
.JoLnwbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg aud all points on O. & L,
C. It. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad anti branches.
!
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and

FOUR

LADIES,

to

llrsi

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins, Sofa

I'rwinat leave Portland

WM. H. .TERRIS.

Jjgdlw_

eod&wly

TUI|WC
In I lib

9.C0

and 6.60 p. m.
From
mixed. 9 40 a. m., 6.00 p. m
From Chic-ugo. iMoutrea
aud Qurb«r.
^
12 36 p. ro
From € hicugo nnd Montreal, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night trair and
Parlor Caro on day train between Portlanu and

DEPOT AT

in

in the

On mid nfier >ion«lny June iiiUli,
I Hs;*, uulil
further
notice PH*MCMgrr

LET

__a_■■

MWItIHNII KK^KBIKN,
For Knle by all Druggists,

Chi

a.

points

This is the only first-clasH two ieet gauge railroad
World; having Steel Kaila with improved
Fastenings; Locomotives with Spark Arrester;

—TO—

BUKUKGTOm. VT.t
OGDEKSBliKO, If. V.,

_

>

Tli usands of
in the fir-1 aud second stages.
Write for
testimonials cf '*« wonderful cures.
pamphlets and r .: nlar-—Sent Free.
A.
F. V.
ItalUiBKGltltN, M. T>
Lynn, Mass.
Proprietor

Ogdensburg ft ft.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

novl5dtf

(leorge H.
MR.admitted

Compound

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

A

CopiuTucrhliip Nolico.

Swedish

a. in.

Far lierhxa, Naecarappx. Canlwriaa.
mill.
Weelbreob
aid
Woodford.,
at 7.30 a. m..
1.05, «.l*O and (mixed
*41.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tsaln (rom Portland eosneeta at
Ave- J nnc. with B«,« Toant l Route tor
t tc West, and at Caleb Depot, tvorce^lt r, for
New Verb via Norwich l.inr. and all rail,
Clerk Wanted.
laxprlngfleld, also with N. V. 4k N. E. K.
YOUNG man who has studied Bookkeeping,
8 .(‘‘Steamer Maryland Itonte”) (or Philadei.
some, wanted a* clerk at 632 CONGRESS'
Baltimore. lPwliotlea,
and tbs
nhia,
STREET.
)un2t>dtf
nentb and with Beaton 4k Albany H. R. (or

lUIIKIMOM.nAIME.

Bwediek
B-.tanio

1.16

p.

experienced male meat cook.
Apply ui Ottawa House, Cushing’*
Island, Fortlund, Me.
_Ju21)tf

Spring Water,

SWEDISH REMEDIES!

Yours respectfully,
REV. K. N. SEBLYE,
Agent Board of Charities, New Haven, < onn.
For Sale by H. H. HAY & SON, Portland Me.

12.46,

all

outward and
Eimpe. Cabin, 2d Cabin ami steeragelowest
rates.
prefhid ticket* from Portland at
inland
from
tickets
place# in EuSteerage prepaid
rope* to inland place* in the United State#. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Aemlia coal for sale by tn
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, nailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to .1 L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. box 979.
dly
jaulO

m*

An

as a

cure.

I

AftKIVALM.
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.36

lines, all nr»t claw

and from

fart passage steamers, to

land and Norik 4nson

BELOW

—FOB SALK BY—

New Haven, January 1,1883.

f <2 Wall Mtrcrt, New
•Volin W. IVikibM A C?o.,
Wholesale Agents.

I^OB

HESIllENCE
J& jsk LB.

MUNJOY

IMPORTED

Rheumatism

THE ATHLOPHOROS

Cumber-

SUBUBBAN

dly

MBNT, a guaranteed *pec>ficfcr Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions Fits Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the ur-c of alcohol
cr tobacco,
Wakefulness, Mental l)<*pres*ion, Koftof the Brain resulting in inanity and leading
eninij
lo misery, decay and death. Premature Old
Age,
Tmpotcncv, V\ea!,n~-s in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoeac »u«.ed by ovcr-txertK n
cf the brai •, telf abuse or over indn’gencc. Each
box contains one mot th'* treatment. $1. a boat r
6 boxes fuf §V* 0;
by mail prepaid ou receipt cd
nr.ee
Weguarant eftboxcstocri’-eanycate. With
each order received f Obexes acc*nrp..nnri with $r».
we will send the
purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the men y if th» treatment does not effect
a cur'-. J. C. \V KsT & Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarantees through 11. II. HA
& OO.,Druggists,only
agents, Portland,Me.Juncrian Middle and Free 8t*

i
Ma*s.
Sold by all Drugging; prtee gl, six bot les for (5
eoll
M WF&wlw

prepared

of the best farms in the

ONE

To Let.
County of

or

land. situated in Cape Elisabeth, known as the
“Brooks It *rui” will be sold at a great bargain, s.
L. CAKLfcToN, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portami. Me.
raartfdtf

quire).

□

arsd assimilative
vital

permanent

STAND.

One of the bestjlocations In the city. It is in the centre of a district that has been rrcoguixed as physician’s head
for a century or more. The bouse is
urnlshed with all the modern improvements, large
new brick furnace, cemented cellar, Lot and cold
water in every chamber, bath room, two water closets gas, &o. No repairs will lie needed for many
years. Has been occupied by the same physician
for nearly 16
years. Terms easy. For further par
tlcular* enquire at 14 Drown street, or N. S.
ma5dif
GARDINER, U3 Kxehan o street.

ience

NEW YORK

t,
Jl3

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

HPM'I l it

FOR SALE.

Farm For Sato

in., 12 66 and 0.3. p.

AND MONTREAL.

Voting Man Wauled.
learn the Dry Good* Business, mult
fflO
A 18 to 2"
old. One with a

stimulate# and

a

__dtf

_

a.

Through Titkem lo all Points Month mid
Wo-i.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Beal* aasd
«**♦•»**• .<*!*«*•• llegbl TirknOlSf*
only.
.Jone 17. 1883
PAYSON TUCKEU,
I). W. SANBORN,
Oeneral Mauuger.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent.
juiilt Utf

store,

clean stock, good locallon In the cIIt of
Portland, good trade and Increasing baslness. IteaNous for selling will he satis*
faclorlly explained to purchaser. Addre*s “A. B.” Box 1035 Portlaud, Me.

TO

The well-known writer on the Boston Herald, B. W
Ball, of Rochester, N. II, writes, June 7, 1882:
♦‘Having suffered severely for some years with
Eczema, and having failed to find relief from other
rerne lies, I have made use, during
the past three
months, of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, which has
effected a complete cure. I consider it a magnificent
remedy for all blood diseases.”

land 2.00

Portland k

FOR SALE.
A Hret class retail Boot and Shoe

H anted.
buy good
xtory single house with al1
modern conveniences; pleasantly situated.
Upper part of city preferred, price not to exceed
six thousand dollar*. Address P. O. BOX, 86«.
j»‘Jl
dtf

CS^All perwitH int« re«ted are invited lo
call on 72m. O hrian: aUo upou the Rev. Z.
P. Wild# of 7$ Ea*i 54th Mtreet, New York
Oily, who will take plen»nre in te-tifyiug
to the wouderfal efficacy of Ayer’«Ma»»npatilla, not only in the rare of thi# l*dv,
bnt in hi>- own and manv other rase* within
hi# knowledge.

A.

»p7dtf_

SCHNAPPS.

57 Reade *t., New York.
Factories at
hrlsra, .Haw.
Ui&r2C.eod3ai
jn26tsep26

druggist formerly locathoroughly reliable citi-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY, July

a

MW., »orInquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
No. 80 Market Street.

3u*rt«rH

We believe t -'HI wear more thau double the
cf time. For neavy main belts >on will find

and

j.°pJ

am

at

1ST A' K

all sections
HOUSES
city, Woodford’s and Centre 1 Peering,
of
suburban
desirable

It superior to anything made. It Is also superior for
(CunleHs Belts, as we stitch the splioe in such a

Hale’ Sheppard, fm

lat 33 N ion 43 W.
barque Minnie M
Watts, from New York for Portland
3<*20 Ion 09 61 brig Julia E Has
kfcli, Pains, from Boston foa Galveston.

night— which

run

Carleton

Lloyd,

dam, Amsterdam and Italian

a. m.

W. J. SPICKK. Superintendent.

Through Pullciuifi Sleeping Curs
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port

help

comer

and Por Jaad 8.46

m.

nice

and Uraekett
HOUSE
merly ocoupted by Joshua lobbs.

Pullman Parlor Cnr§
Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m.. 12.30 and 7.00

On

jun5_______dtf

PHYSICIAN’S

For Sale.

call the

length

^

May 28,

and I

when

Dr. J. C.

■••Id 2eth. brig Emma.
Richardson, Kew York.
In port June 28th, barque
Mignon, Paterson for
North of Hatteras; brig Ada L
White, Oakes for
do; ecb Coo Moulton, Landerkln.do.
Ar at K rth
Sydney, CB, 2d inst, scb Geo V ,Jordam, PortlandArat St MepheicNB. idst, sch E &
G W Hinds,

REAL

ordinary

the

AT

at.

to.

'I’ralns l.cave Boston
At 7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. ut. and 12.66 p. in.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p*
Duty
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. in.

Gorham Village, a story and a half heuse
with large lot set to fruit trees, five minutes
walk from Normal and other schools, churshea aud
depot A nice place for a lady who has children to
educate. Price low. Teimseasy. Apply to
G. I). WEEKS, Box 105, Gorham, Me

BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS,
City Marshal.

jo2Gd3w

attention of all Mill ownparticularly
ers to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
can
while
the
first cost is only about ten
they
buy,
per cent more than bolting made in the ordinary
We

ttPOKBN
In this

made in

Marshal’s Officic, l
25, 1883.
(

licensed and numbered, according to law.
Owuora of said Trucks, etc., will present their
teams for license at ray office lrom the Dili to 14ih
of July, inclusive, from 3 to 12 a. in
and from 2
to 8 p. m. The law providing for license and mini
tiering must bo strictly compiled with.

way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot eeparat©
as many belts made in the old way will, after bein

3 Libby, Pratt, for New

Addle

Portland,

sale of

tallow*:

For Auburn and Lewiston,7.10 t. m..
»ad 6.20 p. m.
Far teorhnm, 3.30 (mixed land 6.20 p.m.
For €*orhain, .Montreal, flurbrc aud
caan ».»*
j,. m.
F'or Loi huui, Montreal and
Chicago

York.

j"5___dtf

For bale.

stones, brick, sand, clay, gravel,dirt, rubbish, goods,
wares, furniture, merchandise, building materials,
or any other article or
thing whatsoever, shall be

with the

Belting

IN

Cart,
Sled, or other vehicle, which shall
be used in this city for the conveyance, from
place
to place within the city, of wood, coal, lumber,

usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, it is atitehed in seams oue inch sport
with cotton oord, which has a pulling strength ef
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. ‘I he outside cover is
then put on aeaual*’**, so that it cannot open, sm is
This

the moat desirable location at KERRY REACH
within two minutes walk of the Hay Vikw
Hou»k. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. Kor price anil pm Oculars, i quire of W. 8. BENNETT, Saco Me.

stone lor cellar now upon It; will
on lime aud advauoe *2600 to
build a good
house on the premises. Kor particulars call on

a.

Southern and Western points
At 6.30 p. ns. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10 00 p. in.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p.m. Express for Boston ami
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fait River Line for New

F«ll SALE.

sell

run a*

ticket* by the White

star,
Pfcswage
State, American, Ued star,
FOBCanard. Anchor,
Hamburg, American BotterNorth (lerman

CHANOEOF TIME.

Junction, Kittery, Portsmoutl, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.66 p m.f
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all

TWIN COTTAGE

Trucks, Wagons an<l Diays.
Wagon, Dray, Cart, Sleigh, Hand
Hand
EVKUY Truck,

GIANT BELTING.

June 27, scb Lucy A Davis, Da-

Cardeoa*82"8 23d’ brl*

City

Belting.

Simp-

Boeton.

Sld ftn Caibaricn Jnne
27tb, barque Daisy
Cole. Delaware Breakwater.
8td fm Havana Jnne 29, brig (Iilea
Loring,
son. Delaware Breakwater via
CaibarieD.

all_who

use

jul0d3w*

For *nle.
of the best
ONEstable and houselnts In Portland, haa a

A

Btddeford. Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth Newburyimsi. amain, Lynn ana
Bouton, Arriving at 0,80a. m.
At 8.4ft a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Hiddctbrd, Kennebunk Welle, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
port. Salem
Gloucester, Uockjiort,
Newbury
Lynn, Chelseu and Heston, arriving ut 1.16 p. m.
At I2.&5 p. in. (Express,) for Saco. Blddeford,
Berwick.
| No.
Kennebunk,
Conway

For Sale.

Jan22dtf_L. TAYLOR, 385 CoiiKremi

June

Beed,

®

Ar at West Hartlepool June
21. ship Geo F Maneon, CousinSan Francisco.
Ar at Guantanamo Jnne
26, ecb Mabel F Staples
1
Ilickaon, St John. KB.
At Demarara Jnue 12,barque Dida E
Clark.Clark
or

to

than six

an

of

At

LARGE two story double house 82 feet wide
by 44 long, with ell, and some fruit and shade
trees, on High street, Kerry Village, I uo litre of J.
T. PARSONS, Cushing Point, Koiry Village.
__

Portland
Dally (Night Pullman) for 8aeo

Train* leave

FOR SALE.

hour through any part of the city.
is m ule of violation of said ordinance
on the Wesiern Promenade,
All persona arc warned that further violation of
said ordinances will be prosecuted.
BENJAMIN E ANDREWS,
Jo2M2w
City Marshal.

We have just patented a new article hi Rubber
Belting which Is sold under the name of

Hill, Georgetown, DC.

DEATHS

_JulySdiiw*

For Kale.
r; ATE NS ION Top Carriag at a bargain.
I
m. w Dutch,
10 Ma'ket Street.
jun28dtf

Complaint

Crrv

regulate# the action of the eiiv dige#
organs, renews and strengthens the
forces, and speedily cures Rheumatism
Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatic Gout, General Debit
ity, and all diseases arising from an impoverished or
corrupted condition of the bloud, and a weakened
vitality.
It is Incomparably the cheapest blood medicine,
on account of its concentrated
strength, and great
power over disease.
PREPARED BY

28, barque Willard Mudgett.

THEmiles

BBLTIN G.

Hancock.

iorkP°n 3°tb'

In Wjnthrop July 3. by Rev G. F. C&hb, .?. H.
Richardson of Fort Fairfie'a and Miss Lucinda W.
Ladd of Wintbrop.
In Waldoboro, June 21, Ira B. Wellman and
Miss Ada A. Kogley.
In Tbomaston. June 21, Levi Seavey, Jr., ant
Miss Kffie J. Simmons.
In Rockland, .June 24, Eben F. Hart and Miss
Emeline Thompson.

Old Orchard.
Very
situation, plenty shade trees and
water, by A. E. EATON, 388 Congress

the best of

General Oeean Steamer Ticket Office.

DIPAKTIBEH:

PLEASANT 8t..

St,, Portland Me.

Railway of Canada.

Train* will

NO.pleasant

Portland,

of

Fast Driving
ordinances prohibit! driving|fanter

RUBBER

delphia.)

28’blrqae f"aDLie
TIAKRIAGEM.

6

Grand Trunk

On and after iTIomlay, June ‘iStb, IMN.’I,

Cottage For Sule.

Marshal.

City Marshal’s Office, 1
June 25, 1883,
}

This Powder never varies. A marvel
strength and wbolesomeuess. More economical than
tka ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold in ©ompetitiou with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sohl only in eons.
Koval Baking Powdkk Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y.
raeliG
dlyr

ley, Providence.

GEORGETOWN DC— Cld 2d, schs Vineyard,
Kosebrook, and Elliott B Church, Conary, for Fall

City

Absolutely Pure.
o^l’P*

York.
Ar 29th sch Nellie A Drury, Wilson, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 2d, aeh John H Kraus
*
Atkins, Bath.
PENSACOLA—Cld 29th, sch M K Hawley, Raw-

,,
Cargill

“What!” said Mr. Sucker, “yon haven’t noticed what a dampish, etnpid girl she is? It’s
positively frightful. I never called on her that
she didn’t go to sleep within half an hour.”—
Boston Post.

Carriages.
hWNKRS of Hackney Carriages will present
9
their carriages for inspection and license, and
drivers of said carriages wl)i procure their
licenses,
as Movlded by law, at
my office, on the Oib and 7lb
of July, from 3 to 12 a m., anu 2 to 8
p. in. The
law regarding numbering o' Carriages aud Hals of
Drivers must bo strictly complied with.
BENJAMIN E. ANDREWS,
4

City

Eastern Railroad.-

A

*

Jo25d2w___

Lease.

A

Portland,

June 25, 1883.
J
Owners and Drivers of Hackney

PORTA.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th, ship «)as Nesmith*
G»ims»
Sparks,
y.
Sid 27th. ship Gatherer. Lowell. Liverpool.
SKATLK—Ar 23d, ship Undanuted, Hamilton
Yokohama.
GALVESTON—Ar 28th, sch Rosa Mueller, Mo
Learn, Baltimore.
Cld 28th, sch Anna W Barker, Snowmon, for New

FERNAND1NA—Cld 30tb, brig Amgelia, Evans,
York, seh Mark Peudletou, Warren, Porth
Amboy.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 28th, sch Nelson Bartlett,
Watts, Key West.
CM 28th. sch Horace R Sturgis, Spewr.New York.
« Id
30tb, barque Tbos Flttoher, Buenos Avres.
seh A L Henderson. Benders *n. Providence.
SAVANNAH —Ar 4th. sch Kate Wentworth,
Baophy New York Cassia dames.m. Kennebec.
LB A RLKSTON, SC—Ar 4th, sch Carrie S
Bailey,
from Richmond.
sid 4th. sen HTsd W Chase, for Baltimore.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 2d, sch C W Lewis
Mupper Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 3d, sobs A ,1 York, Wallace,
Kennebec. Danl G’fford, Smith, do.
Sid 3d. sch Race Horse. Bi-b p Bangor.
1'ORTKKSS MONROK— Ar 30th. brig Caroline
Oray Plltabiirv, fort Syam, (aud ,ld 2d far fhll»-

of

City Marlh al’s Offiok, i

IMMIEMTIt

F!<i*flla7 Blake'Cam-

"Oh that this too, too solid flesh would melt
thaw, resolve itself into a dew,” is the heartfelt expression of many a poor nervous suffer.
All snob can get comfort, consolation and :
restoration by reading that creat workqpsWrrT
yon* le.-.T'llv entitled “Tti^sc ibrrJIW^L'fe; or,

City

or

NICE convenient brick house, No. 128 Daniorth street near Slate, very desirable location and neighborhood, possession given Oot. 1st.
Apply to W. II. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
eodSw*
Jly2

FINHERnEN.
A at Gloucester 2d sct«s Maggie Power, (of Portland.) Nickerson, (master dl. posed ot cargo and has
disappeared.)
Ar at do Both, sch Ellen W Sawyer, Sawyer, shore
*
macke-'eHng.
A r at Booth bay 2d. schs Ambrose Knight, with
2G0 bbls mackerel; Golden Hind, Heed, Portland,
Bartie Pierce, Ulo cester;
3d, Abbio M Deertng,
Seavey. Portland for B*y St Lawrenoe.
Ar at Port Mulg ave NS, 2d Inst, sch Alice, from
Portland for bay, seining.

«r?A.L, I^!SltK~Ar

of the
▼oters of the present day would only adhere to
the same principle the majorities would not be
never

If

and

For Kale

City of Portland,

Yokohama prev to 3d Inst, ship St David

Frost, New

~

further notice.
or stormy weather.

CHAS. V. M'ARHOW.
Treasurer and Manager.

ju-3dtf

TIME

Steamers f

TABLE

FARE $1.00.
1 h» elegant now sleamer
summer UuHN BROOKS

IHKMONT and favorite
will alternately leave
FHaNKI.IN WIIAKF Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m.
Rn,i
J'I>1A WHARF, Doaton, at 7 o’eloek p. m.

(Sundays excepted).
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Landing.
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Hon.

W. W.

Thomas, Jr.
Two hundred and fifty years ago, an Indian
upon his prey through the
woods, which then covered Munjoy hill, suddenly stopped, stood erect, and peered long
and anxiously through the leafy thicket to
seaward; while his forgotten quarry slunk
away and vanished in the depths of the forest.
What thus arrested the red man in his hunt?
On what was he gazing with such fixed,
anxious, almost painful intensity ?
Away on the open sea, outside Portland
Head and Portland island, appears a little red
speck, now lifted clearly on the crest of a
wave, now lost in the trough of the sea.
It is a balmy day of spring—the day after a
storm—when all nature is subdued and gentle,
like a repentant child. The sun has already
passed the zenith, and is lapsing through a
clear sky towards the western hills.
The red speck
Still the wild hunter gazes.
approaches. It glides on, out of the turbulent
ocean into the quieter waters under the lee of
Portland Head.
It is no canoe!
That were
an every diy
object, and would not have been
worthy the red man’s attention. It is a boat,
made with the tools and fastened with the
iron spikes of the white man; and the red
speck is the flaxen sail of the north of Europe,
tanned red in the vats of old England.
Now the southwest breeze strikes in puffs
aeross the channel, from the Cape shore.
The
breeze comes hot and fragrant from out the
spicy spruce woods, that crown the coast.
The red sail fills.
The boat careens to the
beam wind, and ripples on with increasing
speed through the smooth water. Straight is
hir course for the harbor. Maiden cove,
Simonton’s cove, Spring Point ledge, are

hunter, stealing

passed.

The Indian now sees the craft is of goodly
size. It is piled high above the gunwale with
tools and furniture, among which the horns of
impatient goats are ever and anon tossed into
view above the mass of luggage. As the boat
hauls to, around Spring Point ledge, its crew
In the stern stands a
are plainly revealed.
tall, stalwart, firmly-knit man in the prime of
life. His long, blonde beard is blown about
by the wind, his right hand grasps the tiller,
and his keen blue eyes penetrate every nook
and cranny of the windward shore. A stout,
thick-set, powerful man, of swarthy complection, sits on a thwart amidships, and looks in
the same direction as his chief. A woman by
A couple of
his side shares his solicitude.
coarse-looking fellows lie at ease on a truss of
hay near the mast. To the left of the helmsman is a clear-eyed, lofty-browed woman, who
follows ever the eyes of him who is surely her
husband, and earnestly looks towards the
land, while a maiden, fair as the dawn, lies at
her mother’s feet, and throwing back the
great mass of blonde hair with both hands,
rests her head on her mother’s knee, and gazes
up into her father’s face with a sweet smile of
contentment and trust.
On comes the lugger. As she nears Staniford’s ledge, the broad expanse of Fore river
opens out to view. The captain of the little
company points, and points again up the harbor. He gesticulates earnestly. An animated
conversation is evidently going on. Even the two
listless fellows on the hay rise and look up
river. The Indiun, crouching in the evergreen
glades of Munjoy, can easily imagine the captain says to his comrades :
“This broad sheet of water is the Casco
river. It marks the uttermost limit of our
enemies. Beyond, landward, we may settle
where we please, and live in peace and happiness with the wild Indian and the wild beast.
It is from the inhumanity of civilized white
man alone we flee.”
The two
The captain gives an order.
in the
from
their
nest
fellows
spring
rough
The caphay, and trim close aft the sheet.
tain puts down the helm, and heads the craft
up the harbor close hauled on the southwest
wind. Great flocks of waterfowl continually
the on-gliding
front of
rise, just in
boat, fly up the harbor, wheel around, and
alight again in the very spot whence they
started, as soon as the boat has passed. Their
innumerable pinions, flapping over the smooth
water, sound like a hundred skaters gliding
over the first thin ice of winter.
tne

louy liage oi our cuy—me nignesi
the bay—clad and plumed with virgin
woods, rises from out the sea, a giant forest
dome—two miles in length. Down by the
tide the sombre spruce and pine hang dark and
gloomy over the bay. Up on the crest, the
great rock maples throw their leafy banners
athwart the blue and gold of the dying day.
The breeze drops with the sun. The flood
tide, which had borne our sloop bravely in
from the sea, has turned to ebb. The red sail
flaps with a dying wind ; the boat drifts to
leeward, and, with the last puff of uir, steals
into a little cove, lying beneath the durk
shadows of Munjoy hill. It is sunset. A
full tide fills the cove. Tall trees, leaning over
the margin mirror themselves in the water.
The hush of evening pervades all nature,
broken only by the tinkle of a brook, leaping
down the hillside into the creek.
Then comes a sudden splash. A moose,
that had come down to drink from the clear
stream at eventide, starts at the unwonted
apparition of civilization now drifting into the
cove.
The moose starts, but stops and gazes.
The captain drops the tiller. He raises a
musket. A sharp report rings out through
the evening air. A puff of smoke rises, like
A myriad wild fowl
a plume, from the boat.
rise screaming from the rocks and water,
The moose falls headlong, dead, into the stream.
And the Indian, who has stood like a statue,
and noted every mevement, since the red
speck appeared on the horizon, doubting, perplexed, saddened, but not yet hostile, vanishes in the forest, and through its darkening
aisles seeks his wigwam, his dusky wife and
little ones.
land

on

So, 1 believe, George Cleeves landed at
Portland in 1633. So was the peace of nature
which from the beginning of time had rested
over this peninsula, broken.
So was “great
Pan dead.” So came our first settler. So
was founded our “beautiful
city by the sea.”
Our voyagers landed on the western shore
of the creek. No better place for settlement
could be found. A low, rolling plat of land
extended west to Clay cove. At the head of
the creek a brook leapt down the hillside, with
an abundant
supply of pure spring water,
which is utilized even to this day. The cove
made a snug little harbor for their craft, close
to excellent
fishing and shooting grounds and
scarcely more than two miles from the open
Round the head of the creek and the
Sea.
adjacent Clay cove was a goodly supply of
salt grass for the cattle; while to the north
rose the wooded
heights of Munjoy hill, a
barrier against the blasts of Boreas.
Here landed George Cleeves, his wife, Joan,
and their only child, Elizabeth, Richard
Tucker and his wife Margaret, (and probably
two or three men servants,) with their domestic animals, tools and utensils; and hpre they
began that great work which has gone on
through quarter of a thousand years,—which
is still going on to-day—the work of
converting
an unbroken wilderness into one of the most
beautiful, and most prosperous cities on this
continent'.
The first summer of our history saw busy
work on this neck of land. From morn till
eve the blows of the axe echoed over the harbor, interrupted now and then by the crash of
falling trees. Here by the side of the camp
fire, the women cooked the hearty fare of venison from the woods, ducks from the
bay, or
fish from the sea; while the men felled the
trees, cut the logs into lengths, notched them,
and rolled them up, one en the other into a
log house, which should withstand the cold
and storm of winter.
Then a little clearing was made in the
woods and corn planted. Strong hearts, willing
hands, and hard work began to make a little
green dell by the water’s edge in this wilderness.
In three years our pioneers had felled
the forest, cleared the land, and extended their
corn field west to
Clay cove. They began to
see around them
the prosperous beginnings
of great things.
But all this they had seen once before, over
on the ocean side of
Cape Elizabeth near the
mouth of Spurwink river. For we must not
forget, that three years before Cleeves and
Tucker landed on our neck, as early as 1630,
they built a house and cleared the land at
Spurwink. They had settled there in good
faith and under an equitably good title. But
one John Winter,
taking advantage of certain
informalities in the title of our pioneers, “by
virtue of a succeeding patent surrepticiously
obtained,” drove them from their home. So
Cleeves and Tucker had sailed to Machigonne,
and had seized upon their plantation here, under the proclamation of King James, which
gave to everv man 150 acres of land

he

nrovided

the same. How strikingly like
our famous United States homestead
law is
this old royal proclamation!
But as our first settlers toiled on in their
little clearing, their bitter experience at Spurwink was ever before them. They could not
rest content without a full, specific, legal title
to the soil
whereon they had built their
home. The matter was too important to be
entrusted to any messenger, so in 1636, three
years after the landing, Cleeves sailed over to

occupied

England.

Our townsman at once obtained the favor of
the English landed proprietors. They saw in
Cleeves a man of force, of ready wit, full of
resources,

abounding

in

practical knowledge,

and above all a man fitted by nature to command. Cleeves’s success in England must
have exceeded his
Sir
fondest hopes.
Eerdinando Gorges granted to him and Tucker
by deed not only their little clearing at the
point, but the entire site of our city, a large
portion of the town of Deering, and all ot
Hogg island in the bay. The deed bore date
January 27, 1637. And this was not all.
Gorges empowered Cleeves to settle and let
all of Gorges’s domain lying between Cape
Elizabeth and the Sagadahoc river at his own
good pleasure and to whomsoever he saw fit.
And furthermore Gorges gave Cleeves a [commission directed to Cleeves, Governor Winthrop and three or four other gentlemen, to
Province
New
of
govern
Gorges’s
Somersetshire.
And Gorges was not the only English
landed proprietor who was impressed by the
manly bearing and practical knowledge of our
towsman. Cleeves was also given "a protection under the privy signet for searching out
the great lake of Iracoyse, and tor the sole
trade of beaver, and the planting of Long
Island, by articles of agreement between the
Earl of Stering, Viscount Canada, and him.”
With these princely deeds and commissions,
Cleeves hastened back to America, arriving
here in May, 1637.
What joy must have
filled the hearts of the little band in the log
house by the creek, on the point, as Cleeves,
on the first night of his return,
standing erect
in their midst, by the light of a torch of pitch
pine held aloft by his fair daughter Elizabeth,
read aloud to his little audience the deed from
the brave old English knight which gave them
the sure title to their little home by the sea.
Not only that; but extended their possessions
over the entire neck, and
adjacent main, and
iucluded the fertile island where they pastured
their cattle. And how their pride must have
swelled as Cleeves went on to read his magnificent commissions of power, control and
government.
Then sitting down Cleeves told them all
the news from their relatives and friends at
the old home over the ocean interspersed with
bits of English politics and his own adventures.
What numberless questions ho must
have answered! We may depend upon it,
there was “no sleep till morn” in that cottage
by the sea.
xmi mere was one m mat nine
company,
who found something more interesting than
deeds or commissions, lands or possessions.
He was young Michael Mitton,
This young
gentlemen had met Cleeves during his late trip
to England; had been captivated
by Cleeves’s
stories of sporting and adventure in the new
world, and had followed him across the Atlantic to his little home at Machigonne.
As
Cleeves read, Mitton’s eyes were not on him,
but on his lair daughter, who held the torch
full high aloft, and stood ’neath its ruddy
glare as beautiful as Hero, priestess of Venus,
as she stood on the
stormy shore, holding high
the torch to light Leander on his watery way.
With an absolute title to the soil, we may
well believe our colonists pushed on their improvements with renewed vigor; their clearings were extended back from the sea, their
cornfield was enlarged, new log barns and
storehouses were rolled up, und their trade in
beaver skins with the Indians increased.

In all this busy work, we may be sure
Michael Mitton took little part. He soon built
him a light skiff, and from morn till eve suiled
the bay in quest of game. He had always
with him his trusty match-lock, brought over
from England, and dealt death far and wide
among the feathered denizens of the bay.
But Mitton did not always use his skiff for
shooting. On some bright summer nights,
when the moon looked down upon the sea, we
may well imagine he paddled up the harbor
with the flood tide, having on board the first
white maiden of our city—the first maiden in
his thoughts. The tide came and went, as it
does to-day, but the shores were fringed with
the forest primeval, and, as drifting on the
moon-lit flood, their vows were flighted, there
was none to molest nor
make them afraid.
Ah! there were yachting parties, and rowing
parties, and the old, old story told again between these twain in this bay of ours, two
centuries and a half ago.
A little later came the first marriage in
Machigonne—Michael Mitton to Elizabeth
Cleeves. (No cards.)
George Cleeves had not procured his deed

from Gorges a moment too soon. Immediately after Cleeves returned from England, John
Winter, from his trading station at Richmond’s island, began to cast hifc covetous eyes,
upon the thriving little hamlet at Machigonne.
He had driven Cleeves and Tucker away from
their house and clearing at Spurwink, why
could he not drive them away from their imon Casco bay?
He had found the
ouse Cleeves
and Tucker erected on the
Spurwink very convenient, since he had already written his patron in England, that he
had not found it necessary to build any house
at Spurwink, for he used the one “Old Cleeves
built.” Perhaps the house “Old Cleeves” had
built on our neck would be
equally useful! It
is very probable too, that Cleeves and Tucker
interfered somewhat with Winter’s traffic with
the Indians and settlers for beaver skins. At
all events our townsmen were troublesome
neighbors for Winter. How could he get rid
of them, and at the same time,
get possession
of the fruit of their labors?
I he way was
easy to Winter’s fertile brain.
Both results could be achieved at one blow,
and the weapon was in his own hands. The
Trelawny grant, by means of which W'inter
had driven Cleeves and Tucker from their first
home, was of all the land lying between Spurwink river nnd “the bay and river of Casco.”
This latter was, of course our Casco or Fore
river, that makes our excellent harbor. So
the Trelawny grant comprised exactly the
present town of Cape Elizabeth from Spurwink river to our harbor. Machigonne or
Casco neck was as clearly outside and
beyond
this grant, as Portland is outside of Cape
Elizabeth.
But the crafty and courageous
John Winter assumed and declared that the
Casco river mentioned in the Treluwny grant
was not our Casco river at all, but wus the Presumpscot river, hence included Casco neck and
all of Cleeves’s possessions; that Cleeves was
a
trespasser here, as well as on the Spurwink;
that he had driven him from Spurwink and he
would drive him from Casco too, before he got
through with him.
Even as the old Roman’s constant
cry was
Carthago delenda est, so, we may well conceive, the constant burden of John Winter’s
discourse was, “Old Cleeves must go.”
Our
first settler was constantly molested with
threats of eviction, and no doubt his business
suffered thereby. At all events such a sword
of Damocles was not a pleasant
thing to have
suspended over his little home. In 1640. the
first general court ever convened in Maine, was
held at Saco. And to it our townsman repaired for redress for the wrongs and damage
he had suffered at the hands of John Winter.
Cleeves brought two actions against Winter.
Ihe first was an action of trespass for the
damage Winter had done Cleeves and Tucker
by evietting them from their plantation on
the Spurwink. In this case the jury brought
in the following verdict:
“The jury find for the plaint (Cleeves)
the house, and land inclosed containing four
acres or thereaboute
joyning with the said
house, and give him £80 for damage, and 12s,
6d for the costs of Courte.”
The second
action
was
brought by
Cleeves against
Winter
for
disturbing
Cleeves in his possession
of the neck
In
this
second
(our city.)
case,
Cleeves alleges that Winter, “being moved
with envy and for some other sinister cause,
hath now for these three years past and still
doth unjustly pretend an interest, and thereupon hath and still doth interrupt me to my
great hindrance, thereby seeking my ruin and
utter overthrow.” In "this action, as in the
other, Cleeves and Winter were not only parties, but attorneys and perhaps witnesses, and
the title to the land we now sit
upon was
hotly contested on the banks of the Saco,
nearly 250 years ago. But Winter lost this
action as well as the other; the jury found
for Cleeves “the title of Land according to his
Deede” from Gorges, and awarded him damages and costs. Judgment was given on this
verdict by the whole bench, and execution by
them awarded.
So we see that at the first general court
ever
held in Maine, the quarrel between
Cleeves and Winter was tried;—tried by their
neighbors, at the time the quarrel was hot,
when all the facts were known. Cleeves was
triumphant, while Winter was beaten in both
cases.
Cleeves's character and motives have
both been assailed and aspersed, but the
record of these two cases, tried at that early
time, by his peers, is a better vindication of
Cleeves than an hundred pages of eulogy by
the orator of to-day.
With a light heart Cleeves hoisted sail, and,
his retainers on board, steered east for “Casco
bay and river,” giving Richmond’s Island, no
doubt, a wide berth on the way.
Cleeves’s successes on
both sides the
Atlantic excited the envy and jealousy of
many another settler along our coast besides
John Winter. A persistent attempt was made
to misrepresent, abuse and traduce Cleeves
and to injure him with Sir Ferdinando Gorges.
Richard Vines and others wrote letters to
Gorges, slandering and maligning Cleeves, and
at last succeeded in
turning the old knight’s
heart from our townsman.
Gorges became
Cleeves’s,enemy. Cleeves perceived and felt
this, but he quietly kept at work on his clearing, and quietly bided his time.
This time soon came.
In 1G42, two years
after the law suits on the Saco, civil war broke
out in England.
Gorges took sides with the
King. Cleeves now sees his opportunity. lie
buffets the billows of the Atlantic in midwinter, and sails over to England.
Here
Cleeves espoused the cause of Parliament—
the cause of the people—the cause of human
rights.
Surely no American can blame
Cleeves for this!
Ihe founder of our
municipality was well
received by the Parliamentary leaders, whom
he impressed, as he did all with whom he mine
in contact, with liis enterprise, boldness and
skill. An intimate and cordial friendship
sprang up between Cleeves and Col. Alexander Rigby, member of Parliament from Lancashire. Cleeves soon induced Rigby to embark in a grand enterprise for their mutual
advantage. There was in existence an old and
neglected grant from the council of Plymouth,
of a tract of land extending from Cape Porpoise to our Casco neck, including both, mid
running back 40 miles into the interior,
together with powers of government over this
territory. This grant was called the “Plough
Patent,” and was five years older than the
grunt to Gorges of the province of Maiue.
Cleeves induced Rigby to purchase the Plough
patent, and enter the lists with Gorges, in a
tight tor supremacy on the soil of our State.
This purchase was effected April 7th, 1043.
Col. Rigby at once proclaimed himself president of this new province, which was called
Lygonia, and commissioned Cleeves as deputy
president, giving our townsman full powers of
government.
So our first settler scored another
victory.
With the title to his own
possessions confirmed, and with a commission us president
over the persons and
property of his enemies,
he sailed back to America. Cleeves landed in
Boston, procured a favorable letter from Governor
Winthrop, and dropped anchor in his
little cove at the neck tnb latter
part of the
same year 1(143.
Cleeves was now ruler from
Cape Porpoise to his own possessions. Rut
the government was as yet ull on
paper. It
was a
paper title, a paper commission, and
nothing more. No authority existed outside
Cleeves s own person, and the
pen strokes on
the pieces of parchment he carried in his
pocket. 1 he whole province of Lygonia was
under the government of
Gorges; a government established, and in
good running order ;
with its deputy
governor, Vines, on the spot,
with its councillors and
marshals, its courts
and juries, all active and efficient.
Surely it took a brave, resolute man to fight
and overturn this established order of
things,
throughout a province the size of the State
of Rhode Island. Rut the
bold Cleeves at once,
raised his standard
here, on Casco neck

Erovements

Here he proclaimed his commission. Here ho
himself president. Here he announced his government. Here he called
a court; and here ho
appointed commissioners a coronoll
general, provost marshal and
others.
But V inos, Gorges’s
deputy, was alive and
alert and vigorously applied himself to crush
this rebellion in Gorges’s domain at the outset.
Vines
called an
opposing court
at Saco, and the
majority of the inhabitants
still held to Vines. The boldness of Cleeves
had its effect however, and a little
company
gathered around his standard, here on the
neck, with all the devotedness with which the
Scottish clansmen clustered around the evergreen pine of Roderick Dhu. Cleeves’s partians soon numbered some GO
or
more
freeholders.
They all joined m a letter to
Massachusetts, written by Cleeves, asking
assistance, and offering themselves as parties
to the Confederacy of the United Colonies.
Governor AVinthrop did not accept this offer,
but replied “that they had an order not to receive any but such as were in n church way.”
A strictly Puritanical reply.
Cleeves called a court the last of March,
1646, at his house here on the neck. Hither
cume Henry Jocelyn with Gorges's
partisans,
armed with guns and swords.
Cleeves and
his party were entirely unarmed.
The Rev.
Thomas Jenner, the chaplin of the Jocelynites,
first preached a sermon.
Then Jocelyn and
his company held a meeting by themselves, at
the end of which they presented Cleeves with
a demand in
writing to see the proofs of his
authority. Cleeves thereupon publicly read
his patent and commissions and submitted
them to inspection.
“Furthermore,” Mr.
Jenner writes, “Mr. Cleeves demanded a sight
of their originals of government; none being
produced, he disclaimed obedience, and told
them there was no equality between his something and their nothing," which adroit point of
our townsman seems to be
well taken, and
does not apppear to have been answered by
the Saco chieftain.
Cleeves is maligned by his enemies as a
quarrelsome, underhanded man, but in this
picture drawn on the spot, by the clergyman
of his enemies, Cleeves stands forth a fair,
open, square-dealing man of peace; with
moral and physical courage unarmed to meet
his enemies in arms.
The contest was referred to the courts at
Boston in June, 1646; but the Massachusetts
tribunals dodged the question, and gave an
answer as inconclusive und double
as
those
given by the Pythian priestesses of Apollo.
The underlying fact was that Cleeves represented Cromwell and the Parliament of England; Jocelyn the king; and the canny Puritans of Massachusetts Bay would not decide
for either until they knew which side was
going to win.
i tie contest as to the jurisdiction over our
city and province was decided by the sword.
But the sword was drawn, and the blood
spilled, not among us, but among our brothers
in Old England.
Gorges had already been taken prisoner at
the siege of Bristol.
The Republican party was now victorious.
The decision of courts followed the march of
armies; aud the English Commissioners for
Foreign Plantations issued a decree sustaining
Rigby’s patent, and gave him complete jurisdiction over the Province of Lygonia. This
decision was rendered in 1046.
Cleoves was now triumphant over all his

proclaimed

enemies.
This whole

ing.
years

quarrel had not been of his seekIt had been forced upon him thirteen

before,

when John

Winter,

with

title, drove him from his little home

a

paper

on

the

banks of the Spurwink.
It had been intensified when Winter followed him up, and sought to evict him a second
time from his home on our neck, where he had
taken refuge.
I think George Cleeves’ worst detractors
must admit he fought this fight with indomitable courage aud unconquerable perseverance.
Neither the numbers of his enemies, their
arms, their opeu threats of violence, their poisoned slanders, uor the breadth nor billows of
ocean swerved him from his purpose or cooled
his ardor.
For thirteen years he fought this battle, not
only with force and courage, but with prudence and skill.
A politician, aye, a diplomat, as well as a
fighter, was our first settler.
And now we congratulate on his complete

And so Mowatt bombarded and destroyed
rough hewn, it is true, but they are like the
rough hewn features of tbe statue of Night by our town. The fires lit by the shot and shell
the great Angelo, a roughness that gives of the British ships soon went
out, and left
onr fair town a smouldering
energy and power.
heap of ashes; but
Fellow Citizens: We all approve of the en- the light of this brave act of our fathers illumdeavor to perpetuate among us, in marble or in ines the page of history, and will shine
on,
bronze, the name and form of America’s great- down the annals of time, as long as liberty
est poet—our own Longfellow.
We are deter honor, and patriotism have a place in the
mined, too, that not at some future time— heart of man.
which is no time—but now, in the living presSo Falmouth was offered a sacrifice on the
ent, there shall proudly arise, perchance on altar of onr country's liberties, and the words
the western heights of our fair city, a colossal "Stranrjvlatus pro
Hcpubtica,” might have
statue of Liberty, Goddess of our country,— been inscribed upon the ashes of ruined Falthat
shall
who, standiugon
breezy height,
gaze mouth, .as truthfully as this same sad legend
forever on the everlasting hills, and hold for- was written upon the death-bed of onr martyr

ever aloft a wreath of laurel to crown the brows
of our brave sous, who laid down their lives
for their country and the froedom of man.
But, my friends, L am sure it is most fitting that
to-day, upon our 250th birthday. Portland has
erected her first monument to the founder of
our good city—to him, who felled the first tree,
built tbe first house, and maue the first settlement within our limits, and whose remains
now lie beneath the soil he first opened to the
sun.

Aye! right and

proper is it, that we have
first memorial stone to the first
President of our Province of Lygonia—to
him, who for more than thirty years fought for
Portland against all her foes, our grand, old,
belligerent, lion-hearted first settler—that
nature’s nobleman, George Cleeves.
And here justice requires I should speak
another name, and make honorable mention of
another Portlander. “Honor to whom honor
is due,’’ and surely Portland owes no small
meed of honor and gratitude to him whose
generosity has given us ibe Cleeves monument.
He is a Portland boy, born and bred- one
whom you all know and respect—our enterprising, successful, large-hearted and public
spirited fellow citizen, Payson Tucker.
Standing upon the vantage ground of 250
years, and looking back over the past, how
thick and fast do the scenes of our history pass
before our view. Through this now busy mart
once roamed the moose and prowled the bear.
Over this peninsula, where now we hold our
jubilee, has off resounded the war-whoop of
the savage; and here the tomahawk and the
scalping knife have done their bloody work.
Twice has the torch of the red man set on fire
our entire settlement;
and happy were the
scattered few of our ancestors who escaped
by the light of their blazing homes,
having
*
raised

our

lost all but life.
beheld
one
of
Deering’s Oaks once
most gallant battles with
the fiercest afld
the Indians ever fought on this continent.
For years the ruins of Fort Loyal 1 looked
sadly down upon the corpses of her garrison,
lying bleaching in 'hesun,—the only iuhabittantsof “deserted Casco.”
No grander savage pageant, I think, was
ever seen than when the warriors of four Indian tribes, gaily decorated with barbaric paint
and feathers, paddled up Casco Bay, beached
their canoes on our shores, and in a spacious
tent crowning Munjoy Hill, with great pomp
and circumstance, exchanged with Gov. Hummer the ratifications of peace.
How many years did the venerable Parson
Smith walk these streets, bearing not only consolation, but healing to the sick and afflicted
Then “the quality” promenaded on fashionable Fore and King streets, eallant in kneebreeches, cocked hat and scarlet cloak.
Here came the English Surveyor General and
markedjour grand pine trees with the broad
For nearly half a century our forest
arrow.
giants were laid low, floated down to the tide,
and shipped to England to supply masts for the
royal navy. The piues of Portland have looked
down upon many an English naval victory—
perhaps upon the gieat Nelson at Trafalgar.
Along Fore river the fleet of Mowatt anchored and bombarded and burnt our town.
Amid the beauty of oar bay and woods
Longfellow dreamed the long dreams of youth,
and breathed in the inspiration of his immortal verse. Here was carried on the chief movement for a new State, an I when the State of
Maine was formed onr city natarally became
its first capital.
Here onr citizens sprang to arms with the
boom of the first gnn upon Sumter, and from
our pleasant
homes went forth 5000 of our
brave sons to fight for liberty and country.
Scarce had our rejoicings over their return
from victory well won died away, when the

President.

Bat the destruction of our beautiful town
was not in

vain.

It helped show the colonies

the true spirit of Great Britain, it confirmed
the wavering, it, convinced the weak. The
news of the
iuhuman bombardment of Fa;
mouth sounded over the land like the blast of
a trumpet.
It girded up the loins of our soldiers in the field; it strengthened the determination of our representatives in the Continental Congress, and helped nerve them to the
adoption of that immortal declaration of independence for which onr country fought and
suffered, and which was at last recognized by
all the nations of the globe.
* It Is the genius of the nineteenth
century
that hall seized the Sphinx by the throat, and
compelled her to disclose the riddle of nature.
And in this grand conquest of the forces of
nature by man, no nation has borne so illustrious
a
6ur
own
America.
part as
And this becanse the shackles of dependence
have been stricken from band and braiD, be-

thought and act on this continent are
forever free to work out the great problems of
life for the good of man.
It is now just 100 years since England recognized the independence of these United
States. In this century our country has grown
from thirteen to thirty-eight states, in population it has increased from three millions to
over fifty millions, from scattered settlements
along the Atlantic coast we have extended
our domain across the continent.
Our advance along the century in numbers, in weaitb,
in material resources, In intellectual activitv,
and in moral power excells that of any people
cause

_

the son ever shone upon.
Possessors and developers of the best land on
the planet, a land awakened to colossal production by our genuis, onr industry and our skill,
we to-day are not surpassed in
any element of
greatness by any nation known to history, and
are only equalled
by the empires of Britain
and of Rome.
While some among you, my countrymen,
who are within the sound of my voice will live
to see the day when an imperial republic
stretching from the Arctic seas to the Gulf, as
it now extends from ocean to ocean, will offer
to the world its best and brightest example of
national greatness, because its greatness will be
based upon the broadest and highest development of every individual in the nation.
But let ns ever remember that America
holds the great principles of liberty and equality, not for herself alone but as a sacred trust
for all mankind. All over this world the toiling masses look towards America as the stormtossed mariner looks towards the beacon light
of the desired haven.
in toe summer of louo—the summer after
the downfall of our great rebellion—a company
of Americans, sailing along the Arctic Ocean,
landed on the wild coast of Norway, where the
ice-clad f jelds overtop the sea, and where the
sun sinks not, bat shines fall and clear throughoat the night. A giant cliff towered from the
beach a half a mile in air. At iwtfese, clustered around a fire of drift wood, crouched a
group of Lapp savages^flad in the akins of the
reindeer. As we approached, the chief of the
party, an old man, decrepit and bent with
years, advanced to meet us, enquiring in the
Norwegian tongue, whence we came. When
we replied “From
America,” the old man
paused; then raising himself to his full height,
and stretching forth his hand, he asked with
eager, trembling voice, “Tell fme, sirs, does
freedom yet live in that far off land/''

Ah! Little did Americans think as we fought
for freedom and country, that the contest was
anxiously watched by even the savages of the
Frigid Zone. But so it was, and so it is, that
America, "the land of the free,” is now, as
then, the hope of the poor and downtrodden
this wide world over.
May we ever guard our liberties with eternal
vigilance, “that the government of the people,
by the people, and for the people, shall not
perish from the earth.'’

chance of an accidental spark wrought wider
and greater ruin to our fair city than savage
Indian or British fleet had ever done.
The motto of Portland is “Resurgamits
emblem the Phoenix.
Nothing more fitting
could be devised. Four times destroyed, she
has four times risen from her ashes, and always
GOV. ROBIE S ADDRESS
brighter, fairer and more prosperous than before. Indeed, something of the courage, persistence and indomitable perseverance of our foundAnent the First National Bank.
all
er, Cleeves, seems to have permeated
hiB successors on this spot and nerved them to
triumph.
surmouut all obstacles, even destruction itself.
Over the whole province of Lygonia he
The first capital of the new State of Maine, Fellow
Citizens of the State of Maine:
exercised undisputed sway.
the first city in population and wealth within
The
ancient
custom of laying the corner
No one longer challenged his authority. He its borders, it would be difficult to fiud anywas monarch of all
he surveyed “from the where a city more enterprising, more attrac- stone of public buildings with masonic services
center way round to the sea.”
tive, more generous or more philantbrcpic than continues to meet with favor thronghont the
civilized world; the usages of the venerated
He ruled over all his enemies on this conti- our beautiful city by the sea.
nent, except those who had tied the province;
It is said that a continent can sustain one and respected Order of Masons do not permit
the corner stone of buildings of the character
but let this be remembered—no record—no traeat city for every hundred miles of sea coast.
of the one to be erected upon the spot where
diiton, even—exists, that he ever used this
ur own continent seems to verify this
propopower to punish any man.
sition. Commencing on the north we may we now stand to be thus honored. This conBesides governing the province Cleeves count, at intervals of about 100 miles, the templated building, however, will be partially
granted deeds of land to settlers all over his cities of Halifax, St. John, Bangor, Portland, built by contributions from religious aud
domain, and under the titles thus given much Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, benevolent associations; but more largely by
the capital of business and mercantile men.
of the laud in our city is held today.
Washington, Norfolk, Wilmington, CharlesCleeves continued to rule over Lygonia hap- ton, Savannah, Mobile, New Orleans, Galves- It is to be, therefore, an edifice erected in the
interests of the great public, and of such a
pily and without opposition for more than four ton.
years.
Portland is fortunate in her distance from character as to merit its respect and honor.
The Board of Directors of the “First NaIn August, 1650, Col. Alexander Rigby died, Boston.
and as soon as the news of his death reached
We are far enough’away from our great rival tional Bank’of the City of Portland, representing one of the largest banking establishLygonia, opposition to his government revived. not to be absorbed by her.
ments in New England,
The opposition became serious.
contemplate building
Portland, however small, stands forth an inthe most costly, commodious and convenient
In 1652 Cleeves again visited England to dependent, self-reliant and
factor
in
self-poised
for
banking purposes that has ever
consult with Rigby’s son, to whom the Prov- the business and life of this continent.
building
been erected in our State; its appearanee in
ince had descended.
She has a more independent existence than
style of architecture, when completed, will be
Cleeves returned in 1653, and fought stubBrooklyn, with her half million of inhabitants. an ornament to this beautiful
bornly for his government, but it was a losing
.city, and its
Our city is not the suburb, nor dependent of
accommodations will materially increase
ample
light.
other.
its business capacity.
Massachusetts, taking advantage of our quar- any
Portland is surely destined to do her part—
It has been delegated to me, as one of the
rels among ourselves, now stretched her chartand a large part—in the exporting and import- Directors of the
Bank, and representing other
er, so as to cover the best part of our State.
business of this continent.
The western towns of Maine first submitted; ing
important interests, to perform certain cereIt would be interesting, could we know how monies
then Cape Porpoise and Saco.
appropriate for this occasion.
much our growth has been checked by the teiBut Cleeves with a few eastern towns still
I
now
have the honor to, aud do, in accordrible calamities through which we have passed.
fought on, till further resistance was useless,
But these are all past, and ^we enter now up- ance with venerated usages, deposit the usual
when on July 13th, 1058, Cleeves and all the
of distinguished mementoes of the
on the second quarter of a thousand
of variety
remaining inhabitants of Lygonia signed a our civic life, under conditions which years
aud past periods, uuder the base of
seem to present
submission to their too powerful rival, Massawhat is to be a beautiful and serviceable strucpromise us great commercial prosperity.
chusetts.
We are certainly “the citizens of no mean ture. This day would seem to be a fitting ono
So foil the Province of Lygouia, and so
for such au act, even if effected without elabcity,” and of our founder and our history we
Cleeves ceased to rule in the land.
orate and extended ritual services.
well be proud.
may
The history of this province forms an
This contemplated edifice, better than spoken
unique
It is now 250jyeais since onr first settler landchapter in our annals. It existed for fifteen ed on our shores.
words, represeuts the goal arrived at, by the
years: from l(>4o to 1(158, aud George Cleeves
In this year of grace 1883 Portland has reach- onward march of improvement during the
was fts first
and only ruler this side
the ed her
past two and one-half centuries. In a practical
quarter-millennial birth day.
ocean.
of a truth, every Portlander may mark aud significant manner, this building will be a
And,
The exact date of George Cleeves' death is
this year with a white stone; for, standing as representative monument of what has been
unkown.
He probably died about the year
accomplished in the interests lof commercial
we do to-day, on the turning point of the first
11*17 at a very advanced age, and his body was
of a thousand years of our existence, aud mercantile men. At the close of the next
quarter
committed to the kindly earth of the town ho we
two huudred and fifty years, it will boar the
may all look back with pride upon the past,
had founded, aud whose entire limits he once
and forward with hope aud confidence to the distinguishing features of the advance artistic
and useful work of the present period; and
possessed.
future.
Nearly all we know of George Cleeves comes
Wo celebrate the birth day of our city, upon may it thus stand as a centennial monument
down to ns through the letters aud writings of
the birth day of the nation. This is fitting for future observation aud comparison.
his bitter and persistent enemies.
The foundation stone of the building is to be
and proper.
His character was constantly assailed, h!s
lu the great eveuts, which led to our inde- laid; the superstructure completed, and its fumotives traduced, his actions maligued.
pendence, no towu in America took a nobler or ture use dedicated to the interests of the comThe Trelawny papers, now in press, are the
mercial, mercantile and agricultural people of
more courageous stand, aud no towu suffered
records and letters of George Cleeves’ most ac- more for its
our State and cit y.
On this glorious Fourth
love of liberty.
tive slanderers.
of .July let us all rejoice that
among so mauy
When
in
October
the
British commo1775,
Would we could find a package of Cleeves’
great blessings we have a sound aud uniform
dore,
anchored
his
fleet
of
live
Henry
Mowatt,
hidden
in
some
away
currency.
forgotten nook! war vessels in Wine
papers
along our harbor, and
The name of Mon. William Pitt
They would tell a different Btory.
Fessenden,
levelled
his
the
he
made
to
guns
upon
towu,
of
all
the malicious gossip of the
the late Secretary of the United States TreasYet, spite
the
Falmouth
this
He
proposition.
peoplO'Of
time, we see, through all the cloud of asperury, the distinguished Senator and Statesman,
offered, this British commodore,to postpone the should ever
sion, the outlines of a grand old character.
live in the hearts of his
people;
bombardment
of
the
town, until he could his wisdom and financial
Hough ho might be, but his roughness was
ability secured our
an
receive
answer to au express which he
suited to the|times.
national credit in the day of its peril.
Doubtless he mado "rash speeches,” but his would despatch to Admiral Greaves at Boston,
Our present banking and financial success
rashness was called for, and I doubt if milder provided this,—that the people would surrenis largely due to his comprehensive mind and
der
to
him
four
of
which
were
pieces
cauuou,
speeches would have suited the occasion or the in
town, and all their small arms and ammuni- continuous labor.
audience. Ho may have been quick tempered,
Hus locality was familiar ami dear to him,as
and violent, too; and a partisan he surely was. tion.
iuu wait uau
laneii
rannouiu
oy surprise; the spot wl ere ho aud his distiuguhhed father
But he ever had the good will of Gov. Winall oar soldiers had marched off to the won their professional laurels.
It will always
throp. He possessed the entire confidence of nearly
Col. Rigby, aud he always sustained pleasant Continental army before Boston, or were scat- ’'e historic.
tered among the islands in the bay.
Oar store
relations with his partner, Tucker.
We moarnfully regret that his steadfast
Thrown on this coast among unscrupulous of gans and powder was hopelessly insufficient. friend and co-laborer iu the interest of sound
Mowatt
offers
us safety
for a season, nay national tiuance, the Hon. Lot M.
and crafty men, by his own energy, sagacity and
Morrill, is
he rose to be the ruler of this Prov- more—there is good reason to believe that, if not permitted to enjoy the lessons of the hour.
prudence
only a little time can be gained, Admiral
ince.
We also sadly miss the presence of our forOur first settler occupies no mean position tlreaves will countermand his cruel order to mer distinguished associate
directors, the late
burn
our
and
that
Falmouth
town,
will be Hon. St. John
among the pioneers of this continent. He
Smith, and Hon. .John B. Brown
subdued nature, and made a smiling home saved provided ouly our fathers surrender who, for so many
years, were the patrons of all
What did our
amid the savago wilderness of a new world. their arms aud ammunition.
With safety of- public improvements, aud the representative
But ho conquered men as well as nature. Self brave ancestors do about it?
fered them outlie oue hand, aud. with the men of our State in that which constitutes an
reliant, courageous, aggressive, persevering,
of the hostile fleet shotted, run out, aud honorable and successful business life. We
guns
ambitious, determined, he overcame every obregret that they cannot enjoy with us the riiraiued
on their loved homes on the other,
stacle in his pathway, aud placed every enemy
they pened fruits of their
early labors and enterthe
proposition, they indigunder bis feet. He placed them under his valiantly spurn
prise.
feet, but only to raise them up again when nantly lling back the offer in the teeth of the
The city and State mourn the departure of
British commander, they gallantly refuse to
they cried “enough,” and extend to them the
for themselves, aud security such men, and will ever honor their memories.
purchase
safety
hand
of
right
fellowship.
Finally, rejoicing in the great prosperity of
tor their homes, at the price of the surrender
Born to command, he
the city, state and nation, in the interests of a
became, naturally, a of their arms.
ruler of men. lie ruled them for their good,
broad, generous and reciprocal business policy,
l^et us never forget. Let us 'repeat it to our
and prosperity and contentment attended bis
this corner stone is now laid. And when the
children and our children’s children, that beautiful structure is
reign.
complete, and occupied
hew characters stand out so
ou this spot, our brave ancestors
pre- by one of the great corporations of the nation
boldly in our here,
ferred
destruction
to dishonor
history as our first* settler. The outlines are
and State, may its future basinets policy be

Sr

wisely drected, so as to aid and protect with lie declared himself ready to improvise; an
equal hand, all classes and vocations, thus add- universal bravo rewarded biin in advance.
ing to universal wealth and happiness.
Ho was about to begin, when lie suddenly

As fat as it is proper for me to do so, in my
official capacity, under the authority of asso
date members of tho lioavd of Directors, 1
now proclaim this corner stone laid, in tho interests of a sound ahd uniform National (Jar
reucy, a free republican government, aud lor
an honest business relationship with all man
kind,

vtay in proportions true,

Rising to grateful view.

The work atcend;
I.ong may It safely stand,
L ntouched by ruthless hand,
Till, true to Heaven’s command,
All time shall end.”

May the city

of

Portland, the Queen City
of the East, under the leadership or loyal men
and true women, continue to illustrate Justice,
Temperance and a wise administration of law.
This proud city by the sea. surrounded by un-

usual natural attractions, by the hand of arr
has become an ornament to her,own beautiful
Casco Bay, which her distinguished son, the
late Hon. Sargent S.(Prentiss, in his poetic
imagery, calls “the fairest dimple on ocean’s
cheek.”
Citizens of the State of Maine, let us cherish the sacred memories of our early pilgrim
ancestors, who braved the tempests of the
ocean, cleared the forests and founded this
great Nation in the wilderness, dedicated to
freedom. Always honor our Revolutionary

heroes,

who gave us a free Republic, and our
sons, “The boys in blue,” who saved for
us the Union of the States, first established by
our fathers.
We return our cordial thanks to
the distinguished officers and patriotic soldiers
of the volunteer militia of the State of Maine
who have honored us with their presence on
this occasion. The public cannot fail to recognize in your loyalty, military education aud
discipline, the strong arm of our defence in the
hour of danger. As in the past, the security
of our Nation rests “upon a sublime love of
own

country, demonstrated by action.” Placing
faith in the God of our fathers, let us illustrate
that lojalty which draws its strength from the
religious and educational institutions of our
Nation.
And may God save the State of Maine.

Chopin and George Sand in

Soci-

ety.
The Marquis de Custine of Prague, celebrated for bis many literary works, the best
known of which is that on Russia, possessed
a large fortune, au aristocratic name, and
inhabited a splendid mansion in Paris. At
the brilliant soirees he gave one met the
greatest artists and foremost men of science
in the French capital. I cannot quite re-

member, relates Friedrich von Flotow in bis
“Recollections,” bow I, at that time unknown as I was, received an invitation to
that circle of renowned and eclectic people.
I only knew the

name, and was
quite a stranger to him. The well known
fajlnoti of a servant announcing the name
of each guest upon liis entrance into the

drawing
learn the

room

marquis by

would,

names

of the

I

knew, help
distinguished

me

to

persons
who were to appear. In order that I should
succeed in this, I determined to be one of
the first to enter the Hotel de (Justine. I
was the first, aud was so early, indeed, that
there was not a servant present in the anteroom, and I walked into the drawing room
without being announced. I told my name
to the friendly marquis, who advanced towards me, aud introduced myself as a German.
He perceived my embarrassment, and
came at once to my help, praising the punctuality of my countrymen in general, and
above all that of the German artists. They
certainly never seek to nroduce a sensation,
in a drawing room, thrtmgh an affected late
appearance.
After a short time the arrivals commenced
aud I heard the name of IZorace Veruet, the
celebrated battle-field painter; he looked like
a Bedouin sheik, So dark was the color of
his face. Then came Baron Marochetti, the
sculptor, a young, but already famed artist;
Graaf von Nieuwerkerke, his colleague; the
sea painter Gudin; Tissot, professor and
member of the Institute de France; Balzac
the author; Appert, who, through his active
exertions to benefit the French prisons, received the name of “bienfaiteur ties prisonniers”; Artot the violin player, and Franchomme the violincellist.
At last I heard the name of Chopin announced, and my entire interest became
lie appeared to me suffercentred in him.
ing and nervously excited; in stature he was
large, but at the same time painfully thin.
He quickly approached the marquis, and I
heard him ask quietly, “Is she coming?” “I
hope so,” was the answer. I asked of a gentleman standing near who this referred to.
“Do you not know,” was the answer, “that
the Baroness Dudevant is expected?” Finding that 1 was utterly ignorant as “to the significance of this name, he added, The Baroness Dudevant is the most celebrated au-1
thoress, and signs her works with the name
of George Sand.” This nom de plume was
certainly well known to me; I had read and
admired most of her works. In the course
of conversation with my friendly neighbor I
discovered that George Sand had taken up
the literary career in the later years of her
life, aud that she was separated from her
husband. The well-known man of letters,
Sandeau, first discovered her great talent,
called her attention to it, and directed her
steps up to the first stage of fame. Out of
gratitude to him she adopted the first half
of his name and signed her works with
“Sand.” Just at this moment, I was told,
she was at variance with her friend and admirer, and this was perhaps the cause of his
absence at the soiree in the Hotel Custine.
Whetuer this statement was true or not I
cannot say, but I heard later from others

the

some tale with little variation. Informed
the servant of fresh arrivals the Marquis
de Custine hurried away, and immediately
appealed again, having a lady on ids arm,
the servant following behind, and with a
stentorian
voice
announcing “Madame
George Sand.” All hurried to meet her.
Each wished to be the first to greet or see
the honored one. Here she accorded a little
laugh, there friendly words, and to special
favorites she offered her hand. To the lastnamed category belonged Chopin. After the
first excitement was over I succeeded in obtaining a favorable place from which 1 coula
watch the distinguished authoress. She was
not beautiful and not young;! could perceive nothing out of the ordinary in her outward appearance.
The concert then began; aftera few pieces
had been given, Chopin was called upon to
play. He seated himself at the pianoforte
and performed one of his much admired
mazurkas. His friends declared that upon
this evening there was a greater depth of
feeling iu his music than usual. Jl had never before heard him, so
I could offer no
opinion; but I was enraptured with his playing, Alter Chopin had finished there was a
pause, and then something happened which
at that period was indeed most peculiar and
extraordinary. George Sand demanded a
cigar! Not a lady’s paper cigarette, with
perfumed contents; no! a real, full-sized
man’s cigar. Those who had lived thirty
years in Paris can well understand that an
impression such a demand (and especially
from a lady) must have made at what time
on the assembled guests of the
Marquis de
Custine. We young people, when we approached a lady, carefully avoided carrying
with us even the smell of cigars.
Wc did
not even smoke in the morning when we intended going into society the same evening.
Since that period it is indeed otherwise in
Paris. The cigar which George Sand had
desired was brought, the door which led to
the garden of the mansion was opened, and
the “performance” began. Furnished with
hat and cloak (for it was cool outside), the
celebrated Jady, without auy one to attend
her, walked up and down, puffing mighty
clouds of smoke in the air.
Unconcerned
she stood the glance of hundreds of eyes,
which were directed on her through the windows. The young ladies found it original,
the elders unfitting; the young men were enhauted, the married men were uneasy, chiefly on account of the bad example.
Everything in the world comes to an end, and so
did the cigar of Mme. Sand. She threw the
fragment left on one side and returned to
the company.
Chopin was now called upon to play something. At first he declined, but afterwards

by

THE DAY

Greene & Co

Wyer

Solitary

C. 0. Emerson $2.50 Olf. Congress Button & Balmorals

Sentinel.

[Philadelphia Record ]
—'AND
For bi years George W. Bromley, the old
est ordnance sergeant, both in years and
service, in the United States army, has been
doing sentry duty at Fort Miffiu, and for a
large part of that time he was the only occu The
price is on eat h pair. Be
pant of the fort. The solitary guardsman
sure
and examine these goods
lias faithfully discharged his duty in all this
before paying $3.00 for no
time, and now he is about to reap the fruits
belter Shoes.
of bis labor, for on Saturday he was summoned to Washiugtou to be commissioned
as an officer and put upon the retired list.
The rank and pay of his new position have
not yet been announced, but $80 a month is
expected. Altogether he has seen 4S years
of service. The fort is located a short distance below the mouth of the Schuylkill on
480 Congress Sirert.
the west bank of the Delaware. Up and
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
down the ramparts the old sergeant,'for he
eodli
jn5
is now in his Goth year, has daily paced in
winter and summer. His mail has been carried to him twice a week, and lie spends his
time keeping the guns in order and the other equipments of the fort in
proper trim.
Notwithstanding his age he presents a most
soldierly appearance, being tall, erect and of
PATENT, SI.1D5NG, WERE
a fine physique.
Now aud then he is visited by prominent army officers, who delight
to gossip with the lone soldier about the
battles in which they have participated.
—

—

Region.

t

ness, makes

Screens
are lire

Blue Grass woman she takes
care never to spoil the job.
A soft, white,
warm body, translucent with divine
light,
and curving to lines of beauty as natural as
the tendrils of the vine, is the groundwork
upon which nature limns the human angel.
Eyes softly bright, but luminously intense;
cheeks like the damask rose, with buttercups
of dimples, in whose honeyed heart sly Puck
or Oberon might sleep; lips like ox heart
cherries at the center, but flexible as the
smoke wreath, and fading away into the
soft cheek like the heart’s blood of a strawberry into Iftscious cream; a chin fairly fashioned as the golden apple that blushing Paris ga’e to Venus who trembled with delight
at taking it; the brow of Juno and the bust
of Hebe; the sea nymph’s pearly ear, the
wood nymph’s springy step—these are a few
of the charms that nature gives the maiden
of the Blue Grass.
a

;

,.

in

use

and lino desirable Straw Hats will bo
very scarce.
of the Nobby

To-day

we .shall hare rafts

in Mackinaw, Manilla, French Palin, Canton, anil all the
different Itrnids, and now is the time to

pick

Styles,

WORK

E. T.
i

BURROWES,

Cor. Fore & Cross Sts.,
jun23

Portland,

Maine.
eodSTiliTUtf

A

FOR

HOME
The Union Mutual Life Insurance

all the new colors hi
Semi Stiff and Soft Felt Hats.

Peftil Kerseys, and

with the People, the
largest financial institufion of any
kind in this Mtate, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

SILK
HATS.
We have an overstock of .Silk Hats, and
will sell them at greatlr reduced prices.

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.

popular

J. F.

FERRIS,

'Manager for Me. & N. H.

Excommunications treated confidentially when
so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests aad ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite company
whole jmpular features ana phenomenal suceees
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in securing and building up a permanent business.
inayStodU

HAMMOCKS

Napkins,$i-'*5,worth
$2.50.

Yard wide Printed Dress Cambrics
6 1-4 cts. AI«o a large and choice assortment of New Dress (woods, Laces,
Hosiery, Dnttons, Notions &e. at very

prices.

a

terest.

Good*

delivered
in
I*orflaiid,
Dccriiig, Ciiiniici'land Mill*
and Kaccariippa, free.

3Vi

premium pays

J. M. DYER &
511
may!

Congress

CO.,

Street.

eodtf

MEN’S
THAT “HNOWLEDUED* POWER”
NEEDS NO DEMONSTRATION, AND HE WHO
BY EXPERIENCE KNOWS THE VALUE OF
TARRANT?.** MEETZER APERIENT
DOES NOT NEED TO BE TOLD THAT HE HAS
IT WITHIN HIS POWER TO WARD OFF FEVERS, BILIOUS ATTACKS, HEADACHES. AND
ALL THE ILLS ARISING FROM A DISORDERED
STOMACH, LIVER OR BOWELS. A TEA SPOONFUL IN A GLASS OF WATER, BEFORE EATING. ACTS LIKE A CHARM, AND NO WISE
MAN WILL BE WITHOUT IT, FOR SALE BY
ALL DRUGGISTS.
ju2GTT&S2w

SUMMER

Better than the Savings Bank,

give* no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withurav your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier

to make money than to save it.

Be ter than Tontine Policies
other Companies.
as shown by comparison of results.

COE,

in

Results Accomplished.

THE
HATTER

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Resides giving insurance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5% per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPAN Y over t 4 get
cent, reserve is

«oati

CHARLES CUSTIS It CO.
493
Jnn28

Congress

St.

6 per ct. (iOld Bonds

88

HOUSE FOR SALE.

The syndicate of Boston and New York capitalist*
interested in the building of this road
having paid
in the full amount subscribed, the work will be
pushed forward with all liossible speed. The road
runs from Topeka to Delhi, 181 miles through the

A

TWO story dwelling house situated

Island, Cape Elizabeth,near

on

Turner's

the Eiistern Rail-

road Company’s shops. The house is arranged for
two families and in good order, aud is a good in
vestment. Terms easy. Inquire of
BEN.J. THOMPSON,
85 Exchange Street.
apI2eodtf

Removal!

General offices, 116 N. Front Si rent, Philadelphia,
and 116 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
Ju27oodlm

MIDDLESEX BANKING
as; COMPANY Connecticut

under the laws of Connecticut, and
DR. G. II. CUMMINGS 1ms remov- Incorporated
sublect to the inspection of the
ed to No„ 006 CONGRESS ST.,
Brick Office ueur state St. Office STATE BANK COMMISSIONERS.
hours 8 to 10 a. in., 2 to S and 7 to
8 p. in. After tt p. m. ut 70 Park
8t. Office telephone 371x. House
teloplionc 287x.
u8eodl m*
Interest payable at
secured hy First Mortgage.
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank ol
New Fork. If you wish an investment, whether
FIRE
INSURANCE.
large or small, which will bo MAFE and profitable,
send for circular giving full information.
INSURE WITH THE
(imeod
apr21

CENT,

GUARANTEED
BPER

HAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.

OF GERMANY.
Losses paid in this Country over
$2,500,000.
no sixty
days clause in its policy, losses
are payable
immediately after proof without
discount
MORSE Hi PJNKJIAM, Agents,
9 Exchange St.,
may.I0eod2m
Portland, Me.

HAVING

online

DURUO

most valuable species of the Peruvian Bark used in medicine and
Aromatics forms one of the best
TONICS in the world.
As an appetizer and promoter
of digestion it has no equal and
persons recovering from fevers or
other sickness, will find in this

invaluable

an

Price 50 cents for

com-

large

a

REMEMBER]

THE PLACE.

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
lias the endorsement of Jas. G*
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Fenny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta.
We sell

ADAMSON’S

Cough Remedies United.

c.li.
Guppy
& co.

ST.

Maine.

Booth by,

more

BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM than of all other

Successors to Guppy, Kinsman k

Portlar* rl.

Alden.

—AND—

mar31

eodtf

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

SPECIAL

AGENTS,

jne23

State Agent.

OVER”

dodtf

great wheat licit of Kansas, a territory without adequate railroad facilities, and where a large amount
of business is waiting for direct communication
with the markets of the South and Kast.

$180,000 in cash will be expended for equipment
to be placed on the road during the construction of
the lino, and$400,000 in bonds and $500,000 in
stockwlll remain in the treasury when the road is
completed,and will be used for additional equipment
and improvements.
For $850.00 and accrued interest from Jan. 1,
Five Shares of Stock, par value $100 each,
and a $1000 Bond will be
given, t he latter bearing
interest from Jan. 1, 1883.
The price will be
advanced from time to time as the building of the

1883,

The

proceeds
with

posited

with Gentlemen's Low Summer Shoes!
Low Shoes!

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.
OP

INSURE

from the sale of bonds will bo

de-

Towor, biddings & Co. of Boston, for
Post, Martin & Co., New York, who are
the fiscal agents for the syndicate.

NEW

Too many

SPECIAL SALE I
ON

Gent’s LOW SHOES

YORK

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

for the next 60 days! 200 pairs of medium priced
Shoes that must be sol
from ?2 t« S3 per pair

account of

GENTLEMEN’S

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
Money to pay the interest on all sold bonds, up open policies to merchants, making risks binding as Fine Jersey Low Shoes with London toe, Boston
to and including July 1, 1884, will lie dejiosited in soon as water-borne.
toe, and plain French toe. Uenl’s tine Jersey goods
a specialty.
trust in a national bank in Boston.
YVidtlis AA, A, B, C and I). You can
can have your feet proi>erly fitted ou
Congress St.,
Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
at Sigu of Gold Boot, for less money than elsewhere
These bond* arc worthy the attention of careful
January 1882, to 31st December,
and prudent investors. Full information furnished
1882. $4,412,61)3 58
on application to
Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882.

1,516,844 85

....

Contractor

PATTERSON, Principal

fl.5 Milk Hirer!,
my 12
.MX!'

Total Marine Premiums..

IIomIom,
eod2iu

PVBUN1IKD.

$5,939,638

43

ASSETS,

BUILDING,

....

WAR SONCS!

PINO PALMINE MATTRESS CO.,

This preparation, composed of
Calisaya (or King’s Bark,) the

T, T. MERRY

beg leave to announce that Mr. J. Lewis,
For Male.
General Travelling Agent for the Florida ArLand and Stable on Adams Street , al- omatic Pino Medical Bed, is now in tills city, and
For Anniversaries and Soldiers’ (Jollierso In Cape Elizabeth a one story House may be found at tho office of the General Agents for
injjs.
and Laud, and three acres of Land on Maine, Messrs. ,J. K. FOlf & CO., 379Vi Congress
street.
WITHCape Cottage road, tine situation for
Mr. ,J. H. Ganbert has not represented us since
Summer Residence. For particular)* in- January 1, 1HH3.
Parties wishing our Medical
Bed, the only 4'HOIUISKS nri'migcil for .TOnle Veim.
quire of B. J. WILLARD., No. fit ComHygienic Bed in the Market.eau be supplied by call
mercial Street, Portland Me.
I’iiiuo oi-Grgini Accompaniments.
iug on Messrs. FOV & CO Solo Agents for Maine
eodtl
apr5
PIIICK: .10 cts. paper; GOcts. boards; J3ets. cloth.

WE

Policies

EXCHANGE
Portland,

TOPEKA. SAUNA &
WESTERN R. R.

N. Y. MUTUAL LIFE

PINO PALMINE.

Endowment
foe sale at

V. jflott

C, G.

A few summer boarders ran l>e
accommodated
at
tin;
ten ter
House, one of tlie pleasantest
places in Ncxv England. House
new, piazza. Apply early to Clms.
Chandler, Fryebiirg Center, Me.
ju26eod3w

CORDIAL

$3,022,612,

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above

-OF Til

ST&Thtf

NOTICE.

CALISAYA

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
letter by its policy-k ciders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

road progresses.

UNDERWEAR.

Large bottles 50gcents.

per

which

low prices.

No time should be lost if the stomach, liver and
bowels are affected, to adopt the sure remedy.
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. Diseases of the organs named beget others far more serious, and a
delay is therefore hazardous. Dyspepsia, liver
complaint, chills and fever, early rheumatic twinges,
kidney weakness, bring serious bodily trouble if
trifled with. Lose no time in using this etfective
and safe medicine.
For sale by ail Druggists aud Dealers generally.
eodxiwlmo
Jy3_

appetite

gestion.

C. H. GUPPY & CO.

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
about
cent, in-

Which at

chiefs,

3-4 Damask

An agreeuble Elixir composed
of Eresh Dandelion, Wild Cnerry
aud Gentian, chemically combined
with Iron, Phosphorus and Quinine. One dose of Elixir Taraixcum will correct INDIGESTION
and from one to three bottles (according t'' the severity of the di-

can

Mutual

in all sizes, colors and

ELIXIR
TARAXICUM COMPOUND

The three preparations above
be found at just one place in
the City.

TN THE-

Ladies’ Colored Border Handker-

$2.50.

the

cents.

Kanion.
ottle.

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

197 Middle Street.

lO cents.
Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, 12 1-2 cts., worth 25 cts.
W hite Quilts $1.00, w orth $1.25.
White Quilts, fringed, 88 cents,
worth $1.00.
5-8 Damask Napkins,$1.75,w orth

J'rom

Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pnre
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50

preparation

Now Is the season for Trunks and Rags,
and our stock is complete. Patent Kxcelsior Trunks ( which no other dealer in
Portland lias) Zinc,Sole Leather, Canvas
and Crystnlized Zinc Trunks.

jn23

Ladies’

This

made

sease) will permanently cure the
Company, in 1882, issued 258 worst form of
the
policies in Maine, about one fourth APPETI IE, One complaint.
bo lie of Taraxof the entire number issued in this
icnm
Compound will injure a
State by nearly thirty companies.
and increased dihearty
It is

Common Screens
description.

c The
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now ia its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time has it been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last year was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSE TS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

out a good one.

LIGHT
HATS.

Screen Doors &
of every

and in all the various

world renowed

800,000

in tlie host houses
in 31 States.

As a Nutritive
it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

—

is

best in use.

OVER

—

paired nntritiou, improvishment

BURROWES’

[Lexington, Ky., Cor. Cincinnati News [
The women here have forgeous nature to
build on ami high art to improve it with.
When the Bona Dea, out of her bounteous-

an

of the
forms of

|

Window

and place it in

US A

$2.00 Veal Clf. do.

The Girls of the Blue Grass

BEEF, IRON

4th OF
& WINE.
ENDOWMENT POLICY
tonic,
Siewed
JULY
Blood,
HOME
general debility.
BOOTS!
IS
preparation
COMPANY.
Liebig’s
COMING

got up and whisper' d to the marquis that
his inspiration could only bo created by tbe
eyes of tbc celebrated authoress; she was to
be asked to Sit opposite to him.
George
band granted bis request and took a scat at
tlie end of the piano: she gave a long look at
she musical improvisator, which the lattsr
answered, and began. The remaining mor
tala, or immortals, stood or sat in a circle
around. Expectations were raised to the
highest. Since that eveuing forty years had for Ladies. No
nails, tacks or
fled, neverthe less, I remember Chopin’s imua\'!lir4>ad to hurt the feet.
provisation as if lhad only heard it yesterUnsurpassed for fit, style
day. He began with tbe lowest bass notes
and contort; indispensemof the pianoforte, and with judicious
able when once worn.
a
of
the
worked
stormy
ployment
up
pedals,
mithe
roll, leading into a tender melody in
nor; the whole concluded with a very brill
iant and triumphant coda. The long conSOLD BY
tinued applause of his audience, and a warm
shake of the hand from George Sand (who
felt herself very flattered at the distinction
which Chopin had thus accorded her), was
the reward of the great virtuoso. lie left the
The guests
piano exhausted and languid.
We also have the
departed, and 1 took leave, delighted to have
found in the Marquis de Cusline an accomplished gentleman, to have heard the celebrated Chopin, and to have seen the most
amous authoress of Frauce sinoke a
cigar.
A

SAVE Yul'R MOISEY

$13,171^675.0

2

Six Per Cent. Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.
Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums TerminutiiiK in 1882,

JO Pi:It CEJT.

Losses

Faid in

LADIES’
tine N. V. Boots, a specialty. WooJmansee & Garside’s Hue N.Y. Boots in all the leading styles on
Congress street at Sign of Gold Boot.

SPECIALTIES.

Ladles* Patent Leather Boots!
Ladies’ tine French
Kid Side l.ace Boots!
Ladies’ Cloth
Foxed
Button.
Top

nnii:\si: success

attends our Special Sale of Ladies’ Curacoa Kid But
ton. Wo shall continue our special sale
up to July
4tU. We invite you to call and examine our goods
and get our prices.

Thirty Days

After Proof.

PEOPLE
living

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe Preildenl
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
When tlio
arc lighted I
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vtee President.
after this, tliore will be a new enthusiasm, since the
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
love for tlio old songs lias revived, and this capital
collection is just what is wanted for Grand Army
ST.
gingers. Music simple, and all with Piano or Orgaii PORTLAND:
accompaniment, and all the great favorites are here

out of town are invited to take their feet with
them when tliev visit Portland and have them i>erfectly Utted at

CAMP FIRES

oTxCHANGE

War

Songs
and contains

lias '.1(1 pages, is in

J. W.

large

octavo
a hundred songs and
form,
hymns. It contains all the songs recently given at
the most successful Grand Army Concert, in Mechanics’ Grand ila.ll, Boston; and soldiers and all
others will lind this a due collection for concerts
and social singing.
Abundant provision is made for Mkmortai, and

MUNCER,

t:» K K EMFOIV O E 1ST

nearly

March 5. 1333.

dilutee

in*w3wlu

SHOtDEALER
421 Congress St.

Funeral occasions.
MA1 LED, P0ST-i4eK, FOB IIETA IL PRICE.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Bostoi..
Jm>30
ST&Th&w27tf

Cheap
11 1

Siiiuiiitir Residence.

MILES from Portland, on the road lead*
-A- ~4 ing from Pride’s Corner, Westbrook to
Duck Pond Mills.
Consisting of iya story house,
wood-house &c., and 41 Va square rods of inclosed
S. K. NILES,
land, good well. The above property together with
oookiug stove and apparatus, dishes &c., Ac., will
Advertising Agent,
be sold for $400
cash. Persons wishing to view
HOMTOft
23U WAMIC «TO.\ NT.,
Clul call on the subscriber at J. BAltlsutilt s, above
X’rido’s Corner.
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in a
ClfAS.C. KNIGHT.
B;ties and towns of the United States and the ,
„
Westbrook, .luno 26th, 1883.
critlsli Provinces.
Jnn2Heod8w*

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

Photographer,
Fine Portraits

a

specialty,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Portland. Mo.

JauH

deodtf

jnltJ

eod tf

T.

Advertising

C.

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

Warehouse,
iOO WASHI1VCJTOIV St.,
B STON
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds ol
Printers' Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper lu the United States or Canadas at publishers'
Send for estimates.
owest prices

